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Preface

The 11th Patras Workshop on Axions, WIMPs and WISPs took place in Zaragoza, on June 22nd to 26th,
2015. After the successful 10th-anniversary edition of the conference last year at CERN, this edition
broke again the record with 125 attendants, proof of the good health of the field and the increasing interest that axion physics is attracting. The participants enjoyed an intense program of science, comprising
both theory and experiments, many interesting discussions, but also good gastronomy and sightseeing
in Zaragoza. The presentations took place in the Aula Magna of the Paraninfo building of the Universidad de Zaragoza, famous for having hosted the lessons of Nobel-prize-winner Santiago Ramón y Cajal
about a century ago, as well as one of the few lectures of Albert Einstein in Spain. For the 24th, the
conference moved to Canfranc in the Spanish Pyrenees, where the attendants visited the Laboratorio
Subterráneo de Canfranc (LSC), a singular facility in Spain, of which the local organizers are associated
researchers.
As it is customary in the series, the workshop reviewed the latest advances in the physics case of WIMPs,
axions and WISPs, including the latest theoretical developments as well as their link to astrophysics and
cosmology, e.g. their potential role in our understanding of dark matter and dark energy. The current experimental efforts, as well as new proposals to detect these particles were also presented and discussed.
The vitality of the field was patent in the scientific program of the workshop, including more than 80
oral presentations, as well as a poster session on the first afternoon of the week, in which 15 posters
were presented and discussed. As a novelty this year, a prize for the best poster was organized, mostly
addressed to the younger colleagues of the community. A prize committee was constituted (chaired by
José Manuel Carmona and including also Axel Lindner, Babette Doebrich and Theopisti Dafni). The
committee evaluated both the formal and scientific contents of the posters, as well as their presentation
during the session. The decision was difficult due to the good quality of the posters, but the prize was
finally awarded jointly to Doyu Lee (50%), Patricia Villar (25%) and Adrián Ayala (25%). We want to
congratulate them all again.
We want to express our gratitude to all the participants of the workshop for their contribution to its
success, and most especially to those colleagues who accepted our invitation to give one of the review
talks of the conference.
Given the rapid evolution of our field, with new ideas and projects emerging constantly, the issuing
of proceedings (for a meeting that is organized yearly!) is always a delicate issue. The question was
exposed during the last day of the conference, and the community answered overwhelmingly in favour
of the preparation of proceedings. In order to keep the novelty and freshness of the talks of the conference, we tried to arrange a publication process as fast as possible. Despite the strict deadline set,
encompassing only the two summer months, 50 written contributions made it through to the present
volume of proceedings, which we believe is another record for the series. We sincerely think that the
present volume is a very good witness of the excitement and good quality of the research being done in
our field. We hope you enjoy it!
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Cosmological Search for Ultra-Light Axions
Daniel Grin1 , Renée Hložek2 , David J. E. Marsh3 , Pedro G. Ferreira4
1

University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.,
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA,
3
Perimeter Institute, Waterloo, ON, Canada,
4
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK.
2

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.3204/DESY-PROC-2015-02/grin daniel
Ultralight axions (ULAs) with masses in the range 10−33 eV ≤ ma ≤ 10−18 eV (motivated
by string theory) might contribute to the dark-matter or dark-energy density of the Universe. ULAs would suppress the growth of structure on small scales and change the shape of
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy power spectra. In this work, we compute cosmological observables over the full ULA mass range and then use them to search
for evidence of ULAs using CMB temperature data from the Planck satellite, large-scale
CMB polarization data from Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), smallerscale CMB experiments, as well as the WiggleZ galaxy-redshift survey. In the mass range
10−32 eV ≤ ma ≤ 10−25.5 eV, the ULA relic-density must obey the constraint Ωa h2 ≤ 0.006
at 95%-confidence. For ma & 10−24 eV, ULAs are indistinguishable from standard cold
dark matter on the length scales probed while for ma . 10−32 eV, ULAs are allowed to
compose a significant fraction of the dark energy. If primordial gravitational waves are
detected, limits to the primordial isocurvature fraction will put severe constraints on ULA
dark matter. In the future, weak-lensing measurements of the CMB will yield even more
powerful probes of the ULA hypothesis.

1

Motivation

Originally introduced to solve the strong CP problem [1, 2, 3], axions are a well-motivated darkmatter candidate [4, 5]. In the context of the axiverse scenario, in which there are many axions
with masses spanning many orders-of-magnitude covering the range 10−33 eV . ma . 10−18 eV,
ultra-light axions (ULAs) could compose significant fractions of both the dark matter and the
dark energy [6, 7, 8]. More generally, axion-like particles (ALPs) arise in string theory [9, 10,
11, 12], often as the Kaluza-Klein zero modes of anti-symmetric tensors compactified on extra
dimensions. As discussed in many of the other workshop contributions, a variety of creative
laboratory techniques have emerged to probe a wide swathe of ULA/ALP parameter space.
All these techniques depend, however, on the highly model-dependent two-photon couplings of
ULAs/ALPs.
The gravitational imprint of ULAs [for example, on the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) or the distribution of galaxies at redshifts z . 1], however, is nearly model-independent,
once their mass and density is specified [8]. For masses ma . 10−20 eV, ULA dark matter exhibits suppressed structure formation on cosmological length scales. If the ULA is the Goldstone
boson of a global symmetry broken during inflation (and not subsequently restored) the relative
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entropy fluctuation between ULAs and radiation yields a detectable isocurvature imprint on
the CMB.
Here we apply these effects to search for evidence of ULA dark matter or dark energy using
Planck CMB data and the WiggleZ survey. These proceedings are a summary of Ref. [13], whose
results are reproduced with permission (Copyright 2012 by The American Physical Society).
We built on past work (in which constraints are obtained without a Boltzmann code [14]) by
extending the standard CMB Boltzmann code camb1 to include the evolution of cosmological
perturbations in the presence of ULAs with any ma value.

2

Ultra-light axion cosmology

As a first step in exploring the axiverse, we consider a single ULA, described by a real scalar
field φ0 (subject to a harmonic potential) with equation of motion
φ̈0 + 2Hφ̇0 + m2a a2 φ0 = 0.

(1)

Here H = aH is the conformal Hubble parameter, where a is the usual cosmological scale factor
and H the usual Hubble parameter with respect to physical time. Early on, when ma  3H, the
scalar field rolls slowly, has equation-of-state parameter w ' −1, and constant energy density.
A transition when ma = 3H, defining the transition scale factor a ≡ aosc . Thenceforth, on
timescales longer than the oscillation period ∼ m−1 , the ULA field is well described as a nonrelativistic fluid with ρ ∝ a−3 and w ' 0. The ULA relic abundance is then readily obtained
to be

 1/2 
2
φ0,i

1
3/4 ma

(9Ω
)
if aosc < aeq ,

r
H
Mpl

 6

2 0
φ0,i
9
(2)
Ωa =
if aeq < aosc . 1 ,
6 Ωm Mpl




 1 m 2  φ0,i 2

a

if aosc & 1 ,
6
H0
Mpl

2
where φ0,i is the initial scalar field displacement, Mpl
= 1/(8πG) is the Planck mass. Here Ωr
and Ωm are the radiation and matter energy-densities today relative to the critical density.
The observed dark matter or dark-energy relic densities can be obtained for the ULA massrange 10−33 eV . ma . 10−18 eV for sub-Planckian axion global U (1)-symmetry breaking
scales and initial field misalignments [16, 8]. One important moment is the epoch of matterradiation equality, which occurs when a = aeq = (1 + zeq )−1 ' 2.93 × 10−4 . If aosc . aeq , the
homogeneous piece of the ULA homogeneous field behaves as a non-relativistic relic while most
observed cosmological large-scale structure (LSS) forms, and we call such ULAs “dark-matter
like.” If aosc & aeq , the homogeneous piece of the ULA field behaves as a cosmological constant
while LSS forms [7], and we call such ULAs “dark-energy like.” Both regimes are evident in Fig.
1, where energy densities from the full (scalar-field+matter+cosmological constant) evolution
are shown. To actually obtain field histories for our exploration of parameter space (which also
requires perturbation evolution), we solve the exact Klein-Gordon equation [Eq. (1)] including
all components in H until a = aosc , and then use a simple w ' 0, ρa ∝ a−3 solution afterwards.
1 Camb

42

is distributed and described at http://camb.info/.
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Figure 1: Time evolution of ULA density in arbitrary units (shown in black) for an ma =
10−30 eV axion comprising 1% of the dark matter, as a function of cosmological scale factor
a. The red curve shows the matter density while the green curve shows the energy density
associated with the cosmological constant. Modified and reproduced (with permission) from
Ref. [15]. Copyright 2012 by The American Physical Society.

3

Perturbation evolution and observables

For the low values of ma we √
consider, the ULA de Broglie wavelength is macroscopic, and so is
the ULA “Jeans” scale kJ ∼ ma H, which today corresponds to a wavelength [6, 7, 17, 18, 20, 8]
λJ ' 2.5 Mpc h−1/2



ma
10−25 eV

−1/2

.

(3)

For ULA in the “dark-matter like” regime, structure formation is suppressed at length scales
l < λJ and in proportion to Ωa /Ωd , where Ωd = (Ωa + Ωc ) and Ωc is the relic density of
standard cold dark-matter (CDM). This fact is evident in the suppressed amplitude of the
matter power-spectrum at small scales, as seen in Fig. 2. CMB anisotropies are altered in this
regime for modes which enter the horizon when ULAs are still not redshifting as ρ ∝ a−3 .
In this case, gravitational potential wells decay more rapidly than they usually do, leading to
enhanced higher-l acoustic peak heights in the observed CMB power spectra, as seen in Fig. 2.
At lower masses still (ma . 10−25 eV), in the “dark-energy like” ULA regime, the expansion
rate (and thus the growth rate of structure) is altered from its behavior in a w = −1 dark-energy
cosmology. This leads to shifts of the CMB acoustic peak locations in l at fixed values of other
parameters, due to the altered angular-diameter distance to the surface of last-scattering, as
seen in Fig. 2. Matter-radiation equality also occurs at a different time, changing the shape
and amplitude of the matter power-spectrum, as seen in Fig. 2.
Our modified Boltzmann code, AxiCamb, handles perturbation evolution by solving the
perturbed Klein-Gordon equation exactly when a ≤ aosc . Later, when a > aosc , we treat
ULAs as a fluid with an unusual sound speed, a result which can be rigorously justified using
Axion–WIMP
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a WentzelKramersBrillouin (WKB) approximation. The resulting sound speed is [20]
c2a =

k 2 /m2a
2

4/ (1 + z) + k 2 /m2a

,

(4)

where k is the perturbation wave number. This scale-dependent c2a captures the suppression of
small-scale structure by ULAs. This code is nearly ready for public release, and we will make
it publicly available in coming months, so that observers can include new data in the search for
ULAs.

4

Data and constraints

To determine the allowed parameter space, we use Planck 2013 temperature anisotropy data,
WMAP large-scale CMB polarization data (to break the degeneracy between the perturbation
amplitude As and the optical depth to reionization τ ), as well as small-scale CMB data from
the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) and South-Pole Telescope (SPT) [21, 22, 23, 24]. To
complement this data, we also include measurements of the galaxy clustering power-spectrum
from the WiggleZ galaxy survey [25]. We vary the standard 6Λ CDM parameters, in addition
to the ULA parameters ma and Ωa h2 . The degeneracy of ULA parameters with the standard 6
is strongly dependent on the mass, making the parameter space difficult to sample. To address
this difficulty, we use a nested sampling technique, as described in Ref. [13]. We ultimately
obtain the constraints to ULA parameter space shown in Fig. 3. Marginalizing over all other
parameters, we find that in the constrained region of parameter space (10−32 eV . ma .
10−25.5 eV), Ωa h2 . 6 × 10−3 at 95%-confidence, while at higher and lower masses, ULAs can
compose nearly all of the dark matter or dark energy, respectively.

5

Conclusions and future work

There are many exciting possibilities for future cosmological tests of ULAs and standard QCD
axions. The most powerful is related to the phase structure of the CMB acoustic peaks. These
reflect the initial conditions of the primordial plasma, which are now known to be predominantly
adiabatic. This is consistent with simple inflationary models. If the Peccei-Quinn symmetry is
broken during the inflationary era and not restored, the axion will carry isocurvature perturbations, altering the phase structure of the CMB acoustic peaks [26]. The 2013 Planck satellite
data impose a limit (through the lack of isocurvature) of (HI /φi,0 ) [Ωa / (Ωa + Ωc )] . 4 × 10−5 ,
where HI is the Hubble parameter during inflation [27, 28]. In the “dark-matter like” ULA
mass range, or for QCD axions, the relic density may then be related to the initial field value
using standard expressions.
This then yields the limits
 14

10 GeV
Ωa
. 10−3
(5)
Ωa + Ω c
HI
for ULA dark matter and
Ωa
. 10−12
Ωa + Ω c
64



1014 GeV
HI

7/2

(6)
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for QCD axions. The fractional slope in the QCD case results from temperature-dependent
corrections to the axion mass during the onset of coherent oscillation of the field. It is important
to note that the corresponding limits are not known in the “dark-energy like” ULA mass regime,
because the isocurvature transfer function of such ULAs, while known from our AxiCamb code
using analytic initial conditions we have derived, has not yet been self-consistently included in a
cosmological Monte-Carlo Markov chain analysis of CMB data. A robust detection of primordial
gravitational waves at the level of the current limits [HI ∼ 1014 GeV] would thus either severely
constrain the cosmic relic density of axions/ULAs, or require a non-canonical scenario for their
production. Alternatively, robust evidence for ULA or standard QCD axion dark matter could
indicate a very dim forecast for experiments targeting primordial CMB B-mode polarization.
We note that our limits from the matter power-spectrum result from a simple treatment
of the bias between the galaxy density field and the ULA density field which we will work to
improve once a complete treatment of nonlinear structure formation from ULAs is developed.
In the meantime, we will use our code with new data sets, such as the nearly 40σ observation
[29] by Planck of weak lensing of the CMB by foreground structure. This data set tests both the
kinematics of cosmic expansion when ULAs replace some of the dark matter or dark energy,
and also the altered growth of structure in such a cosmology. We show an example case in
Fig. 4, where the effect of low and high ULA mass-fractions is contrasted with observations of
the lensing deflection-angle dimensionless power-spectrum by the ACT experiment. The era of
precision cosmology promises ever more sensitive tests of axionic dark matter and dark energy.
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Figure 2: Top left panel shows total theoretical matter power-spectra when ma = 10−27 eV
ULAs replace the indicated fraction of matter (CDM). The fraction is normalized as Ωa /Ωd ,
where Ωd = Ωa + Ωc , with Ωc denoting the fractional density of ordinary CDM relative to the
critical density. Top right panel shows theoretical CMB TT power spectra in the same ULA
regime, along with Planck measurements of the TT power spectrum. Bottom left panel shows
theoretical CMB TT power spectra when ma = 10−32 eV, deep into the “dark-energy like” ULA
mass range. ULAs replace the indicated fraction of Ωd . Bottom right panel shows theoretical
matter power-spectra over the same parameter range. Reproduced (with permission) from
Ref. [13]. Copyright 2015 by The American Physical Society.
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Figure 3: Marginalized 2 and 3σ contours in the ma − Ωa h2 plane for both the CMB-only and
CMB+WiggleZ (large-scale structure survey) combinations of data sets. We obtain constraints
of Ωa h2 ≤ 0.006 at 95% confidence level over some seven orders of magnitude in ULA mass
ma . Reproduced (with permission) from Ref. [13]. Copyright 2015 by The American Physical
Society. Theoretical curves are compared here with TT power spectra from the Planck 2013
data release [21].
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Now that we have a sense for the basic observable phenomenology of ULAs, we turn to the issue of precise
probes and constraints.

VI.

METHODOLOGY

The basic cosmological ⇤CDM model consists of 6 pa-

A.

Priors

The most conservative prior to plac
is a Je↵reys prior, which is uniform in
which we bound as 33 < log10 ma <
In addition we impose a flat prior o
density similar to the flat prior impo
density, 0.001 < ⌦a h2 < 0.3. Hertzb
Wilczek [59] also place an additional

Dark Matter Searches with the LUX Experiment
Paolo Beltrame, on behalf of the LUX Collaboration
School of Physics & Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.3204/DESY-PROC-2015-02/beltrame paolo
The Large Underground Xenon (LUX) experiment is a 350 kg liquid xenon time projection
chamber (TPC) whose primary goal is to directly detect galactic Dark Matter in form of
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs). The first LUX science search results based
on 85.3 day of data (Run3) collected in 2013 has set the best limit on spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon cross section, reaching a minimum of 7.6 × 10−46 cm2 90% CL for WIMP
mass of 33 GeV/c2 . While presently collecting a 300-day data set (Run4), the LUX collaboration is also performing the re-analysis of the Run3 sample with new calibration
measurements for nuclear and electronic recoil events, and additional improvements of the
analysis methods. Dual phase xenon based TPCs, although optimised to observe WIMPs,
are particularly suitable for exploration of alternative Dark Matter scenarios, such as axions and axion-like particles. The present status of the ongoing searches in LUX is also
described.

1

Introduction and LUX Experiment

Consistent evidence from multiple astrophysical observations suggests that cold Dark Matter is
the dominant form of matter in our galaxy [1]. Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)
are a generic class of particle candidates, arising from extensions to the Standard Model of
particle physics. They could be detected via Weak-force-mediated nuclear recoils (NR) in
detectors on Earth [2, 3]. Direct search experiments look for the low NR energy expected when
WIMPs scatter elastically off target nuclei in the active detector material. The small interaction
cross sections and low velocities of galactic WIMPs impose the detectors to be sensitive to few
keV and at the same time to exploit large exposures of many kg·years.
The Large Underground Xenon (LUX) experiments is a 350 kg dual-phase xenon time-projection
chamber (TPC) located 4850 feet underground at the Sanford Underground Research Facility
(SURF) in Lead, South Dakota. Energy deposited from the particle interaction in the xenon
creates a primary scintillation signal (S1) and ionization charge which is drifted by an electric
field (181 V/cm) to the liquid-gas interface at the top of the detector. The electrons are then
extracted into the gas phase (6.0 kV/cm), where they produce electroluminescence (S2). Both
signals are read out by two arrays of photomultipler tubes (PMTs): 61 viewing the TPC from
above, and 61 from below. The precise (few mm) 3D position reconstruction of the particle
scattering point enables to exploit the self-shielding capability of the liquid xenon selecting
for the Dark Matter search only inner radioactively-quiet fiducial volume. The S1 and S2
signals are also used to estimate the deposited energy and their ratio is exploited as particle
identification to discriminate WIMP-like NR from background electron recoils (ER) at the
99.6% level at a 50% NR acceptance in the energy range of the LUX analysis. Description of
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the detector technology, underground laboratory and deployment can be found in [4].

2

WIMP search

LUX completed its first physics run in 2013, collecting a total of 85.3 day of WIMP search
data. During this period the ER background rate inside the 118 kg selected fiducial volume
was 3.6 ± 0.3 mDRU (mDRU = 10−3 counts/day/kg/keV) between 2 – 30 photoelectrons S1,
the energy range of interest. A non-blind analysis was conducted in which only a minimal set
of high-acceptance data quality cuts were used. Single scatter events containing exactly one
S1 within the maximum drift time preceding a single S2 were selected for further analysis.
In total 160 events were observed, being consistent with the predicted background of ER.
Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section were set using a
Profile Likelihood Ratio analysis (PLR), based on distributions in radius, depth and S1 and
S2. The 90% upper CL is shown in Fig. 1 with a minimum of 7.6 × 10−46 cm2 at a WIMP mass
of 33 GeV/c2 . These remain the strongest constraints over a wide range of WIMP mass [5].
However, the analysis was performed under the conservative assumption of zero efficiency for
NR events below the 3 keV, corresponding to the minimum energy of previous liquid xenon
calibrations.
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83m

Kr were used to constantly monitor the electron drift attenuation length, the light yield
and the corrections in x, y, z for detector effects. The novel CH3 T (β − source with endpoint
of ∼18 keV) provided the ER response of the detector at low energies and information on the
background shape. This also enabled to study the light and charge yields down to ∼1 keV.
The precise determination of ER events “leaking” down into NR S2/S1 region has been also
evaluated between 0.2 and 5 keV, as a function of S1. A combined study with 83m Kr and CH3 T
enabled for a precise estimation of the fiducial volume.
To estimate the detector response to NR, in addition to AmBe and 252 Cf, a DD neutron
generator was employed. This generates an almost monochromatic neutron beam, enabling
through an analysis of multiple-scatter events to perform calibration down to 0.8 keV for the
NR ionization and to 1.2 keV for the scintillation channels.

2.2

Re-analysis and Run4

Following the first WIMP-search results LUX underwent a period of preparation for the final
300-day WIMP-search run. This included a campaign of cathode and grid wire conditioning
aimed at increasing the applied drift and extraction fields and improvements to the krypton
calibration system. While collecting new data, the collaboration is also re-analysing the Run3
sample. The improved detector response calibration at very low energy, the better modelling
of the background, a more accurate event position reconstruction for events close to the radial
edge of the TPC, the updated fiducial volume (with an increased mass up to ∼140 kg), and the
more advanced PLR analysis (with the inclusion of nuisance parameters and an update energy
scale), all this will lead to a considerable improved results, in particular in the low WIMP mass
region, already in the re-analysis. As for the Run4, the increased exposure and the reduced
background (because of the 127 Xe decaying away) will improve the sensitivity by more then a
factor of 4 compared to the current limit.

3

Axion and Axion Like Particle searches
Solar axion evt density for gAe:1.5e-12, mA:0.0

Galactic axion evt density for gAe:1.5e-13, mA:2.0
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Figure 2: Left: Expected event rate in the LUX discrimination phase space from solar axions,
assuming the axio-electric effect with coupling gAe = 1.5 × 10−12 . Right: Expected signal from
2 keV ALPs and gAe = 1.5 × 10−13 . The “c” subscript denotes that the S1 and S2 variables
have been corrected by the detector effects at the position of the interaction point.
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Astrophysical observations are thought to be the most sensitive technique for detecting axions
and Axion Like Particles (ALPs) [7]. The Sun would constitute an intense source and searches
can be conducted for ALPs. The latter may have been generated via a non-thermal production
mechanism in the early universe, in which case they would be now slowly moving within our
galaxy, and might constitute the Dark Matter.
Axions and ALPs may give rise to observable signatures in liquid xenon TPCs through their
coupling to electrons (gAe ), scattering off the electrons of an atom target, through the axioelectric effect [8, 9, 10]. This process is the analogue of the photo-electric effect with the
absorption of an axion instead of a photon.
LUX is currently performing two specific analyses for axions and ALPs, based on the Run3
data sample. LUX is expected to surpass the current best limit on gAe set by the XENON100
collaboration [11] because of the very low ER background rate at low recoil energies, and the
low energy threshold. Figure 2 shows the expected signal event rate in the LUX discrimination
phase space for Solar axion (left) and ALPs (right). A dedicated PLR test statistic has been
developed, exploiting the re-analysis background and detector response model implemented
with the new ER calibrations data.

4

Conclusion and Outlook

During an 85.3 live-day (Run3) commissioning run with a 118 kg of fiducial xenon mass, the
LUX experiment has achieved the most sensitive spin-independent WIMP exclusion limits over a
wide range of masses. LUX commenced a 300-day data taking (Run4) in 2014 that will further
improve the WIMP sensitivity by a factor of 4. A re-analysis of the Run3 data is ongoing,
exploiting the new calibration campaign and various improvements which will significantly
enhance the sensitivity at low mass. Publications will come soon.
Along with the standard WIMP searches, exploiting the low ER background rate and energy
threshold of the LUX detector, the collaboration is conducting dedicated searches for alternative
signals, primarily for axions and axion-like particles.
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QCD axions with meV mass can be behind some stellar cooling anomalies and form all
or part of the cold dark matter of the universe. We discuss on a proposed experiment to
discover the solar flux of meV mass axions: the International AXion Observatory (IAXO).

1

The meV mass axion frontier

The really low energy frontier of fundamental physics [1] offers several pressing questions that
have received much attention in the recent years [2]. Very weakly-interacting sub-eV particles
(WISPs) can arise as low energy manifestations of high energy completions of the standard
model of particle physics and tend to be generically good dark matter candidates [3]. A central target is to discover the QCD axion, hypothetical particle predicted in the Peccei-Quinn
mechanism to explain the puzzling absence of CP violation in the strong interactions, and only
later realised as suitable for constituting the cold dark matter (CDM) and found to appear
generically in string theories, prime candidates for describing quantum gravity. Actually, if the
QCD axion exists, a sizeable amount of axion CDM is unavoidable (it turns out to be more
natural for axion-like particles to solve the DM puzzle than to solve the strong CP problem).
The axion CDM density produced in the Big Bang depends on the axion mass, ma , and
the details of early cosmology. There are two basic scenarios: the axion field taking its initial
conditions (typically after a phase transition) either after cosmic inflation or before. In the
after scenario, the initial conditions are random in causally disconnected regions and a network
of global strings forms through the Kibble mechanism. QCD instantons generate a potential
for the axion with a set of N CP-conserving minima (N depends on the UV completion of the
axion model), which is strongly suppressed at high temperatures but becomes relevant close to
the color confinement phase transition, TQCD . By then, the field relaxes to one minimum and
oscillates around it with its amplitude damped by the universe expansion. The harmonically
oscillating field is a coherent state of very non-relativist quanta (axions), a cold dark matter
fluid. The network of strings and domain walls developed around TQCD is unstable if N = 1
and decays into a second population of CDM axions. The first contribution is computable but
the second (which seems to dominate) has to be extrapolated over many orders of magnitude
from numerical simulations. The latest simulations [4] give1 ,
2

Ωa h = 0.12
1A



2.4 ± 1.12
1
+
3.4
3.4



108 µeV
ma

1.187

;

(misalignment + strings)

(1)

recent analysis [5] challenges the interpretation of the simulations, adding to a longstanding controversy.
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Figure 1: Axion mass bands in the main CDM scenarios: after (red for N = 1, yellow for N > 1)
and before (purple). Shown also are excluded bands from cosmology, stellar evolution and experiments
together with sensitivities from ADMX-II and IAXO (green), from [6].

suggesting an axion CDM mass ma = 105 ± 25 µeV labelled ‘ok’ in Fig. 1 in red. Smaller values
overproduce DM and are excluded, and larger ones imply a subdominant fraction of the CDM
& (0.11/20)1.187 = 0.2% for ma . 20 meV. If N > 1 the string-wall network is stable and
thus ruled out unless a small energy breaks the degeneracy of vacua. This breaking needs to
be extremely small because it tends to displace the minimum away from CP conserving and
spoil the solution of the strong CP problem. The hecatomb of strings and walls gets delayed
by the small degeneracy breaking, making CDM axions less diluted and more abundant today,
favouring much larger axion CDM masses (see yellow labelled ‘tuned’ in Fig. 1). Finally, in
the before scenario, inflation makes homogeneous the axion field in our observable universe and
dilutes away strings and walls. The observed amount of CDM can be obtained for any ma <
meV by invoking the appropriate axion initial condition. Excluding fine tunings of 10% to the
bottom or top of the potential the preferred range is 1 µeV< ma < 0.5 meV (purple band
labelled ‘ok’).
Figure 1 shows the CDM regions together with the exclusion bounds from cosmology astrophysics and experiments and makes a very clear point: would DM be made of ∼meV mass
axions, we shall then expect some effects in astrophysics too. Indeed, for several years now,
there have been increasing claims of anomalies in the cooling of certain types of stars that could
be attributable to QCD axions. We shall here briefly name them and show that a consistent
axion model exists which fits every claim, constituting a prime target for a next generation
helioscope: IAXO. The axion Lagrangian defines conventions for the axion coupling to photons
and fermions,
X gaf
1
1
gaγ
La = (∂µ a)(∂ µ a) − m2a a2 −
Fµν F̃ µν a +
Ψ̄f γ µ γ5 Ψf ∂µ a.
(2)
2
2
4
2
f

In UV-complete axion models the couplings are related through a few parameters. Here we use
KSVZ and DSFZ (with variants 1 and 2) models as exposed in Ref. [7] and show the electron,
proton and neutron couplings in Fig. 2.
White dwarfs (WDs) are degenerate stars not massive enough to fuse C and O into heavier
nuclei, which just cool down by neutrino thermal emission from the core and surface electromagAxion–WIMP
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Figure 2: Axion-proton, neutron and
electron couplings (black, red, and
blue resp.) with low-energy-QCD error bars (mu /md = 0.56+0.04
−0.26 ) in the
KSVZ and DFSZ 1 and 2 models. Here
Caf is the coupling normalised with
the axion decay constant fa and the
fermion mass mf : Caf = gaf × fa /mf
(tan β is the ratio of extra Higgs fields
in the model [7]).

netic radiation. The WD luminosity function (number of WDs per unit luminosity) decreases
if there is an extra channel for plasma energy loss [8]. Recently compiled luminosity functions
tend to fit better expectations if the emission of axions in nucleus-electron bremsstrahlung is
added2 with a coupling strength [9],
gae = (1.4 ± 1.4) × 10−13 .

(3)

Axion emission from the red giant star cores cools the plasma delaying the Helium flash,
which happens at a larger core mass and thus becomes brighter. The study of the red giant
branch of M5 [10] yields a 95% CL upper bound gae < 4.3 × 10−13 but a 1-σ preferred region,
gae = (2 ± 1.5) × 10−13 .

(4)

The swift cooling of the neutron star CAS A observed for 10 years by CHANDRA seems
to confirm neutrino pair emission in neutron Cooper pair formation, n + n → 3 P2 + ν̄ν, as the
responsible cooling mechanism but theoretical emission rates fall short by a factor of two [11],
accountable among others [12] by a similar axion emission process, n + n → 3 P2 + a if the
axion-neutron coupling were [11],
gan = (3.8 ± 3) × 10−13 .

(5)

Other interesting anomalies have been presented in this workshop [13] and elsewhere [14]. A
full analysis is in progress and shall be reported elsewhere [15]. We advance that some of them
are not quantitative enough and some others cannot be directly attributable to QCD axions
because of the strong constraint on the axion-proton coupling derived from the duration of the
detected neutrino pulse from SN1987a [16],
gap < 8 × 10−10 ,

(6)

certainly in need of refinement from new simulations and data from a next galactic SN.
We can now use a χ2 function of the different exotic energy losses which led to constraints
(3)-(6) to estimate the microscopic parameters of the axion models. The KSVZ model has
2 The anomalous cooling of the variables G117-B15A and R548 could also be due to axion emission, but the
interpretation depends on the proper identification of the oscillating mode, so we have not included it in this
analysis.
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Figure 3: Isocontours of relative χ2 (blue to red from max to min) for DFSZ models as function of
the axion decay constant fa and cos2 β (tan β is the ratio of extra Higgs fields in the model [7]).

Cae ' 0 so in principle it could only fit the NS cooling anomaly (5) while respecting the
SN constraint (6) but this is not the case because gan is larger than gap , see Fig. 2. For
DFSZ models, the χ2 including only NS and SN data (Fig. 3 left) is maximal at two points,
which correspond to large neutron to proton coupling happening at cos2 β = 1, 0 for large fa
(∼ 109 GeV) and small fa solutions (∼ 3 × 108 GeV). Including WD and RG data in DFSZ1
(Fig. 3 center) we see all fitting in both the small and large fa points, with a larger tension in
the small fa . The DFSZ2 scenario (Fig 3 right) fits also the WD and RG anomalies respecting
the SN constraint but cannot fit the NS simultaneously. In summary, there are two interesting
targets
P1 :
fa ∼ 109 GeV
P2 : fa ∼ 3 × 108 GeV

explains RG + WD + NS (DFSZ1), RG + WD (DFSZ2),
explains RG + WD + NS (DFSZ1),

which correspond to masses ma ' 0.6 and 20 meV resp.

2

IAXO: International AXion Observatory

Searching for meV mass axions seems to be within the reach of a future helioscope [17], or
perhaps a future generation of 5th force searches [18] but the direct detection of meV DM axions
seems extremely challenging. The helioscope technique [19] aims at detecting the copious flux
2
of axions produced in the solar core via either Primakoff process (∝ gaγ
) or the ABC processes
2
(∝ gae ) [20]. Solar axions of energy ω convert coherently into detectable X-rays along an
homogeneous transverse magnetic field B of length L with a probability
 2 
(2gaγ Bω)2
ma L
2
sin
.
(7)
P (a → γ) '
m4a
4ω
The most successful helioscope to date, CAST, uses a 9 T, 10 m long LHC decommissioned magnet mounted on a movable platform to track the Sun for ∼ 2 h/day with CCD and micromegas
detectors at its bore ends. It mostly suffers from a small bore aperture (∼ 14.5 cm2 ) and issues
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to track the Sun far outside horizontal positions, consequences of the dipole being designed as
part of a proton collider unaware of its today’s axionic duties.
Members of the CAST collaboration are seeding a collaboration to build the first right-toscale axion helioscope: the International AXion Observatory [21]. The central target is to build
a new magnet dedicated solely to axion physics not to suffer from any of the constraints inherited from a recycling experiment. In [17], a preliminary study based on the CAST experience
demonstrated that the technologies matured in CAST would allow for an improvement of up
to 6 orders of magnitude in signal/noise beyond CAST with the use of a new toroidal magnet
operated with X-ray focusing optics and state of the art Micromegas. Since then, the collaboration has grown to O(100) scientists from O(40) institutions, a conceptual design report was
produced [22] and a LOI presented at CERN [23] (although the site of IAXO is by no means
yet decided). A 20-m long, 5-m diameter toroid to be operated in a fully steerable platform has
been designed [24] in collaboration with the CERN magnet labs. It would have 8 warm bores of
0.6 m diameter with an average field of 2.5 T (5 T peak field). The X-ray optics to be mounted
at the bore’s ends has been designed [25] by the IAXO groups at LLNL, Columbia U. and DTU
Denmark. Micromegas detectors have been shown levels of 8 × 10−7 counts/(keV cm2 s) in the
CAST 2014 run and 10−7 counts/(keV cm2 s) in a dedicated prototype at the Canfranc underground lab [26], which advance the ambitious goal 10−8 counts/(keV cm2 s) as realistic. New
groups in IAXO have brought expertise in other detection technologies such as Gridpix/InGrid,
MMCs and low-noise CCDs, presented also in this workshop.
In Fig. 4 we show in dark gray the sensitivity of a 3-year data campaign of IAXO to solar
axions of Primakoff (left) and ABC (right) origin, with the parameters shown to be Conservative
in the CDRs [22, 24] but a background figure of 10−8 counts/(keV cm2 s). The ABC flux of
target P2 is in the discoverable region and of P1 only in the DFSZ2 model. We are considering
improvements over the base design to raise the signal to noise up to a maximal factor of ∼ 20
(“Not so” lightgray region), which would cover all the interesting points at high confidence
and consistently improve over the SN1987a constraint scanning unconstrained parameter space
where, as we argued before, axions can constitute all or part of the CDM of the universe.
IAXO has a large potential impact beyond discovering solar QCD axions. The flux of
axions from the core collapse of Betelgueuse could be detected if IAXO is pointed at it with an
early warning [27]. Other WISPs from the Sun could be detected, such as axion-like particles
or hidden-photons [28]. Axion-like particles with a photon-coupling ∼ 10−11 GeV−1 have been
invoked as a solution for the anomalous transparency of the universe to high-energy photons [13]
and will be either found or excluded by IAXO. Finally, we are studying the possibility of hosting
direct axion CDM experiments in the IAXO magnet [29].
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Figure 4:

IAXO sensitivity for Primakof (left) and ABC (right) solar axions in the “conservative”
and “not so” configurations. Axion models KSVZ, DFSZ1 and 2 as black, blue and red lines and the
target points P1 and P2 motivated by astro-hints.
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EDELWEISS is an experiment dedicated to the direct detection of WIMPs, installed in
the Underground Laboratory of Modane. It has accumulated WIMP data from July 2014
to April 2015 after important upgrades. The detectors are bolometers made of germanium
crystals equiped with Full InterDigitized electrodes (FID). We present a preliminary analysis for a subset of the data (35 kg·d) giving a sensitivity of 1.57×10−5 pb for a WIMP
mass of 7 GeV/c2 , as well as near future prospects in the low WIMP mass region.

1

The EDELWEISS-III experiment

Despite the tremendous theoretical and experimental efforts for more than eighty years we still
do not know the exact nature of dark matter. Nevertheless there is strong evidence from recent
precise measurements of the Planck satellite [1] that a large fraction of all matter of the Universe
is invisible and predominantly non-baryonic. Among a large panel of theories sustaining the
existence of Dark Matter, WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles) are a generic class of
particles with unknown mass ranging from 1 GeV to hundreds GeV [2].
The direct detection principle consists in the detection of the energy deposited due to elastic
scattering off target nuclei. The expected event rate is extremely low (< 1 evt/kg/year) due
to the very small interaction cross-section of WIMPs with ordinary matter, along with the
relatively small deposited energy (< few tens of keV). The main challenges are to build a
detector with a very low energy threshold and a good energy resolution, a large mass and
running in a very low background environment.
EDELWEISS (Expérience pour Détecter les WIMPs en Site Souterrain), is an experiment
dedicated to the direct detection of WIMPs, located in the Modane Underground Laboratory
(LSM) in the Fréjus highway tunnel, where an overburden of about 1700 m of rock reduces the
cosmic muon flux down to 5 µ m−2 day−1 .
The experimental set-up is mounted in a clean room (class 10,000) with a constant flow
of deradonised air which reduces the radon level down to 30 mBq/m3 . The outermost shell is
an active muon veto with a geometrical coverage of more than 98 % tagging muons crossing
the experimental setup producing neutrons [3]. A polyethylene (PE) shielding (50 cm thick)
attenuates the neutron flux from the laboratory walls by more than five orders of magnitude.
The gamma-ray background is reduced by a 20 cm thick lead shielding around the cryostat.
The EDELWEISS-III setup was notably improved with respect to the previous phase of the
experiment. A new internal PE shielding was added between the detection volume and the
warm electronics, while the copper used for the cryostat thermal shields was replaced by a
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much purer (NOSV Electronic Tough Pitch copper produced by Norddeutsche Affinerie) [4].
The cryogenics have been upgraded as well: thermal machines are now placed outside the
external overall shields, allowing microphonics reduction. The feedback and bias resistances at
100 K were replaced with mechanical relays and the ionisation read-out was improved, yielding
a 30% improvement for the baseline resolution.
To reduce environmental background, all materials used in the vicinity of the detectors have
been tested for their radiopurity, using a dedicated high purity Ge (HPGe) detector [4].
The EDELWEISS-III detectors are 800 g germanium crystals (Figure 1, left) operating at
very low temperatures (18 mK), equiped with a set of interleaved electrodes on all surfaces
(Full Interdigitized : FID800) and two neutron transmutation doping (NTD) thermometers
glued on each planar surface. The ionization signal, corresponding to the collection of electronhole pairs on electrodes, depends on the particle type whereas the heat signal reflects the total
energy deposit. The simultaneous measurements of heat and ionization allow an event by event
discrimination between electronic recoils from γ’s and β’s and nuclear recoils from neutrons
and WIMPs. With the FID detector technology, surface events are tagged by the presence of
charge on only one side of the detector: the charge collection is shared between one veto and its
neighbor fiducial electrodes, whereas for events occurring in the bulk of the crystal, the charge
is collected on fiducial electrodes of both sides. The surface event rejection factor of FID has
been measured with a dedicated 210 Pb calibration to be better than 4 ×10−5 at 90 % C.L., with
a recoil energy threshold of 15 keV [5].

Figure 1: Left: EDELWEISS-III Full Inter-Digitized (FID) detector. Right: Boosted Desicion
Tree discriminating variable. The colored histograms show the background contributions, the
grey histogram shows the expected WIMP signal from a 7 GeV WIMP and the black dots are
data.

2

Low-Mass WIMP

The interest for light dark matter has increased in the past few years with the recent excesses
of events reported by different collaborations, (DAMA [6, 7], CRESST [8], CoGeNT [9] and
CDMS [10]) supported by the observations of diffuse gamma-ray emission from the galactic
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center, interpreted as evidence for annihilation of light WIMPs [11]. Due to the very steep
shape of the energy recoil spectrum at low energy low mass WIMPs are particularly hard to
identify in direct detection experiments and require a very low experimental threshold. Event
discrimination is also compromised in the low recoil energy region as the different background
populations overlap.
The data selection procedure, as well as the background and signal modeling are described
in detail in [12, 13]. To summarize we used only a small fraction (35 kg·days) of the whole data:
single standard detector is unblinded to tune the analysis and build data-driven background
models.
A Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) analysis method is used for the event discrimination. This
is a multivariate method which combines several inputs into a single discriminating variable
(Figure 1, right). The BDT score can be more background like (close to -1) or more signallike (close to 1). A cut is applied on the BDT output, the optimal value being derived from
simulations by maximising the signal over noise ratio, effectively rejecting all backgrounds (< 1
background event expected). A BDT was trained for each WIMP mass. The resulting limit is
shown in Figure 2 (left), showing competitive results in spite of the small exposure and relatively
high threshold. A clear separation between signal and background events can be achieved. This
is a tribute to the new FID detector design which allows for remarkable surface event rejection.
This clearly demonstrates the potential of EDELWEISS detectors for low mass WIMP searches.
The EDELWEISS collaboration is working on improving baseline resolutions and thresholds.
The ionization baseline resolutions can be improved down to 100 eV RMS using HEMT (highelectron-mobility transistor) technology for charge readout electronics [14]. The heat signal can
be amplified using the boosted Neganov-luke effect by increasing the bias voltage up to 100 V
[15]. The effects can be seen in Figure 2 (right). At low WIMP masses we have to optimize
the bias voltage to balance the background discrimination and the gain in sensitivity. Indeed,
for WIMP masses MW < 4 GeV/c2 , very high voltage will give the lower threshold and for
MW > 4 GeV/c2 low voltage will keep the discrimination capability.

Derived for BDT

100V

10V

HV dominates

Low V dominates

Figure 2: Left: Limit on the WIMP cross section, given the WIMP masses. EDELWEISS-II is
dashed-red and EDELWEISS-III 35 kg.d in red (this work). Right: Voltage impact on the low
mass WIMP search for the EDELWEISS FID detectors.
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3

Conclusions

We analyzed the first data from the EDELWEISS-III experiment for a low mass WIMP search.
The results are very promising for future searches: improvements in the baseline resolution
allow a single detector (35 kg·d) to improve the published EDELWEISS-II low mass limit (113
kg·d)[16]. The experimental sensitivity will further increase by pushing the analysis in two
directions: increasing the available statistics by combining several detectors and decreasing the
analysis threshold in order to improve the sensitivity to very low mass WIMPs (< 5 GeV/c2 ).
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We review the current status of the anomalies in stellar cooling and argue that, among the
new physics candidates, an axion-like particle would represent the best option to account
for the hinted additional cooling.

1

Introduction

For over two decades, observations of different stellar systems have shown deviations from the
expected behavior, indicating in all cases an over-efficient cooling.
Statistically, each of these anomalies is not very significant. Taken together, however, they
do seem to suggest the possibility of a common systematic problem in the modeling of the
stellar evolution, in particular of the cooling mechanisms.
Is this a hint of physics beyond the Standard Model? If so, what kind of new physics? As
we shall see, among the various options the axion, or Axion-Like-Particle (ALP), solution is
the most appealing and, in fact, the one most frequently considered in the past.
The axion [1, 2] is a light pseudoscalar particle predicted by the most widely accepted
solution of the strong CP problem [3, 4] and a prominent dark matter candidate [5, 6, 7]. Its
interactions with photons and fermions are described by the Lagrangian terms
X
1
Lint = − gaγ aFµν F̃ µν −
gai aψ i γ5 ψi ,
4

(1)

fermions

where gaγ = Cγ α/2πfa and gai = Ci mi /fa , with Cγ and Ci model-dependent parameters and
fa a phenomenological scale known as the Peccei-Quinn symmetry breaking scale.
Moreover, in the so called QCD axion models, mass and interaction scale (Peccei-Quinn
constant) are related as (ma /1 eV) = 6 × 106 GeV/fa . This describes a band (the width
given by the possible values of the model dependent parameters) in the mass-coupling (e.g., to
photons) parameter space, known as the QCD axion line. Belonging to this band, however, is
not a requirement for the solution of the strong CP problem [8, 9, 10].
More general models of pseudoscalar particles, known as ALPs, which couple to photons
(and, possibly, to fermions) but do not satisfy the above mass-coupling relation, emerge naturally in various extensions of the Standard Model though, in general, their existence is not
related to the strong CP problem [11].
If appropriately coupled to electrons, photons, and nucleons, ALPs could explain the stellar
cooling anomalies. Additionally, light ALPs have been invoked to explain other astrophysical
anomalies, such as the seeming transparency of the universe to very high energy (TeV) gamma
rays in the galactic and extragalactic medium [12] and some anomalous redshift-dependence of
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AGN gamma-ray spectra [13] (though this last hypothesis currently shows some conflict with
the SN bound on the axion-photon coupling [14]). More recently, it was also pointed out that
anomalous X-ray observations of the active Sun suggest an ALP-photon coupling [15] of the
same size hinted by the other analyses.
Interestingly, the required couplings are not excluded by experiments nor by phenomenological considerations and are accessible to the new generation ALP detectors, in particular ALPS
II [16] and the International Axion Observatory (IAXO) [17, 18].

2
2.1

Observational anomalies is stellar cooling and ALPs
White dwarfs

For over two decades, observations of the period decrease (Ṗ /P ) of particular white dwarf (WD)
variables have shown discrepancies (at 1σ) with the expected behavior. In particular, all the
variables studied (two pulsating DA WDs, G117-B15A [19, 20] and R548 [21], and one pulsating
DB WD, PG 1351+489 [22]) show an unexpectedly fast cooling (Ṗ /P is practically proportional
to the cooling rate Ṫ /T ), suggesting the possibility of additional energy loss channels. The
results from the two DA WD show a preference for an axion coupled to electrons with gae '
4.8 × 10−13 [19, 21] (see Fig. 1). The no-axion solution is recovered at 2σ.
Additionally, various studies of the WD
luminosity function (WDLF), which represents the WD number density per brightWDLF
ness interval, also seem to indicate a preferG17-B15A
ence for an additional cooling channel and,
R548
in particular, for an axion-electron coupling
−13
RGB
gae ' (1.4 ± 0.3) × 10
(at 1σ) [23]. A
more recent study of the hot part of the
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WDLF [24] did not confirm this anomalous
13
behavior. However, the hotter section of the
gae ´10
WDLF has much larger observational errors
and the ALP production would be almost Figure 1: Summary of hints on the ALPcompletely hidden by standard neutrino cool- electron coupling from WD and RGB stars (at
ing in the hottest WDs.
1σ).
It should also be noted that the hints on
the axion-electron coupling from the WDLF and the WD pulsation disagree at 1σ indicating,
perhaps, an underestimate of the errors. In particular, the results from the pulsating WDs are
based on assumptions on the analyzed oscillating mode that should be independently verified
(see, e.g., discussion in [23]).

2.2

Red giants

Further hints to anomalous energy loss in stars emerge from the recent analysis of the Red Giant
Branch (RGB) stars in [25, 26]. This showed a brighter than expected tip of the RG branch in
the M5 globular cluster, indicating a somewhat over-efficient cooling during the evolutionary
phase preceding the helium flash.
The anomalous brightness, ∆MI,tip ' 0.2 mag in absolute I−band magnitude, is within
the calculated observational and modeling errors, which include uncertainties in the mass loss,
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treatment of convection, equation of state and cluster distance. However, the error budget
seems to just barely compensate for the difference between observed and expected brightness.
A better agreement would require an anomalous cooling of a few 1033 erg/s, which could be
accounted for by a neutrino magnetic moment µν ∼ (1 − 2) × 10−12 µB [25], where µB is the
Bohr magneton, or an axion-electron coupling gae ∼ (1 − 2) × 10−13 [26].
A reduction of the uncertainties, particularly a better determination of the cluster distance,
which may become possible with the GAIA mission, will certainly help clarifying the physical
significance of this discrepancy.

2.3

Horizontal branch stars

A recent analysis [27] showed a mild disagreement (at 1σ) between the observed and the expected R-parameter, R = NHB /NRGB , which compares the numbers of stars in the horizontal
branch (HB) (NHB ) and in the upper portion of the RGB (NRGB ). More specifically, the
observed value, R = 1.39 ± 0.03 is somewhat smaller than the expected one 1.44 ≤ R ≤ 1.50.
The higher than expected value of R indicates a surplus of HB stars with respect to RGB
in the examined clusters, suggesting that HB stars are cooling more efficiently, and therefore
are less numerous, than expected.
This result may be due to an ALP coupled to photons with gaγ = (0.29−0.57)×10−10 GeV−1 .
A more recent analysis (see [28]) indicates a slightly smaller value for the hinted coupling but
preserves the discrepancy at the 1σ level.

2.4

Massive He-burning stars

Another long standing puzzle is the smaller than predicted number ratio of blue over red
supergiants in open clusters (see [29] and references therein).
Stars of mass a few times larger than the Sun, during their helium burning stage evolve
from red (cold) to blue (hot) and back. This journey is called the blue loop and is very
sensitive to the microphysics governing the stellar evolution, in particular its cooling mechanism.
The observation of less blue stars indicates a shorter than expected blue stage, which can be
attributed to a more efficient than expected cooling of the core [30, 31, 32].
The analysis in [30] indicated that an axion-photon coupling of a few 1011 GeV−1 , in the
same range as the one hinted by the HB anomaly, would reduce the number of expected blue
stars, alleviating or perhaps solving the anomaly. However, in this case the uncertainties in the
microphysics and in the observations are, essentially, unquantifiable.

2.5

Neutron stars

Finally, X-rays observations of the surface temperature of a neutron star in Cassiopeia A also
showed a cooling rate considerably faster than expected. The effect may be interpreted in terms
of an axion-nucleon coupling of the order of gan ∼ 4 × 10−10 [33].
However, the uncertainties in the physics of neutron stars cooling make this only a marginal
hint. Indeed, the effect could have a different origin, for example as a phase transition of the
neutron condensate into a multicomponent state [34].
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Is this an ALP?

Among the new physics explanations, the existence of ALPs is the most appealing and the
most frequently invoked. To explain the cooling anomalies, ALPs should couple to photons and
fermions, as in Eq. (1) with, for example, fa ' 107 GeV, Cγ ∼ 1 and Ce ∼ Cn ∼ 10−2 [35].
A study (in preparation) shows that none of the other common candidates can explain the
combined observed deviations from the standard cooling of the diverse stellar systems. In particular, an anomalous neutrino magnetic moment has essentially no effects on the WDLF [36].
Moreover, even if equipped with a magnetic moment as large as the currently allowed by experimental limits and astrophysical observations, neutrinos would not be effectively produced
in low density stars, such as HB or massive He burning stars.
Analogously, preliminary results show that the regions of the hidden photon (HP) parameter
space necessary to explain the HB and RGB anomalies do not overlap and the region in which
HP could reconcile the WDLF observations is phenomenologically excluded.

4

Summary and conclusion

Numerous independent observations seem to indicate an excessive energy loss in several stellar
system. The combination of the anomalous observations of WD, RG and HB stars, strongly
favors ALPs with respect to other possible candidates.
Additionally, ALPs have been invoked for the solution of other unexplained astrophysical
observations. Most importantly, the quest for dark matter, of which the axion provides an
excellent candidate (see [37]). Additionally, a light ALP coupled to photons has been proposed
to explain observations of the seeming transparency of the universe to very high-energy gammarays and an anomalous redshift-dependence of AGN gamma-ray spectra.
Remarkably, the most important section of the hinted ALP parameter space could be investigated with the next generation of axion detectors. A discovery of an ALP in the parameter
region discussed would be revolutionary not only for particle physics and probably for cosmology, but also for TeV gamma ray astronomy and for stellar evolution.
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The Any Light Particle Search II (ALPS II) experiment (DESY, Hamburg) searches for
photon oscillations into Weakly Interacting Sub-eV Particles (WISPs). This second generation of the ALPS light-shining-through-a-wall (LSW) experiment approaches the finalization of the preparation phase before ALPS IIa (search for hidden photons). In the last
years, efforts have been put for the setting up of two optical cavities as well as the characterization of a single-photon Transition-Edge Sensor (TES) detector. In the following, we
put some emphasis on the detector development. In parallel, the setting up of ALPS IIc
(search for axion-like particles), including the unbending of 20 HERA dipoles, has been
pursued. The latest progress in these tasks will be discussed.

1

Introduction

The Any Light Particle Search II (ALPS II) experiment (DESY, Hamburg) searches for photon
oscillations into light fundamental bosons (e.g., axion-like particles, hidden photons and other
WISPs) by shining light through a wall [1]. The aimed sensitivity increase for the coupling
strength of axion-like particles to photons of the experiment is of a factor of 3000 compared to
ALPS I. Such an improvement is due to the increase of the magnets’ length, to two optical cavities as well as to the replacement of the single-photon detector. Indeed, the ALPS experiment
sensitivity to the conversion of photons into axion-like particles depends on various parameters
and is expressed as

S(gaµ ) ∝ (

1
1
DC 1
1
)(
)8 (
)4
BL T
η ṄPr βPC βRC

with a strong dependency on the magnetic length L and field B. The effect of the optical setup
depends on ṄPr , the number of injected photons as well as on βPC and βRC , the power build-ups
of the production (PC) and regeneration cavities (RC). Finally, the reached sensitivity depends
on the chosen detector’s detection efficiency η and dark current (DC). The data-taking time is
expressed as T . In the last years, preparation work has demonstrated the basics of the setup.

2

Optics

The ALPS IIa (search for hidden photons) optical setup includes two 10 m optical cavities
separated by a ligth-tight barrier. A 30 W 1064 nm laser is injected inside the first cavity (Fig.
1). Such a system is technically challenging for two reasons: first, an alignment of both cavities
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Figure 1: The ALPS IIa experiment.
towards each other is necessary to provide a larger spatial overlap of the modes resonating in
both cavities. Second, high power buildups (PB) are required for both cavities in order to reach
the ALPS IIa foreseen sensitivity. The aimed PB of the production cavity is of 5 000 and the
regeneration cavity PB is of 40 000. In order to maximise this feature, the PC and RC need to
be in the same modal phase with a mode-overlap of 95 %. The regeneration cavity is locked
via an auxiliary green beam obtained via second harmonic generation (KTP crystal) of the PC
infrared beam [2]. Latest tests showed a lower PB than required for the production cavity.
Possible sources of such issues are the mirrors’ coating, cleanliness of the mirrors, alignment
of the cavity as well as a clipping in the beam pipes. Usage of a cavity ring-down technique
demonstrated a good quality of the mirrors [3]. Measurements will be repeated with a larger
beam radius in order to enlarge the tested region on the mirrors surface.

3

Coupling of the beam inside a fiber

The regeneration cavity will be connected via a fiber to a single-photon detector in order
to detect possible regenerated photons. Efficient coupling of a 4.23 mm beam inside a 8.2 µm
single-mode fiber is feasible but its stability over loner timescales still needs to be demonstrated.
The coupling of the beam inside a fiber setup includes two mirrors as well as an aspheric
lens (Fig. 2). In the test setup, a class 1 λ = 1064 nm laser is shone to a mirror setup before
being focused inside a standard single-mode fiber. It has been shown that the efficiency of the
coupling depends highly on the alignement of the setup and on the focal length of the used
lens (Fig. 2). During the preliminary tests, an efficiency higher than 80% was reached. The
highest value for the final setup which has been currently obtained is of 53% for a focal length
of 35 mm. This value is lower than what was expected for such a lens. In the near future, the
beam quality will be studied with a knife-edge unit. Such a device allows the characterization
and adjustement of the beam on micrometer-scale before it enters the fiber.

4

Detector

The detection of a low rate (one event every few hours) of low energetic (1.17 eV) photons
requires both a high detection efficiency as well as a low dark count rate. Additionally, the
ALPS II detection system is required to have a good energy and time resolution as well as a
good long-term stability. To meet all of these criteria, the ALPS II setup includes a cryogenic
32
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Figure 2: Coupling of the beam. On the left, a drawing of the coupling of the beam test setup.
On the right, the theoretical efficiency of the coupling values η for different levels of alignment
∆ xtot and for different focal length f .
detector of the transition edge type (TES) developed by NIST (National Institute of Standard
and Technology) [4].
Transition-Edge Sensors are superconductive microcalorimeters measuring the temperature
difference ∆T induced by the absorption of a photon with R(T, I). The detector is positioned
within its superconductive transition (TES set point corresponds to 30% of its normal resistance) through a thermal link to a heat bath at Tb = 80mK and by applying a constant bias
voltage accrss the TES. In order to obtain the cool-down of the detector, it is placed in an
adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR) [5].
The ALPS detector module includes two TESs inductively coupled to a SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device). The ALPS detectors are optimized for 1064 nm
photons. The sensitive area of each chip measures 25 x 25 µm2 for a thickness of 20 nm. The
substrate is surrounded by a standard fiber ceramic sleeve allowing connection of a single mode
fiber ferrule [6].
NIST has demonstrated that such a detector can reach quantum efficiency higher than 95 %
[7]. Latest measurements of the ALPS II detector efficiency led to a first approximation of
30 %. Optimization work is currently under progress.

5

ALPS IIc

The ALPS IIc experiment will allow the search for axion-like particles (ALPs). It is constituted
in the same way as ALPS IIa with two 100 m cavities and the addition of 20 HERA (HadronElectron Ring Accelerator) dipoles [1] to allow the conversion of photons into ALPs and reconversion. The HERA dipoles were all bent during their design, leading to a small aperture
of 35 mm. It was foreseen to unbend all of the dipoles by applying a force in their middle (cold
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mass). The deformation of the first magnet was successful, yielding to an aperture of 50 mm
allowing to set up the 100 m long cavities without any aperture limitations. The magnet is
working according to its specifications with a slight increase of its quench current. Efforts to
straighten further magnets are on-going.

6

Summary

The ALPS II experiment aims at an improvement of sensitivity by a factor of 3 000 compared
to ALPS I for the coupling of axion-like particles to photons. This improvement is achieved
mainly by implementing a regeneration cavity and a larger magnetic length. Basics of the
optics setup have been demonstrated but not all of the specifications have been reached yet. A
Tungsten Transition-Edge Sensor operated below 100 mK has been successfully used to detect
single-photons in the near-infrared.
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We report on the construction, operation experience, and preliminary background measurements of an InGrid detector, i.e. a MicroMegas detector with CMOS pixel readout.
The detector was mounted in the focal plane of the Abrixas X-Ray telescope at the CAST
experiment at CERN. The detector is sensitive to soft X-Rays in a broad energy range
(0.3–10) keV and thus enables the search for solar chameleons. Smooth detector operation
during CAST data taking in autumn 2014 has been achieved. A preliminary analysis of
background data indicates a background rate of (1–5)×10−5 keV−1 cm−2 s−1 above 2 keV
and ∼ 3 × 10−4 keV−1 cm−2 s−1 around 1 keV. An expected limit of βγ . 5 × 1010 on the
chameleon photon coupling is estimated in case of absence of an excess in solar tracking
data. We also discuss the prospects for future operation of the detector.

1

The CAST experiment

The CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) [1] is operating since 2003 in search for the emission
of axions from the Sun through their conversion into soft X-Ray photons in the strong magnetic
field of an LHC dipole prototype magnet. The experiment has been setting the strongest bounds
on solar axion production to date [2]. More recently, CAST is extending its scope, making use
of the versatility of the experimental setup. These extensions include the search for solar
chameleons both through their coupling to photons [3] and through their coupling to matter [4]
as well as the search for relic axions exploiting resonant microwave cavities immersed into the
magnetic field [5]. In these proceedings we report about the progress in the search for solar
chameleons using an InGrid detector, extending the preliminary results reported at the 2014
Axion-WIMP workshop [6].

2

Solar Chameleons

The observation of a non-vanishing cosmological constant, dubbed Dark Energy (DE), is arguably one of the greatest mysteries of modern physics. There exist only very few particle
physics approaches to explain DE. The observed accelerated expansion of the universe may
be explained by the existence of a scalar field. One such scenario is the so-called chameleon
for which a low-energy effective theory has been formulated [7]. The chameleon field acquires
an effective mass through a screening potential which establishes a non-zero vacuum expectation value depending on the surrounding matter density. The screening potential assures the
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suppression of measurable fifth force effects and leads to a chameleon mass which depends on
the ambient matter density. Chameleons, similar to axions, can be created via the Primakoff
effect in strong electro-magnetic fields present in the Sun and observed on Earth through their
back-conversion into detectable X-ray photons within a strong magnetic field via the inverse
Primakoff effect. The energy of the photons is essentially equivalent to the chameleons’ thermal
energy during their production in the Sun. While axions may be created in the core of the Sun
with a spectral maximum at approximately 3 keV, chameleons are predicted to be created in
the solar tachocline [8] around 0.7 R where intense magnetic fields are present. Thus, they are
produced at lower temperature corresponding to a spectral maximum of only 600 eV, requiring
photon detectors with sub-keV sensitivity. An initial search for solar chameleons with CAST
has been conducted using a Silicon Drift Detector [3].

3

InGrid Detector

An InGrid (“Integrated Grid”) is a gas-amplification device based on the MicroMegas principle.
A thin aluminum mesh is mounted approximately 50 µm above a CMOS pixel chip, in our case
the TimePix ASIC [9], via photolithographic wafer post-processing techniques [10]. The input
pads of the pixels’ charge-sensitive amplifiers serve as charge-collecting anodes and the collected
charged is amplified and processed digitally in-situ. The pixel pitch is 55×55 µm2 . With this
fine pitch, a typical gas amplification of ∼ 3000 and a detection threshold of . 1000 electrons,
a single electron efficiency > 95% is achieved. Given the diffusion of the ionization electrons
from the photo electron, this allows for the counting of the total number of created electrons on
the pixel chip and yields a direct measure of the energy, free of fluctuations in the amplification
region. As the range of the photoelectron in the detector gas (97.7% Argon, 2.3% Isobutane)
is only a few hundred microns, the image of an absorbed photon is an essentially circular
cloud of hit pixels, where the cloud radius decreases with the absorption depth of the photon.
This pattern provides an effective template which differs significantly from charged particle
background (e.g. cosmic muons or electrons from β-decay) which produces typically a track-like
pattern on the pixel chip. These differences are exploited to provide a powerful topological
background suppression. The detector and its installation in CAST is explained in more detail
in [6, 11] where also sensitivity of the detector down to below 300 eV has been demonstrated.

4

Results and Prospects

In autumn 2014, the detector has, for the first time, been taking data on 27 consective days
including 1.5 h of daily solar tracking. While the solar tracking data are still blinded, the
in-situ background data are being analysed using a simple three-variable likelihood for the
photon hypothesis. In comparison to [6], the likelihood has been further tuned to reduce
energy-dependent biases. A preliminary background spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. In the
region above 2 keV two peaks around 3 keV and 8 keV are visible. The former corresponds
to the known flourescence line of Argon while the latter is likely a superposition of Copper
flourescence and cosmic tracks which traverse the detector parallel to the drift field. Such
cosmics produce a m.i.p. signal which, due to the track’s direction, is difficult to distinguish
from a photon via topological supression alone. Outside these peaks, the background level
is around (1–2)×10−5 keV−1 cm−2 s−1 . There is a notable increase in background for energies
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below 2 keV, reaching ∼ 3 × 10−4 keV−1 cm−2 s−1 around 1 keV. The origin of this background
needs further study.

Figure 1: Preliminary background rate of InGrid Detector during operation in CAST in autumn
2014.
While the solar tracking data of the 2014 run have not yet been analyzed, one can already
estimate an expected limit in case of non-observation of an excess. Our estimates are based on
scaling the limit of the SDD detector [3] and accounting for scaling factors in exposure time,
effective sensitive area, background, and efficiency. In Fig. 2 the estimated expected limit of the
chameleon-photon coupling, βγ , from the InGrid detector is shown together with the observed
SDD limit and other experimental and astrophysical constraints. It can be seen that the 2014
InGrid data have the potential to set a limit βγ . 5×1010 , improving the SDD limit by almost a
factor two under the same model assumptions as given in [3]. Also shown are prospects for data
taking in 2015 and 2016. At the time of writing, the detector has been continously taking data
in the 2015 CAST run using the same setup as in 2014. Further improvements in background
suppression (external cosmic veto, additional readout of the grid signal) and photon detector
efficiency (through thinner X ray windows) as well as improvements in the software rejection of
background are currently being developed and will be implemented step-wise. Rough estimates
for the potential of these improvements yield expected exclusions are also shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Exclusions in the plane of chameleon-matter coupling βm vs. chameleon-photon
coupling βγ . Figure from [3] and modified to include InGrid detector prospects.
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Direct detection of dark matter with directional sensitivity is a promising concept for
improving the search for weakly interacting massive particles. With information on the
direction of WIMP induced nuclear recoils one has access to the full 3-dimensional velocity
distribution of the local dark matter halo and thus a potential avenue for studying WIMP
astrophysics. Furthermore the unique angular signature of the WIMP recoil distribution
provides a crucial discriminant from neutrinos which currently represent the ultimate background to direct detection experiments.

1

Introduction

The search for WIMPs by direct detection has in principle a strong directional signature. The
motion of the Solar system within the non-rotating dark matter halo of the Milky Way gives
rise to an apparent wind of WIMPs coming from a particular direction in the sky aligned with
the constellation of Cygnus. The detection of the direction of laboratory-based nuclear recoils
consistent with this predicted direction would hence be a smoking gun for the scattering of a
particle with Galactic origin. If achievable at the scale of current non-directional experiments,
directional detection would not only provide another way of making competitive exclusion limits
on the WIMP parameter space but also for the discovery of an unequivocal WIMP signal [1].
Beyond this, directional detection is also a novel technique for studying the astrophysics of
WIMPs as it probes the full local velocity distribution; without directional information one
only has access to the 1-dimensional speed distribution.
Another area in which directional detection is promising is in the subtraction of the encroaching “irreducible background” due to coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering (CNS). For
example a 1 keV threshold Xenon detector with a mass of 1 ton operated for a year will detect
around 100 neutrino events from 8 B decay in the Solar core. Given that neutrinos cannot be
shielded they represent the ultimate background to WIMP direct detection experiments. The
limiting cross-section at which the neutrino background becomes important is known as the
neutrino floor.
The content of this section of the proceedings has been drawn from Refs. [2, 3] in which
further results and technical details can be found.
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2

Directional detection

The rate of WIMP-nucleus elastic scattering events in the laboratory frame is a function of
recoil energy, recoil direction and time. We can write the triple differential recoil rate per unit
detector mass for spin-independent interactions with a single nucleus type of mass number A
as [4],
Z
d3 R
ρ0 σχ−n
2 2
=
A F (Er ) δ(v · q̂ − vmin ) f (v + vlab (t))d3 v ,
(1)
dEr dΩr dt
4πmχ µ2χn ∆t
where ρ0 = 0.3 GeV cm−3 is the local astrophysical density of WIMPs, σχ−n is the spinindependent WIMP-nucleon cross-section, mχ is the WIMP mass, µχn is the WIMP-nucleus
reduced mass and ∆t is the exposure time of the experiment. The function F (Er ) is the
nuclear form factor which describes the loss of coherence in the WIMP-nucleus interaction at
high momentum transfer. The velocity distribution, f (v), enters as its Radon transform and
has been boosted into the laboratory frame by the time dependent lab velocity vlab (t). The
angular dependence of the event rate is a dipole anisotropy peaking towards -vlab .
The unique advantage given by directional information is the potential to make a WIMP
“discovery” i.e., to claim that a detected particle is of Galactic origin. Once the initial assumption of isotropic backgrounds has been rejected which requires around O(10) events [5], a
discovery can be made by checking the consistency of the direction of nuclear recoils with the
direction of Solar motion. This can be done with either non-parametric tests on spherical data
or with a likelihood analysis and requires as few as O(30) events [1, 6].
Once dark matter has been discovered the search enters the post-discovery phase when it
becomes possible to study phenomena regarding the WIMP interaction and perform essentially
“WIMP astronomy” by observing the velocity distribution of the local dark matter halo. An
example of such a study is the detection of tidal streams of dark matter [3]. The hierarchical
formation of the Milky Way is expected to give rise to a number of streams of dark matter
matter wrapping around the Galaxy due to the tidal stripping of material from smaller satellite
galaxies [7]. We have found that for a reasonably forecasted directional detector with a CF4
target, a 30 kg-yr exposure and a threshold of 5 keV, a stream such as that expected from the
Sagittarius dwarf galaxy would be detectable with either Bayesian parameter inference or a
modified profile likelihood ratio test between a substructure free halo model and one containing
a stream [3].

2.1

Experiments

Directional detection is a very exciting prospect theoretically but in practice is fraught with
experimental limitations. The standard approach with low gas pressure Time Projection Chambers (TPCs) suffers from complications such as a limited sense recognition and an imprecise
measurement of direction, as well as being inherently low in mass. In light of these restrictions
it has become pertinent to consider possible solutions; for instance by compromising on the
full 3-dimensional recoil track reconstruction. A 2-d readout for example could be obtained
in a gas-TPC without time sampling the anode. A 1-d readout on the other hand consists of
only measuring the projection of the recoil track onto the drift direction and currently has no
experimental implementation. A 1-d readout strategy using dual-phase liquid noble detectors
has been put forward conceptually in which columnar recombination is exploited to obtain
directional sensitivity [8]. The advantage of such a technique is that it is possible to perform
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Figure 1: Left: The dependence of the discovery limit for the spin independent WIMP-nucleon
cross-section, σχ−n , on the mass of a Xe detector operated for 1 year using (from top to bottom)
number of events only (pink line), time information (brown dotted), energy & time (orange),
energy & time plus 1-d (red), 2-d (blue) and 3-d (green) directionality. Right: Discovery limits
as a function of WIMP mass for fixed detector mass. The upper set of curves correspond to
the limits obtained by a detector with a threshold of 0.1 keV and a mass of 0.1 ton, and the
bottom set of curves for a 5 keV threshold detector with a 104 ton mass. The shaded region
indicates the neutrino floor from Ref. [9].

with existing technology and in the liquid phase making it much more readily scalable to higher
detector masses.

3

Directional detection and the neutrino floor

To follow Eq. (1) we can write the triple differential recoil rate per unit detector mass for
coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering as the convolution of the double differential cross-section
and the neutrino directional flux,
d3 R
1
=
dEr dΩr dt
mN

Z

Eνmin

d2 σ
d3 Φ
×
dEν dΩν ,
dEr dΩr
dEν dΩν dt

(2)

where Eνmin is the minimum neutrino energy required to generate a recoil of energy Er and
mN the nucleus mass. The neutrino directional flux is dependent on the type of neutrino
under consideration. For Solar neutrinos the flux is a delta function in direction with a cosine
modulation in time due to the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit. For DSNB and atmospheric
neutrinos the flux can be approximated as isotropic and constant in time.
Figure 1 shows the discovery limits for the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section
obtained in a Xenon detector located in the Modane underground lab, operated for 1 year.
The discovery limit is defined as the minimum cross-section for which 90% of hypothetical
experiments can make a 3σ discovery [1] and are calculated using the standard profile likelihood
ratio test. In the left hand plot we show the limits for a 6 GeV WIMP (which has a recoil
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spectrum closest to that of 8 B neutrinos) as a function of detector mass for the 6 readout
strategies. Firstly we have a counting only experiment, in such an experiment only the number
of events above some energy threshold is measured. In this case the discovery limit plateaus at a
value controlled by the 8 B neutrino flux uncertainty (around 15%). Including time information
to a counting search only improves the discovery limit at very large detector masses/exposures
due to the small amplitudes of the annual modulation effects. An energy + time experiment
has a slight advantage due to the small differences in the tails of the WIMP and neutrino recoil
spectra. Again, as this is a very small effect the detector masses needed to go beyond the
neutrino floor are extremely large by directional detection standards. Including 1-d, 2-d and
3-d information the discovery limit cuts below the neutrino floor and retains a 1/M scaling due
to the significant differences between the angular signatures of the WIMP and neutrino induced
recoils. This proves that indeed directional information is a powerful tool for subtracting the
Solar neutrino background.
The right hand plot in Fig. 1 shows the limits as a function of WIMP mass for two detector
set-ups, a low threshold-low mass detector (0.1 keV and 0.1 ton), and a high threshold-high mass
detector (5 keV and 104 ton). These numbers are well beyond the current and possibly even
forseeable future of directional detection. However it is important to choose model experiments
with a sizable neutrino background so that the advantage of a directional readout can be
observed. In both the low and high mass WIMP ranges we see the directional limits cut below
the non-directional neutrino floor, in the low mass range by a few orders of magnitude and
in the high mass range by a factor of roughly 3. This is due to the fact that at low masses
distinguishing WIMP from Solar neutrino recoils is much easier as they both possess unique
directional signatures with little overlap between the two, whereas for distinguishing WIMP
from atmospheric or diffuse supernova background neutrino recoils, the isotropic distibution of
the latter two means there is much overlap between the two recoil signals and discriminating
between the two to the same significance requires more WIMP events.

4

Summary

The detection of dark matter with directional information currently presents the most powerful
approach for disentangling the WIMP signal from the ultimate neutrino background. The
difference between the angular dependence of the neutrino and WIMP recoil spectra make
the two signals distinct in a way that their recoil energies alone do not. We have shown the
neutrino floor can be circumvented over the full range of WIMP masses, tackling both neutrinos
from the Sun as well as atmospheric and diffuse supernova background neutrinos. Furthermore
directional detection offers an exciting prospect for WIMP astronomy by observing features of
the local velocity distribution such as tidal streams.
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We introduce the basic concepts of the cross-spectrum measurement technique whereby
two spectrums are cross-correlated together, allowing for rejection of uncorrelated noise
processes. We apply these ideas to microwave cavity-based searches for Weakly Interacting
Slim Particles and provide a proof-of-concept measurement.

1

Introduction

Weakly Interacting Slim Particles (WISPs) are a broad class of hypothetical particles with
sub-eV masses that provide elegant and compelling solutions to a host of outstanding issues in
particle physics and cosmology [1]. Experimental searches for these particles typically involve
exploiting WISP-to-photon couplings, which provide a sensitive portal for detection with minimal model dependency. Some of the most sensitive and mature techniques for WISP searches
utilize microwave and RF cavity structures, such that the converted WISP signal is resonantly
enhanced and then read out via an amplification chain coupled to the cavity [2, 3, 4]. The
challenge is to resolve the very weak power associated with WISP-to-photon conversion, PW ,
against the intrinsic system noise generated by the cavity, PC , and the first-stage amplifier, PA .

2

Cross-spectral WISP measurements

The cross-spectrum [5] of two spectrums rejects uncorrelated signals while retaining those that
are correlated. In each individual measurement channel
√ the measurement error associated with
a noise process is reduced at a rate proportional to m (m = number of averages), while in
√the
associated cross-spectrum the mean of uncorrelated processes is suppressed at the rate 2m
while the associated error remains proportionally constant.
Figure 1 outlines the cross-spectral measurement scheme for cavity-based WISP searches. Two
separate nominally identical cavities each have a measurement channel coupled to them. When
the cross-spectrum is computed on the FFT the first-stage amplifier noise and the thermal cavity
noise is rejected, while a signal due to a flux of WISPs is correlated between the two cavities
and thus remains in the cross-spectrum. As the noise being rejected is thermal (random), the
performance of the system should be independent of the relative phase of the two measurement
channels.
Assuming that both cavities are frequency-tuned such that their resonances overlap then the
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Figure 1: Schematic of the cross-spectral WISP measurement technique. The green signal
source is used in the proof-of-concept measurements. A1 is the first-stage amplifier, LO is the
local oscillator used to mix down the signal-of-interest to a lower frequency and FFT is the fast
Fourier transform machine used to sample the spectrums.
expected Signal-to-Noise ratio for a correlated WISP signal is given by
√

2m

PW
.
PC + PA

(1)

√
This represents a 2 improvement compared to a single cavity measurement, owing to the
addition of the second measurement system. It is important to note that the two cavities in
Fig. 1 can be physically well-separated. This scheme therefore allows one to determine the
coherence length of any candidate WISP signal.
Proof-of-concept measurements can be carried out using the system outlined in Fig. 1. A pair
of nominally identical sapphire-loaded copper cavities with resonant frequencies of 9.3 GHz
were housed in a vacuum chamber and connected to independent amplifier chains. The cavity
resonance frequencies were tuned to overlap by adjusting the temperature control setpoint of
the system. The spectrums from both channels were recorded as a function of averages taken
with the cross-spectrum computed in-situ.
Figure 2 shows a single channel spectrum and the cross-spectrum of both measurement
channels. The test WISP signal is resolvable in the single channel at the level 14σ,
√ while in the
cross-spectrum it is present at 20σ. This difference corresponds to a factor of 2 as outlined
in Eq. (1). Fitting to the measured SNR as a function of averages indicates a starting SNR of
∼0.45, showing that the technique is valid for measurements with small initial SNRs, as is the
typical situation in a WISP search.
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The neutrino oscillations experiment NOνA is the flagship of Fermi National Laboratory.
The neutrino source NuMI is delivering record numbers of protons-on-target surpassing
the most stringent dark matter production upper limits of current models in the under-10
GeV mass range. We take advantage of the sophisticated particle identification algorithms
of the experiment to interrogate the data from the 300-ton, off-axis, low-Z, Near Detector
of NOvA during the first physics runs. We search for signatures of sub-GeV or Light Dark
Matter (LDM), Axion-like-particles, and Heavy or Sterile Neutrinos that may scatter or
decay in the volume of the detector.

1

Introduction

The NOνA (NuMI Off-axis electron-neutrino Appearance) [1] is the biggest particle physics
experiment in the US currently and is hosted by Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) and U. of Minnesota. It uses the most intense neutrino source in the world called NuMI
(Neutrinos at the Main Injector). The νµ beam is produced by the 120 GeV protons of the
Main Injector (MI) accelerator interacting in a carbon target at the NuMI target complex. Neutrinos are the tertiary beam coming out of this source that feeds the MINOS+ and MINERνA
experiments as well.
The LDM title has been covering several types of New Physics candidate particles from
Axion-like-particles that come from global broken symmetries, to Hidden Sectors interpreting
SUSY models [2], all the way to some types of Heavy or Sterile Neutrino (Heavy Neutral
Leptons -HNL) that come from the minimal extensions of SM [3]. They are not charged under
SM and do not bind their mass with the Weak-scale couplings. The lowest dimension operators
(Portals) that may couple both to SM and the lightest of the members of these structured
Sectors may explain a very weak coupling of these particles to SM.

2

The NuMI-NOνA as a beam-dump experiment

The main function of the NOνA Near Detector (ND) [1] is to measure, near the source, the
energy spectrum and profile of the νµ beam and the νe background expectation within the range
of (1–3) GeV (Figure 1). Its segmented design of 4 cm×6 cm cells and its construction of low-Z
plastic material gives it an estimated energy loss of about 10 MeV/cell or 0.18Xo /plane. This
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makes it very competitive for detecting electron tracks for a wide range of energies (0.1–60) GeV
as shown in a study in [4].
Re-interpreting the NOνA ND as a beam-dump experiment opens the door to searches of
rare events without any bias towards a particular model. The MI machine that feeds the NuMI
source has been recently upgraded to 500 kW. It delivers multiple proton groups (bunches)
stored in each burst (spill) of 10 µsec every 1.67 sec. Since September of 2013, it has delivered
almost 3.25 × 1020 protons on the target (POT). About 1 km of earth is separating the NuMItarget from the 300-ton ND protecting it from any kind of products from the interactions at the
target, besides the neutrinos and whatever other weakly-interacting LDM particles that may
be produced.

Top view

μ
p
μ
beam µ
μ
p

beam µ

μ
μ

Figure 1: Event display of NOνA ND with a typical event (Top view) at 350 kW. (insert)
The NOνA ND in its cavern at 11 meters from the beam center at left along the beam. It is
usual to have events with five, identified, neutrino induced, interactions on nuclear targets in
the detector and the surrounding walls of the cave (rock muons). The signatures from particles
that are associated with neutrino interactions are highlighted (color denotes groupings in time)
and labelled with two of the incident neutrinos artificially imposed on the display.

3

First look at the data

Even though we make every effort to use minimal assumptions and no model bias, we need to
use a simple LDM model for illustration purposes. We choose here, a well-studied model [5]
that assumes the Vector Portal model with a GeV-mass vector mediator which decays into a
pair of scalar, MeV-mass, DM particles [4] that, in turn, fly to the ND where they may scatter
elastically on atomic electrons. These events leave signatures of single, energetic, electroninduced, showers that are identical to the Neutral Current (NC) type of ν-induced interactions
(the illustration in the insert of Figure 2 left). The NC events are the background to this LDM
model signatures.
For this first look at the data we use the NOνA official preselection rules designed to identify
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NC events. They have proven quite successful in identifying NC events in the primary energy
range of (1–3) GeV that is the focus of the NOνA measurement [6]. We apply these rules to
data from events covering the full energy range where events appear. For the small sample
we are using in this work, the range extends up to little over 20 GeV. We search for spectral
distortions (excess events) between the predicted distributions of the neutrino interactions that
have no LDM channel included in the simulation (MC) and the data that may contain extra
channels possibly from LDM. Identifying any regions of excess events and attempting to interpret them from their kinematics (energy transfer to the scattered particle, direction of the
scattered product, time of flight with respect to the prompt neutrino beam coincident with
the accelerator cycle, etc.) and then, attempt to compare which are the most probable models
predicting such distributions.
For the size of the current sample used, and for pico-barn cross-section for scattering on
atomic electrons, one would expect, for the range of (5–25) GeV, about O(10) excess events
to the simulated, pure neutrino, spectrum. In the right plot of Figure 2, we show the shape
difference between the data spectrum and the simulated (MC) one. For all three studied energy
bands, the average is consistent with no excess events.

EM-shower (measured energy, GeV)

Figure 2: (left) The full energy range spectrum after the NC preselection cuts on data and
simulated (MC) events. (left-insert) A simulated (MC) beam-νe scattered off of an atomic
electron. The νe track is artificially displayed. Within the data we cannot distinguish signatures
between beam-νe and LDM. (right) Shape difference by subtracting the simulated (MC) from
the data spectrum. For all three studied energy bands, in this sample, the average is consistent
with no excess events from any LDM candidates.
Further studies are warranted, with the full data-set of the first year NOνA run, as well as
investigations to the stability of identification efficiency as a function of energy and the purity
of the preselection cuts in the high sidebands from the ones they were designed for.

4

Outlook

Further upgrades will bring the intensity to 700 kW within 2016. The projected integral beam
is 5 × 1021 POT within the 6 years of the NOνA run plan (see [4]). Regardless of what LDM
model each favors, a model-agnostic attitude searching in the excess from the predicted rate
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can help us probe LDM scattering down to pico-barn cross sections. Also, comparing with the
recent results from MicroBooNE will be very interesting. There are also other motivated LDM
channels producing particles that may decay in the near detector volume making these exotic
searches a full research program at the NOνA-Near Detector and others future experiments.
The searches with the NOνA ND though will be ten years in advance of any other [3, 7] proton
beam-dump search at these LDM mass ranges.
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In this paper I discuss the impact of photon axion-mixing in the early Universe. Interaction
of CMB photons with large scale cosmological magnetic fields can produce axions or other
pseudoscalar particles. This process in the early Universe would distort the CMB spectrum
and also create a measurable temperature anisotropy. New limits on axion mass and
magnetic field strength are presented.

1

Introduction

One of the most striking predictions of the standard cosmology is the existence of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) radiation. The CMB has been experimentally observed and
its temperature has been measured with a great precision, T = 2.725 ± 0.001 K by several
experiments. An extremely important feature of the CMB is that it presents very small spatial
temperature anisotropy of the order δT /T ' 10−5 . Apart from this observational fact, the
CMB is expected to have additional features that are intrinsically connected with its spectrum.
Indeed, another prediction of the standard cosmology is that the CMB spectrum may present
very small spectral distortions that may have been generated before or after the recombination epoch. In general these distortions are labelled as µ, i, y type distortions and are formed
in different cosmological epochs. Until today there has not been observed any CMB spectral distortions but only upper limits on the distortion parameters exist. The COBE/FIRAS
experiment [1] put only upper limits on µ and y with values |µ| < 9 × 10−5 and |y| < 1.5 × 10−5 .
Despite the fact that there has not been observed any CMB spectral distortions, the standard
cosmological model predicts them and are generated by processes which heat, cool, scatter
and create photons. Most of these processes are in general connected with new physics but
there are also several ones that are connected with very well known physics. Mechanisms
that might produce spectral distortions by injecting energy and photons in the plasma include:
evaporating primordial black holes, decaying of relic particles, dark matter annihilation, tangled
cosmological magnetic fields, etc. On the other hand, there are also processes that tend to erase
any spectral distortion that might be created in the CMB and attempt to restore the full thermal
equilibrium.
Obviously there is a competition between processes that tend to distort the CMB spectrum
and those that tend to restore it. As shown in Ref. [2] the CMB spectrum would be distorted
only if energy injection occurs after a certain cosmological time or cosmological redshift. In the
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standard model of CMB spectral distortions, the spectrum will acquire a µ distortion if energy
is injected in the redshift interval 2 × 105 . z . 2 × 106 . In this case the CMB spectrum is
a Bose-Einstein distribution. For later times or cosmological redshifts, if there is any energy
injection at z . 1.5 × 105 the spectrum will acquire a y type distortion. Here the i type
distortion is not discussed [3].
Among the sources that may generate spectral distortion, axion production in magnetic field
is one of the best candidates. Indeed, in the presence of large scale magnetic fields axions may
be efficiently produced before and after the decoupling time. At this point it would be natural
to ask which is the impact of CMB photon-axion mixing on spectral distortions. If there is an
impact, which is the mass range of axions that create spectral distortions, etc. Before answering
to these questions it is important to first discuss the nature and strength of the cosmological
magnetic field. This is done in Sec. 2, and in Sec. 3 we discuss the impact of photon-axion
mixing on spectral distortions and temperature anisotropy.

2

Cosmological magnetic fields

One of the most fascinating problems in modern cosmology is whether primordial magnetic
fields exist or not. Based on several astrophysical observations they seem to be everywhere
in the Universe. They are present in our solar system, in stars, in the Milky way, in low and
high redshift galaxies, in galaxy clusters, in superclusters and in voids of large scale structure
(LSS). Their strength in galaxies is of the order of few to ten µG independently on the redshift
while in clusters is of the order of µG. Their generation mechanism still remains an open
question; however, the general consensus at present time is that they are thought to be produced
by amplification of pre-existing weaker magnetic fields via different types of dynamo and via
flux-conserving compression during the gravitational collapse of an accompanying structure
formation.
The dynamo and amplification mechanisms can act only if an initially non-zero magnetic
field is present. This seed field for the amplification might be very small, but it has to be
generated by a different mechanism, which pre-dates the structure formation epoch or operates
at the onset of structure formation. Two main models are widely accepted: either it is produced
in the early Universe prior to the epoch of LSS or it is produced during gravitational collapse
at the start of LSS. The existing data on magnetic fields in galaxies and galaxy clusters cannot
provide direct constraints on the properties and origin of the seed fields. Therefore the only
potential opportunity for understanding the nature of the initial seed fields is to search for places
in the Universe where these fields might exist in their original form, namely in the intergalactic
medium (IGM) and in the voids of LSS.
The spatial structure of large scale magnetic fields can be divided in two categories: large
scale uniform magnetic fields (spatially homogeneous) and inhomogeneous magnetic fields (tangled magnetic fields). The former category was considered for the first time by Zel’dovich and
Thorne [4]. Indeed, if there existed a large scale homogeneous magnetic field in the early Universe, it would induce a preferred direction during Universe expansion and therefore would
break the Universe isotropy (every direction is the same). In this case the metric is not given
anymore by a FRW one but by a Bianchi type IX metric.
The metric for a homogeneous magnetic directed along the z axis is given by:
ds2 = dt2 − a2 (t)(dx2 + dy 2 ) − b2 (t)dz 2 ,
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where a(t) is the cosmological scale factor in the x, y direction and b(t) is the scale factor along
the z direction. In an anisotropic Universe, the energy momentum tensor of the electromagnetic
field is also anisotropic. This implies that along the x, y axis there is a positive pressure induced
that would tend to decelerate the Universe and there is a negative pressure induced along the
z axis that tends to accelerate the Universe. Following Zel’dovich, one can formally calculate
which is the induced temperature anisotropy by an anisotropic expansion of the Universe as
follows:
Z
1 t0
Tx − Tz
σd(ln t),
(2)
'−
Trec
2 trec
where α = ȧ/a, β = ḃ/b and σ = α − β and Trec is the CMB temperature at the recombination
time. If we use the present constraint on the CMB temperature anisotropy, it is possible to
reverse Eq. 2 and use it as a constraint on the magnetic field strength at present epoch. For
∆T /T ' 10−5 [1] one finds an upper limit on the strength of magnetic field B . 3 nG [4].
In the case of inhomogeneous magnetic fields, there are several models that predict magnetic
fields with no homogeneous term or tangled magnetic fields [5]. In this case one assumes that the
magnetic field is statistically homogeneous and isotropic with a two point correlation function
hBi (k)Bj∗ (q)i = δ 3 (k − q)Pij (k)PB (k),

(3)

where Pij is a projection tensor and PB is the power spectrum of the primordial magnetic field
that in general is assumed to be a power law, PB = Ck nB with C a constant and nB the
spectral index of the magnetic field. For this type of magnetic field configuration, limits on the
magnetic field strength are model dependent. For example from the CMB angular temperature
anisotropy, the limit on magnetic field strength at scale λB ' 1 Mpc is Bλ . 3 × 10−9 [6].
On the other hand, Faraday rotation of the CMB polarization can be used to constrain the
magnetic field strength on a given mode scale λB and a spectral index nB as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Limits on the magnetic field strength Bλ vs. λB from Faraday polarization of CMB
as shown in Ref. [7]
.
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3

Axion production in cosmological magnetic fields

In Sec. 2 we discussed about the spatial structure and strength of large scale magnetic fields
for two different spatial configurations. It is well known that in the presence of a magnetic
field photons can mix with axions and eventually oscillate into them in macroscopic B-fields.
Therefore a natural question that comes is which is the impact of such mechanism on CMB
spectral distortions. This process was studied in Refs. [8, 9] in the case of large scale uniform
magnetic fields and tangled magnetic fields. In general to study such a process for the CMB
case, it is necessary to take into account coherence breaking in the cosmological plasma. This is
done by working with the density matrix ρ of the photo-axion system that obeys the following
kinetic equation:
dρ
= i[M, ρ] − {Γ, (ρ − ρeq )},
(4)
dt
where M is the mixing matrix between the photon states and the axion and is given by the
Raffelt-Stodolsky matrix equation as shown in Ref. [10].
In the case of large scale uniform magnetic fields, new limits on the axion mass and magnetic
field strength are found. If we require that the resonant photon-axion mixing occurs during the
µ epoch, one finds constraints on the axion mass (see Ref. [8]) in the range
2.66 × 10−6 eV . m̄a . 4.88 × 10−5 eV,

(5)

where m̄a is the resonant axion mass during the µ epoch. By requiring that CMB µ distortion
is totally due to photon-axion mixing one finds a simple relation between the magnetic field
strength BnG (in units of nano gauss), the CMB µ parameter and the resonant axion mass m̄a
as follows
√
µ
BnG = 6.76 × 10−2
,
(6)
m̄a Caγ
where Caγ is a constant that essentially depends on the QCD axion model (KSVZ or DFSZ).
In Fig. 2 the exclusion plot for COBE and the sensitivity plot for PIXIE/PRISM [11] in the
case of KSVZ and DFSZ axions models in the B − m̄a plane, are shown.
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Figure 2: Exclusion plot on the left for the COBE limit on µ distortion and the sensitivity plot
on the right for the PIXIE/PRISM sensitivity limit on µ for different axion models as shown
as in Ref. [8].
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In the case of axion production in tangled magnetic fields the situation slightly changes
because in this case the magnetic field itself would produce a CMB µ distortion. As shown in
Ref. [9] one needs to modify Eq. (6) in order to include dissipative effects of tangled magnetic
fields. In this case Eq. (6) is modified as follows:


n +3
1
√
−2
−( B2 )
+
3.38
×
10
(λ
/λ
)
, (λB  λD )
(7)
BnG = µ 1.6 × 103 Cn−1/2
B
D
B
m̄a Caγ
for λB  λD . Here λD is the damping scale of the tangled magnetic field, λB is its wave-mode
and CnB is a numerical factor. On the other hand for λD  λB one finds


1
√
3
−1/2
−2
BnG = µ 1.6 × 10 DnB (λB /λD ) + 3.38 × 10
, (λD  λB ),
(8)
m̄a Caγ
where DnB is a numerical constant. In Fig. 3 the exclusion plot of COBE and the sensitivity
plot of PIXIE/PRISM [11] in the case of KSVZ axion model and spectral index nB = 3 for
different axion masses are shown.
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Figure 3: On the left the exclusion plot for the COBE limit on µ, KSVZ axion model and
magnetic field spectral index nB = 2. On the right the sensitivity plot of PIXIE/PRISM for
the expected limit on µ, KSVZ axion model and nB = 2 is shown.

4

Conclusions

Again the CMB turns out to be one of the most important ways that we have to test fundamental
physics in different ways. It can couple to the large scale magnetic fields present in the early
Universe and mix with low mass bosons such as axions, axion like particles, scalar bosons and
gravitons. In the case of axions its production probability essentially depends on the coupling
constant of axions to two photons gaγ or its mass, photon/axion energy ω and magnetic field
strength.
Axions are extremely important for the standard model of particle physics since they allow
to solve the strong CP problem. However, there is an inconvenient with them because we
neither know their mass nor their coupling constant to photons. The only way that we have at
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present to study them is by direct experimental searches or looking for their impact indirectly.
In the latter case the CMB turns out to be extremely important in this regard.
Here we have shown that the coupling of CMB photons with the cosmological magnetic field
can generate CMB µ distortions prior to the recombination epoch. This allows us to speculate
on the axion mass and magnetic field strength at present time. In the case of a homogeneous
magnetic field, it is found that for the magnetic field upper limit of B . 3.2 nG one would
constrain the axion mass to be ma . 4.8 × 10−5 eV for the KSVZ axion model, see Fig. 2 left
panel. On the other hand, using the value of excluded axion mass ma ' 3.5 × 10−6 eV from
the ADMX experiment [12] together with the COBE bound on µ, we find the limit B ' 46
nG for the KSVZ axion model and B ' 130 nG for the DFSZ axion model, for a homogeneous
magnetic field with coherence length at the present epoch λB ' 1.3 Mpc [8].
In the case of tangled magnetic field we find new limits on the magnetic field strength that are
in general weaker in comparison with other studies. These limits are obviously model dependent
and essentially depend on the magnetic field cut-off scale λB [9] and the spectral index nB . For
example by using the COBE upper limit on µ and for the magnetic field scale λB ' 415 pc, a
weaker limit in comparison with other studies on the magnetic field strength (B0 ≤ 8.5 × 10−8
G) up to a factor 10 for the DFSZ axion model and the axion mass ma ≥ 2.6 × 10−6 eV is
found. A forecast for the expected sensitivity of PIXIE/PRISM on µ is also presented. If CMB
µ distortion could be detected by the future space missions PIXIE/PRISM and assuming that
the strength of the large scale uniform magnetic field is close to its canonical value, B ' 1 − 3
nG, axions in the mass range 2 µeV - 3 µeV would be potential candidates of CMB µ distortion.
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In the last few years the indirect dark matter (DM) searches became a hot topic, with
several experimental results showing hints of DM signal. The Major Atmospheric Gamma
Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC) telescopes are two 17 m diameter Cherenkov telescopes, located on the Canary island La Palma (Spain). MAGIC carries out a broad DM search
program, including observations of dwarf galaxies, galaxy clusters and other DM dominated objects. In these proceedings recent MAGIC results from this field are presented,
and discussed in a context of the present and future DM searches with Cherenkov telescopes.

1

MAGIC

MAGIC is a system of two, 17 m diameter Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs),
located at the Observatory Roque de los Muchachos, in the Canary island of La Palma (28.8
N, 17.8 W, 2200 m a.s.l.). IACTs are instruments optimised for ground-based detection of
very high energy (VHE) gamma-rays, i.e. photons with energies between ∼50 GeV and 50 TeV.
MAGIC-I has been in operation since 2004, and in 2009 it was joined by MAGIC-II. In 2012 a
major camera and read-out system upgrade was completed, and currently, at low zenith angles,
MAGIC achieves a sensitivity of (0.67+/-0.04)% of Crab Nebula flux, above 290 GeV (for 5σ
significance detection in 50 hr) [1]. Due to its large mirror area MAGIC is also one of the best
suited instruments to measure very high energy γ-rays below 100 GeV.
The MAGIC telescopes lead an extensive physics program covering γ-ray emission from
many types of galactic and extragalactic sources. The collected data is analysed not only in
terms of standard astrophysical topics such as the particle acceleration and emission mechanisms
from cosmic sources, but also a wide range of fundamental physics studies is performed. These
proceedings focus on the latest MAGIC results related to indirect dark matter searches.

2

Indirect dark matter searches

A major open question for modern physics is the nature of dark matter (DM): strong experimental evidence suggests the presence of this elusive component in the energy budget of the
Universe (see e.g. [2]), without, however, being able to provide conclusive results about its
nature. From the IACT point of view the most interesting are the theories offering DM particle candidates which could annihilate or decay into γ-ray photons, such as Weakly Interacting
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Massive Particles (WIMPs) [3].
A γ-ray signal from DM origin would provide one of the clearest and most concluding
evidences for DM. Spectral features such as annihilation lines [4] and internal bremssstralhung
[5] as well as a characteristic cut-off at the DM particle mass would show up in a measured
spectrum, shedding light over the nature of the DM constituent.
The expected DM annihilation flux is essentially proportional to the product of two parameters (see e.g., [6] for details). The first one, which we will label as Φphys , captures all
the particle physics: DM particle mass, cross section, branching ratio, etc. The second one,
Jastro , accounts for all the astrophysical considerations, such as the DM distribution and the
distance to the source. Both of those factors are still poorly constrained and suffer from large
uncertainties.
Astrophysical regions where high DM density is predicted are the best candidates to expect γ-ray emission from DM annihilation or decay. Here we describe in more detail MAGIC
observations of the Perseus galaxy cluster, dwarf galaxies and Unassociated Fermi Objects.

2.1

Perseus galaxy cluster

Galaxy clusters are the biggest DM dominated objects in the local Universe, as much as 80% of
their mass is believed to be constituted of DM. MAGIC observed the Perseus cluster in mono
mode in November and December 2008 [7], collecting 24.4 h of high quality data. No significant
VHE signal was detected and integral flux upper limit was derived for energies above 100 GeV
and spectral index of −1.5: FU L (≥ 100 GeV) = 4.63 × 1012 cm−2 s−1 .
In order to estimate the expected DM annihilation flux we assumed an optimistic SUSY
scenario [8], in which Φphys = 1032 GeV2 cm3 s−1 above 100 GeV. The Navarro-Frenk-White [9]
DM density profile was used to estimate the integrated astrophysical factor: Jastro = 1.4 ×
1016 GeV2 cm−5 . Finally we obtained a maximum DM annihilation flux of 1.4 × 1016 cm−2 s−1
for energies above 100 GeV.
It can be seen that we need a boost in flux of the order of 104 to reach the predicted
DM annihilation flux values. This boost factor could come from different effects, such as the
presence of substructures that may enhance the annihilation γ-ray flux notably and that were
not taken into account in the above calculation.
We continue observations of Perseus in stereo mode. In the years 2009-2015 MAGIC collected ∼ 300 h of data from this target. The preliminary results of the analysis, focusing on the
decaying DM models, were presented during the 34th ICRC [10].

2.2

Dwarf galaxies

The dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) represent the best known targets for indirect DM searches
thanks mainly to their very large mass-to-light ratios and low baryonic content. So far, around
thirty dSphs have been identified in the MW. MAGIC observed three of them in mono mode:
Draco [11], Willman [12] and Segue 1 [13].
Here, we will focus on the most recent Segue 1 observations, performed in stereo mode
between January 2011 and February 2013 for a total time of 158 h [14], which makes these
observations the longest exposure of any dwarf satellite galaxy by any IACT so far. Segue
1 data were analysed using the full likelihood approach [15], which takes into account the
complete spectral information of the recorded events and the potential signal. The sensitivity
Axion–WIMP
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improvement of about a factor of 2 was achieved with respect to the conventional method [16],
commonly used in IACT data analyses.
No significant gamma-ray excess above the background was found. Consequently, we derived
95% confidence level upper limits on the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section (hσνi), and
lower limits on the dark matter particle lifetime, assuming several different annihilation and
decay channels. These are the strongest bounds from observations of dSphs by any IACT so
far. Additionally, for leptonic annihilation channels we achieved the strongest limits above a
few hundreds GeV from any dShp observation till now, including the Fermi-LAT observations
of 15 dSphs [17]. For the quark-antiquark channel and higher DM particle masses, the most
constraining bounds are derived from the HESS observations of the Galactic Center halo [18, 19].

2.3

Unassociated Fermi Objects as dark matter clump candidates

DM subhalos with masses lower than the dSphs could be too small to have attracted enough
baryonic matter to start star-formation and would therefore be invisible to past and present astronomical observations. Since γ-ray emission from DM annihilation is expected to be constant,
these clumps would most probably only show up in all-sky monitoring programs at very high
energies. This can be best provided by the Fermi satellite telescope1 as Unassociated Fermi
Objects (UFOs) not detected at any other wavelengths. Very likely, the distinct spectral cut-off
at the DM particle mass is located at too high an energy (see, e.g. the neutralino mass lower
limits in [20]) to be measurable by Fermi within reasonable time and can only be limited by
IACTs observations.
We selected the most promising DM subhalo candidates out of the 1FGL [21] and 2FGL [22]
catalogs, basing on their spectral characteristics, time variability and potential associations. In
order to assess their detection prospects for IACTs for each source we estimated the time
needed for detection by MAGIC by extrapolating the spectrum measured by Fermi-LAT. We
also counted the number of photons ≥10 GeV seen by Fermi coming from their vicinity, to
confirm that this extrapolation is sound. Finally, four most optimal candidates were observed
in stereo mode and 50 h of good quality data were collected. More details on the selection
procedure and the observations can be found in [23, 24].
The analysis did not reveal any significant VHE signal and upper limits for source emission
were calculated with a confidence level of 95%, using the conventional method [16]. Assuming
z = 0 we can exclude the direct extrapolation of Fermi-LAT spectrum for two of the candidates.
We cannot neither rule out nor confirm the possibility that the emission in the Fermi-LAT
energy range is due to DM, but the recently collected multiwavelength data seem to support
the hypothesis that those sources belong rather to the standard AGN class of emitters.

3

Summary and outlook

The modern IACTs lead a wide range of astroparticle physics studies and MAGIC is one of
the leading experiments in this field, especially designed to achieve the lowest energy threshold
and high sensitivity below 100 GeV. MAGIC continues its wide DM search program with stereo
observations of the most promising targets. We plan to operate the telescopes during the next
few years, depending on the progress of the Cerenkov Telescope Array (CTA)2 construction.
1 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
2 https://www.cta-observatory.org/
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CTA will be an open observatory, consisting of more than 100 IACTs located on two sites: one
in Chile (CTA South) and one on the Canary island of La Palma (CTA North). In comparison
to the present generation of instruments, CTA will have a factor of ten better sensitivity, larger
field of view and considerably improved energy and angular resolution. Recent studies show
that CTA will be capable of probing the (hσνi) parameter space below the natural cross-section
for DM particle masses above a few hundreds of GeV [25].
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We propose performing an experiment to search for a new hidden sector vector boson coupled via baryonic current (VB or “dark omega”) in the (140–650) MeV mass range. It will
be produced on low-Z fixed targets using high energy intense electron beams. The multigamma decay of this particle will be detected by a high resolution and large acceptance
crystal calorimeter providing a few MeV level resolutions in Mγγγ , critically important for
the signal to background separation. The motivation, feasibility studies of the setup and
estimation of the realistic parameter space of the proposed experiment is discussed.

1

Introduction

Over the last several years there has been increased theoretical and experimental activities to
search for a hidden sector dark photon or A0 particle in the MeV-GeV mass range, weakly
coupling to the Standard Model (SM) matter through a kinetic mixing mechanism ([1] and
references within). These search experiments mostly rely on an assumption that the new particle
is coupling predominantly to the leptonic field. Therefore, in most of cases, they look for the
production of A0 in the Coulomb field of heavy nucleus and consequently decaying to leptonic
pairs (e+ e− or µ+ µ− ). On the other hand, several other additional U (1)0 gauge symmetries
and associated vector gauge bosons were proposed soon after the electroweak SU (2) × U (1)Y
model that are one of the best motivated extensions of the SM. One successful model, a darksector gauge vector boson, coupling to the baryonic matter (quarks), was proposed in 1989 [2]
and subsequently discussed extensively in the literature (see references in [3]). S. Tulin in his
recent article ([3] by analyzing the properties of the interaction Lagrangian and requiring the
low-energy symmetries of QCD, demonstrated that this new particle can be assigned the same
quantum numbers as the ω meson, J P C =1−− with the leading decay channel VB → π 0 + γ for
the Mπ ≤ MVB ≤ 650 MeV mass range. It was also suggested to search for these new particles
in rare radiative decays of light neutral mesons [3, 9]. Here, we are suggesting an alternative
experimental approach to search for this new particle in their direct electro-production channels
in fixed-target experiments covering the same mass range.

2

Proposed experiment

We propose searching for VB in direct electroproduction channels e + A → e0 + VB + (X) →
e0 + π 0 γ + (X) → e0 + γ + γ + γ + (X). These particles will be produced on low-Z fixed targets
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in forward directions by a 11.5 GeV electron beam and they will be identified as a “bump”
on the continuous experimental background of the Mγγγ distribution. Four electromagnetic
particles, e0 and three decay photons will be detected in a crystal calorimeter. One of the
major advantages of this experiment is that a high vacuum will be provided between the solid
production target and the detection system. This will allow a significant minimization of the
direct (by the beam) or secondary production of known particles in between the target and
the detectors, which is the main source of so called ”kinematical reflections”, a typical problem
for many other search experiments. The scattered electrons, e0 will be detected in forward
direction (∼ 0.5◦ − 5◦ ) and within an energy range of (0.5–1.5) GeV to select forward and high
energy virtual photons in the reaction. That, in turn, will enhance the production of forwardly
directed energetic VB particles to boost the three decay photons to the forward calorimeter
acceptance (see Sec. 4.1). We propose to run this experiment in parallel with the neutral pion
form factor Fγ ∗ γπo measurement at very low Q2 . Therefore, the trigger in the experiment will
be formed on two levels: first level, Ecalor ≥ 8GeV , and second level, Ncluster ≥ 3.

3

Experimental setup

We propose using the PRad experimental setup currently being developed for the proton charge
radius measurement with a sub-percent precision to address the “proton charge radius puzzle” in
nuclear and atomic physics [4, 5]. This stand-alone setup consists of the following main elements
(see Fig. 1): (i) windowless hydrogen gas flow target; (ii) a set of X-, Y -GEM coordinate
detectors; (iii) high resolution, large acceptance PrimEx HyCal electromagnetic calorimeter;
and (iv) a vacuum box with a single thin window at the calorimeter only, spanning ∼ 5 m, with
a 1.7 m diameter thin Al window at the front of HyCal. The Al window will have a thickness
of 2.5 mm, with a 4 cm diameter and thin-walled cylindrical Al-pipe attached to the central
part of the window for the passage of electron beam. This vacuum pipe is also passing through
the centers of GEM and HyCal to reduce the beam-related electromagnetic background in the
experiment. For this experiment we plan to use the same gas flow target mechanical structure,
attaching thin 0.1-0.3% R.L. solid 12 C films to the target ladder, which is able to move remotely
on both X- and Y -directions perpendicular to the beam. The HyCal calorimeter [6] is a hybrid
electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of two different type of shower detectors, 576 Pb-glass
modules (4.0 × 4.0 × 45 cm3 ) and 1152 PbWO4 crystal modules (2.05 × 2.05 × 18.0 cm3 ) in
the central part of the calorimeter. The central 2 × 2 PbWO4 modules are removed from the
assembly (4.0 × 4.0 cm2 hole) providing passage of the incident electron beam through the
calorimeter. The calorimeter with its cross sectional area of 118 × 118 cm2 will be located in
the beam line at a distance of ∼ 5 m from the target, providing a large geometrical acceptance
in the experiment. The incident electrons with an 11.5 GeV energy will scatter off a 12 C target
and together with the 3 decay photons from the produced VB particles will be detected in the
HyCal calorimeter. This experimental setup is nearly ready for the PRad experiment.

4

Expected results and uncertainties

In order to investigate the detection efficiency (including the geometrical acceptances), uncertainties in measured quantities and expected results, a full Monte Carlo (MC) simulation code
based on GEANT3.21 package has been developed. This program takes into account the realistic geometry of the setup, including all resolutions of the detectors. It generates events based
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the PRad experimental setup (not to scale). It will be used for
the proposed experiment.

on estimated cross sections which are then traced through the target and detection system. The
MC generated events are then analyzed to reconstruct the “measured” experimental quantities.

4.1

Detection efficiency

Four final state particles will be detected in this experiment: the forward scattered electrons
and three decay photons from VB . The scattered electrons within the (0.5–1.5) GeV energy
range will be detected in order to select energetic and forwardly directed VB particles to maximize the detection efficiency in the experiment. The simulated detection efficiency vs. target
to calorimeter distance are shown in Fig. 2, Left. As it is seen from these simulations, the
currently existing Z = 5 m distance for the PRad setup, is also well optimized for this proposed
experiment, with relatively large (30–60)% detection acceptances for the (140–650) MeV mass
range.

4.2

Invariant mass resolution

For the fixed target to calorimeter distance (Z = 5 m) the HyCal position and energy resolutions are defining the Mγγγ invariant mass resolutions. The inner PbWO4 crystal√part of
the HyCal calorimeter
has excellent energy and position resolutions: σE /E = 2.6%/ E and
√
σx,y = 2.5 mm/ E greatly improving the Mγγγ resolution. The outer Pb-glass part of HyCal
has a factor of 2 less resolution in both energy and position reconstructions. The distribution of simulated invariant masses are shown in Fig. 2, Right, for three typical values of MVB .
The proposed experiment will provide an MeV-level resolutions in reconstructed MVB , which
is critically important for the signal-to-background separation (see Sec. 4.5).
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Figure 2: Left: Detection efficiency vs. Z for three typical MVB masses. Right: Distribution of
reconstructed invariant mass for three MVB : 200 MeV, 400 MeV and 600 MeV.

4.3

Displaced vertex resolution

Solid thin-targets offer an additional selection mechanism in search experiments. That requires
reconstruction of the decay vertex on event-by-event bases. This usually done by additional set
of tracking detectors, in cases when the decay particles are charged [1]. In the proposed experiment the decay particles are three photons, however, there is an interesting way to determine
the VB → π 0 γ decay vertex by using the π 0 → γγ channel, assuming that the Mπ0 is known.
An example of the simulated vertex distribution is shown in Fig. 3, Left for MVB =400 MeV
particles produced in forward direction. Though, our resolutions on this particular selection
criterion (cm-level) are not as good as in the case of the charged-particle tracking [1], it can
still be used very effectively in search experiments testing different ranges of coupling constants
and mass (see Fig. 4).

4.4

Experimental backgrounds

The detection system in this experiment will be able to separate photons from the electromagnetic charge particles in the final states (using GEM and HyCal). Therefore, only events
with three energetic photons (Eγ > 0.5 GeV) in final state will be considered as a background
process vs. signal events. The potential sources of the background events are: (a) accidental coincidences of events with multi-photon bremsstrahlung processes (beam background); (b)
production of particles decaying into three or more energetic photons (physics background).
At this stage we have identified and simulated two major physics processes contributing to
the physics background: forward electro-production of 2π 0 mesons from the target and second,
forward production of ρ mesons with their consequent decay into π 0 γ. In both cases the π 0 ’s
decay into 2γ. The results of MC simulations for two physics background processes are shown
in Fig. 3, Right, for 10 days of beam time (with Ee =11.5 GeV, Ie = 0.1µA, and 0.1% R.L. 12 C
target). The beam background was also simulated, it has a typical exponential drop vs. Mγγγ
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Figure 3: Left: Distribution of reconstructed vertex position. Right: Distribution of total
physics background vs. Mγγγ . The 2π 0 production process is the dominant background for this
experiment (the yellow shaded area), the ρ → π 0 γ background is the small bump at (650-850)
MeV range. The five narrow distributions are the signal events simulated for MVB = 200, 300,
400, 500 and 600 MeV.

with an order of magnitude smaller than the physics backgrounds (not shown in Fig. 3).

4.5

Sensitivity of the proposed experiment

For the simulation of signal events the VB production cross sections are required. Currently,
theoretical activities are in progress to estimate these cross sections based on realistic models [7].
At this stage, based on general physics considerations, we assumed that these cross sections can
be estimated by [8]: σ(γ + P → VB + X) ∼ (αem /π)(αB /αem )(Mω /MB )2 σ(γ + P → hadrons).
Then, if we take for σ(γ + P → hadrons) ∼ 1µb, we obtain σ(γ +12 C → VB + X) ∼ 1 pb
for VB coupling constant αB =10−8 and mass MB =200 MeV. The corresponding experimental
yields simulated for 10 days of beam time (Ee =11.5 GeV, Ie = 0.1µA, 0.1% R.L. 12 C target)
are shown in Fig. 3, Right for five different masses of VB boson. These yields are shown on
the top of estimated backgrounds simulated under the same conditions. The sensitivity of
this experiment to search for VB bosons on 5σ level is plotted in Fig. 4 (short-dash red line).
This proposed experiment, as it can be seen from the plot, has a good potential to improve
the exclusion limits on the coupling constant, αB for about one order of magnitude vs. other
experiments/projects (other exclusion limits in Fig. 4 are discussed in [3]).

4.6

Summary

We are proposing a new fixed-target experiment to search for hidden sector leptophobic particles, VB in the (140-650) MeV mass range. These particles will be produced in a low-Z target by
an 11.5 GeV electron beam and detected by their VB → π 0 γ → γγγ decay channel. The forward
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Figure 4: Current exclusion regions on VB boson coupling vs. mass. The sensitivity region of
the proposed experiment is shown with short-dash red line. For discussion of other exclusion
limits see [3]).

scattered electrons (∼ 1. GeV) and three decay photons will be detected by the high resolution
and large acceptance HyCal calorimeter. A narrow resonance (∼ 3 MeV) over the continuum
experimental background will signal observation of these particles. The capability of vertex
reconstruction (though with a moderate resolutions) will add a new dimension in filtering the
background processes. These types of direct production experiments are fully complimentary
to already suggested projects to search in rare radiative decays of light mesons [9].
This project is supported in part by the USA NSF awards PHY-1205962 and PHY-1506388.
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For an “invisible” dark photon Zd that dominantly decays into dark states, the running
of its fine structure constant αd with momentum transfer q > mZd could be significant. A
similar running in the kinetic mixing parameter ε2 can be induced through its dependence
on αd (q). The running of couplings could potentially be detected in “dark matter beam”
experiments, for which theoretical considerations imply αd (mZd ) . 0.5.

The following is a summary of a talk - entitled “Running in the Dark Sector” - given by the
author at the 11th Patras Workshop on Axions, WIMPs and WISPs, held at the University of
Zaragoza, Spain, June 22-26, 2015. The presentation is based on the work in Ref.[1], where a
more complete set of references can be found.
The possibility of a dark sector that includes not only dark matter (DM), but also dark
forces and other states has attracted a great deal of attention in recent years [2]. In particular,
it has been noted that a “dark photon” Zd of mass mZd . 1 GeV, mediating a dark sector
U (1)d force may explain potential astrophysical signals of DM [3]. It is often assumed that the
Zd can couple to the electromagnetic current of the Standard Model (SM) via a small amount
of kinetic mixing ε [4] (though it may have other couplings as well [5]) which can be naturally
loop induced: ε ∼ egd /(16π 2 ) [4] where e and gd are the electromagnetic and U (1)d coupling
constants, respectively. The 3.5 σ muon g − 2 anomaly [6] may potentially be explained by a
light (mZd . 0.1 GeV) Zd with ε ∼ 10−3 [7].
If there are dark states, such as DM, that have U (1)d charge Qd 6= 0 and have a mass
md < mZd /2, then they will likely be the dominant decay channels for Zd , making it basically
invisible. This possibility can be employed to form beams of light (sub-GeV) DM that may
be detectable in fixed target experiments (whose detection in nuclear recoil experiments would
be challenging). The basic idea is that an intense beam of protons or electrons impinging on
a target (or beam dump) can lead to production of boosted Zd particles that decay in flight
mostly into light DM states, generating a “DM beam” which can be detected via Zd -mediated
scattering from atoms [8, 9]. See Figure 1 for a schematic illustration of such a setup. The
production rate of on-shell dark photons is controlled by αε2 , while the detection of the DM
particles is governed by αd αε2 , where α ≡ e2 /(4π) and αd ≡ gd2 /(4π).
If the above light DM particles are thermal relics, one expects [8, 9]
αd ∼ 0.02 w



10−3
ε

2 

mZd 4
100 MeV



10 MeV
md

2

,

(1)

where w ∼ 10 for a complex scalar [8], and w ∼ 1 for a fermion [9]. As experiments probe
smaller values of ε, one could start probing αd ∼ 1, which in the presence of light DM with
Qd 6= 0 can lead to significant running of αd . As the fixed target experiments (Figure 1) probe
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of a fixed target “Dark Matter beam” experiment, using an
electron beam.
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Figure 2: Running of αd (q), with (a) one DM particle, where the thin (thick) lines correspond
to αd (q0 ) = 0.6 (0.9), and (b) two DM states with αd (q0 ) = 0.4. The solid (dashed) lines
correspond to fermion (scalar) DM states. In both cases, the contribution from a dark Higgs
particle is included, q0 = 0.1 GeV, and mZd . q0 is assumed.
momentum transfer values in the GeV range, i.e. q 2  m2Zd , the effect of running on the
event rate can be significant and it may even lead to unreliable predictions for αd (q 2 )  1. To
illustrate these points, we will consider nF fermions and nS scalars with |Qd | = 1, all below
mZd . We will assume that the mass of Zd is generated by a dark Higgs scalar and hence nS ≥ 1
in our analysis.
We will employ a 2-loop beta function for U (1)d


nS  αd
α2 4 
nF +
+
(nF + nS ) ,
(2)
β(αd ) = d
2π 3
4
π
where β(αd ) ≡ µ dαd /dµ, with µ, the renormalization scale, set by the relevant momentum
transfer q. The reference infrared momentum transfer is taken to satisfy q0 & mZd and we
will ignore the mass of Zd in what follows. The form of β(αd ) in the above suggests that
perturbative control is lost when αd & π.
In Figures 2 (a) and (b), we have presented the effect of running for various values of αd and
one and two DM states, respectively. We see that for values of αd . 1 the running effect can
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Figure 3: Running of R/ξ with q, assuming one (solid) and two (dashed) dark matter fermions.
Here, αd (q0 ) = 0.25, q0 = 0.1 GeV, and mZd . q0 are assumed. A dark Higgs boson contributes
to the running in both cases.
be significant and may result in loss of perturbative reliability for predictions. The running is
more pronounced for light fermion states, but could still be significant for scalars for αd & 0.4.
These results suggest that one may be able to use the running effect, if measurable, to probe
the number and the type (spin) of the low lying states in the dark sector.
An approach to measuring the running of αd (q) may take advantage of the fact that at
q 2 > mZd the scattering of DM from the nucleus is similar to electron or muon electromagnetic
scattering from the nucleus governed by quantum electrodynamics. One may then normalize
the DM scattering cross section σDM to the well-understood lepton scattering cross section
σEM ∝ 1/q 2 which can be well-measured. We then have
R ≡ σDM /σEM ' αd ε2 /α ' ξ αd2 ,

(3)

with ξ approximately constant. In the above, we have used the typical assumption of loopinduced kinetic mixing that implies ε2 (q) ∝ αd (q). In Figure 3, we have plotted the running of
R/ξ for one (solid) and two (dashed) light DM fermions and one dark Higgs boson, assuming
αd (q0 ) = 0.25, q0 = 0.1 GeV, and mZd . q0 . As can be seen, the running is significant for
GeV 0.1 . q . 4 GeV, typical of fixed target experiments, and the two cases are quite distinct,
suggesting that with sufficient statistics one may uncover the low lying dark sector spectrum.
As αd increases beyond O(1) values, the theory will become strongly coupled. However,
in a sensible framework, this behavior should be terminated at some scale. A straightforward
possibility is for U (1)d to transition to a non-Abelian gauge interaction that is asymptotically
free. If this transition to new physics occurs at q = q ∗ , one expects ε(q ∗ ) = 0, with a non-zero
value induced below q ∗ due to the quantum effects of particles with masses m < q ∗ that carry
hypercharge and have Qd 6= 0. However, such particles cannot be too light, m & 100 GeV [10],
given existing experimental bounds. Thus, on general grounds, we expect q ∗ to be larger than
O(100 GeV).
For αd (q ∗ ) ln(q ∗ /q0 )  1, we find
αd (q0 ) ≈

3π
,
(2nF + nS /2) ln(q ∗ /q0 )

(4)

where we have used a 1-loop approximation for the running. The above formula then yields the
value of αd (q0 ) that would lead to the onset of a Landau pole at q ∼ q ∗ . For example, setting
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q0 = 0.1 GeV and q ∗ = 1 TeV (a reasonable value given the preceding discussion), the upper
bound αd (q0 ) . 0.5/(nF + nS /4) is obtained. Hence, for mZd . 0.1 GeV, we may expect the
upper bound αd (mZd ) . 0.5 as a generic guide for the invisible dark photon scenario, where
dark states below mZd are assumed.
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Popular explanations of the anomalous transparency of the Universe for energetic gamma
rays include conversion of photons into hypothetical axion-like particles (ALPs) and back in
astrophysical magnetic fields. This could either happen in the gamma-ray source and in the
Milky Way, or the photon-ALP oscillations could take place in the intergalactic magnetic
fields all along the way between the source and the observer. Given recent astrophysical
constraints on ALPs and on intergalactic magnetic fields, these two mechanisms imply very
different ALP parameters: masses and couplings. Therefore, confirmation of the anomalies
and identification of one of the scenarios would mean cornering of ALP parameters to a
particular narrow region.

1

Anomalous transparency and ALPs

The modern evidence for the anomalous transparency of the Universe for energetic gamma rays
is based on studies of ensembles of distant VHE sources. The observed spectra of these sources
have been corrected for pair-production effects (“deabsorbed”) within the lowest-absorption
models to obtain the intrinsic spectra emitted at the sources. These intrinsic spectra exhibit
unphysical redshift dependence which is readily interpreted as an overestimation of the absorption even in the minimal models [1–3].
An ALP mixes with photons in external magnetic fields [4], which may allow to suppress
the attenuation due to pair production: gamma-ray photons convert to ALPs, then travel
unattenuated and eventually convert back to photons. The photon beam is still attenuated,
but the flux suppression becomes less severe. To reduce the opacity of the Universe for TeV
gamma rays from blazars, two particular scenarios involving ALPs are important. The purpose
of the present study is to emphasise and to explore the difference between the two approaches
(see a more detailed discussion in Ref. [5]).
The first scenario implies that the intergalactic magnetic field is strong enough to provide
for ALP/photon conversion all along the path between the source and the observer. Originally
suggested in Ref. [6] in a different context, this mechanism, known also as the DARMA scenario,
was invoked for the TeV blazar spectra in Ref. [7]. If it is at work, then the photon/ALP mixed
beam propagates through the Universe and, since the photons are attenuated while ALPs are
not, the effective suppression of the flux is smaller compared to the pure-photon case. A
detailed recent study of this scenario is given in Ref [3], where the most recent constraints on
the relevant ALP parameters are derived. In what follows, we will refer to this mechanism as
the “intergalactic conversion” and use the parameter constraints [3] for this scenario.
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The second approach assumes that there are quite strong magnetic fields inside or around the
source, as well as around the observer, while for the most part of the distance the beam travels
in weak magnetic fields, insufficient for ALP/photon mixing. The conversion may happen either
in the blazar itself and in the Milky Way [8] or in the galaxy cluster or filament [9] (see also a
more detailed subsequent study in Ref. [10]) containing the source and the observer, in various
combinations. A detailed recent study of this mechanism is presented in Ref. [11], where it is
called “the general-source” scenario. In the rest of the paper, we refer to this mechanism as the
“galactic conversion” and use parameter constraints derived in Ref. [11] for this case.
Regions of parameters of the ALP, that is of its mass m and its inverse coupling to photons
M , required for efficient operation of one or another mechanism, overlap in a large range. However, when the most recent experimental and astrophysical constraints are taken into account,
the parameter regions allowed for the two scenarios become disconnected; this means that if we
determine that one or another scenario works in Nature, we strongly constrain the ALP mass
and coupling! We illustrate this fact in Fig. 1, where shaded blue areas, excluded by constraints
from the CERN axion solar telescope (CAST, Ref. [13]), evolution of the horizontal-branch (HB)
stars [14], reanalysis of the supernova (SN) 1987A data [15] and HESS constraints from the
absence of irregularities in a blazar spectrum [16], indicate the most restrictive relevant limits.
The key constraint contributing to the separation of the two regions is that of Ref. [15]. The
separation of the two regions, which are often unified in a single large band referred to as the
“transparency hint” in relevant plots, is remarkable.

2

Discrimination between galactic and intergalactic scenarios

Anisotropy.- The magnetic field of the Milky Way galaxy has a complicated structure, and
the probability of the ALP/photon conversion there, which is required in the galactic scenario, depends strongly on the direction. Evidence for direction dependence in the anomalous
transparency of the Universe may therefore be a strong argument in favour of the galactic
scenario [8, 9, 17].
In Reference [8], it was pointed out that the positions of a few TeV blazars with redshifts
z > 0.1 known by that time fit surprisingly well the regions in the sky where the conversion
probability, calculated within the model of the Galactic magnetic field (GMF) of Ref. [12], is
high. Here, we assume this as a hypothesis and attempt to test it with the new observational
data. Clearly, more elaborated approaches should be used in further studies. We consider
a sample of blazars with firm detection beyond τ = 1 which consists of 15 objects observed
by IACTs and 5 objects observed by FERMI LAT (the sample of Ref. [2]), supplemented by
additional 6 blazars rejected in Ref. [2] because of the insufficient number of data points for
fitting spectra with breaks. We drop 4 nearby objects with z < 0.1 from the sample, like it was
done in Ref. [8]. Figure 2, represents the distribution of these objects in the sky together with
the conversion probability for the same GMF model [12]. The objects indeed follow the regions
of high conversion probability, qualitatively confirming the trend seen in Ref. [8].
It is not possible, however, to rigorously test the hypothesis quantitatively, because the
blazars we discuss do not form a complete isotropic sample. Nevertheless, for illustration, we
present here the results of a simple statistical test, keeping in mind its qualitative level. For
each of the 22 sources in the sample, we calculate the ALP/photon conversion probability in
the GMF of Ref. [12]. The same distributions were calculated and averaged for 100 sets of
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Figure 1: ALP parameter space (ALP-photon inverse coupling M versus ALP mass m) with
current constraints (see text). The regions corresponding to the Galactic [3] and intergalactic [11] ALP/photon conversion explanations of the gamma-ray anomalies are indicated; they
extend to the forbidden regions as shown by arrows. Given all constraints, the two regions are
well separated.
22 objects distributed isotropically in the sky. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability that the
distribution seen for the real data is a fluctuation of that for simulated directions is 0.02, that
is, the entire picture does not contradict the galactic conversion scenario.
Distant objects.- In the ideal case and in the long-distance limit, the effective optical depth
τALP behaves differently in the two scenarios: for intergalactic conversion, τALP ∼ (2/3)τ (and
therefore grows approximately linearly with distance, like the standard optical depth τ ), while
for the galactic scenario, assuming maximal mixing, it reaches a constant, distance-independent
value corresponding to the flux suppression by a factor of ∼ 2/9, that is τALP ∼ 1.5. At a certain
redshift zcrit , the value of which depends on the details of the absorption model and of magnetic
fields assumed, the two suppression factors are equal, while beyond zcrit , the absorption becomes
stronger and stronger in the intergalactic scenario, remaining constant in the galactic one. This
means that for very high redshifts, the anomalous transparency effect would hardly be seen in
observations for the intergalactic scenario, therefore any evidence for the effect for very distant
sources [2] speaks in favour of the galactic conversion.
Intergalactic magnetic fields.- The intergalactic scenario requires rather high intergalactic
magnetic fields (IGMF), B ∼ (10−10 –10−9 ) G, otherwise the conversion probability would be
too low. The suppression of the intergalactic conversion is implied in the galactic scenario, so
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we refer to B . 10−11 G in this case. Present-day knowledge does not allow for a firm conclusion
about real values of B. A number of constraints are summarized in the review [18]. The most
stringent observational limit, based on the redshift independence of the Faraday rotation from
distant sources, is B ≤ 1.2 × 10−9 G [19].

While all three methods to distinguish between the two scenarios favour weakly the galactic
conversion mechanism, it is clear that future tests are required both to confirm the anomalous
transparency of the Universe and to single out its explanation. To approach the tests on more
solid grounds, future observations are necessary. Of particular importance are spectral and
anisotropy studies, for which the following directions are especially important. First, to enlarge
the overall statistics of TeV blazars, which is best achieved with the coming CTA. Second, to
study absorption effects in the spectra of the most distant blazars, for which one needs highsensitivity observations at energies ∼ (10-100) GeV. The sensitivities of both FERMI LAT
and CTA [20] are insufficient in this energy range; the solution may be provided by highaltitude low-threshold Cerenkov detectors [21]. Presently, two projects of this kind are under
consideration, the ALEGRO in Atacama, Chile, and EGO at the Mount Elbrus, Russia. Third,
to move into the strong-absorption energy range for bright nearby blazars, which would require
observations at ∼ 100 TeV. The proper instruments for that would be extensive-air-shower
detectors, in particular, TAIGA [22] and the upgraded Carpet array in Baksan [23] in the
nearest future, as well as LHAASO [24] and HiSCORE [25] several years later.
Additional important contributions to the discussion are expected from observational constraints on the IGMF values and, of course, from laboratory searches for the responsible ALP,
with the most sensitive planned instruments being IAXO [26] and ALPS-II [27] .

Figure 2: The skymap (Galactic coordinates, Hammer projection) with positions of blazars
with detected gamma-ray flux at energies for which τ > 1 (red, 0.1 < z < 1; blue, z > 1), see
text. Deeper shading corresponds to higher ALP-photon conversion probability in the Milky
Way (the GMF of Ref. [12]).
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We revise the astrophysical bound to the axion-photon coupling, as obtained by comparing
R = NHB /NRGB , the ratio of the numbers of stars observed in the Horizontal Branch (HB)
and in the Red Giant Branch (RGB) of 39 Galactic Globular Clusters with up-to-date
theoretical predictions. First results have already been published in a PRL paper in 2014.
Here we present a new and more accurate method to calculate the theoretical R, which
makes use of synthetic Color-Magnitude diagrams to be directly compared to the observed
(real) diagrams. Preliminary results of our analysis are discussed.

1

Introduction

Globular Clusters (GC) are building blocks of any kind of galaxy. They are found in spirals
(such as the Milky Way or M31), ellipticals (M87), as well as in Dwarfs Spheroidals or irregular
galaxies (e.g. the Magellanic Clouds). Our Galaxy hosts hundreds of GCs. They are preferentially located in the Halo and in the Bulge. A typical GC contains between 105 and 107 almost
coeval stars, as old as 13 Gyr, all linked together by reciprocal gravitational interactions. There
exists a growing amount of observational evidences showing that GCs host multiple stellar
populations, characterized by diverse chemical compositions.
In a color-magnitude diagram (CM diagram), stars belonging to the same cluster are grouped
in distinct sequences (or branches), representing different evolutionary phases. For instance, in
the Red Giant Branch (RGB) we find stars that are approching the He-burning phase: a He-rich
and H-depleted core develops, rather high densities are attained, so that free electrons become
highly degenerate. After the He ignition, these stars will move to the so-called Horizontal
Branch (HB), the CM diagram location of core-He-burning stars. HB stars present an extended
convective core, powered by the central He burning, surroundend by a semiconvective layer. A
shell-H burning is always active in both RGB and HB stars. The number of stars observed in
a given portion of the CM diagram is proportional to the time spent by a star in this region,
e.g., NRGB ∝ tRGB , where tRGB is the RGB lifetime of a typical stars presently found in the
RGB phase of a Galactic GC. Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of stars observed in the HB
and in the RGB portion brighter than the zero-age HB1 , the so-called R parameter, represents
1 It

corresponds to the luminosity of the faintest HB stars.
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the ratio of the respective stellar lifetimes:
R=

NHB
tHB
=
NRGB
tRGB

(1)

R does not depend on metallicity and age of the cluster; however, R increases linearly with
the He mass fraction (Y ). For this reason, measurements of R in GCs have been largely used
to estimate the pristine He content of our Galaxy. However, this method requires a detailed
knowledge of the stellar lifetimes, usually obtained by means of stellar models. In practice, it
relies on our knowledge of all the physical processes that produce or dissipate energy in stellar
interiors, such as, for instance, the nuclear reactions or the thermal neutrino energy loss. On
the other hand, if the GC He content is known, the R parameter measurements may be used to
constrain these physical processes. On this basis, Ref. [4] investigated the axion production by
the Primakov process, possibly occurring in the hot stellar interior. By comparing the tHB /tRGB
derived from up-to-date stellar models of RGB and HB stars with the average R parameter of a
sample of 39 galactic GCs with metallicity [Fe/H]< −1.1 (R = 1.39 ± 0.03), we were able to put
a rather strong upper bound for the axion-photon coupling, namely gaγ < 0.66 × 10−10 GeV−1
(95% C.L.).

2

A step forward

More recently we have developed a new tool to generate synthetic CM diagrams. It is based on
a more extended set of stellar models and allows us to plot perfect theoretical counterparts of
real CM diagrams. For instance, stochastic variations of the position of the points representing
stars, such as those due to the mass loss or to the photometric errors, are easily accounted for.

Figure 1: Example of synthetic CM diagrams. The diagram in the left panel has been obtained
by assuming a stronger average mass loss rate during the RGB. As a result, the mean mass of
HB stars (MHB ) is lower than that of the diagram in the right panel. The HB and the RGB
portions used in the calculation of the R parameter are surrounded by ellipses.
In this way, we may calculate the theoretical R parameter by counting the stars (or their
models) found in different branches of the synthetic CM diagram, precisely as we do for real
78
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Parameter
N(p, γ)15 O
4
He(2α, γ)12 C
12
C(α, γ)16 O
R
Y
14

error
7%
10%
20%
1.39 ± 0.03
0.255 ± 0.002

Reference
[1]
[2]
[6]
[4]
[5],[3]

Table 1: List of the 5 parameters varied in the Monte Carlo analysis described in section 3. The
first three rows refer to the rates of the 3 more relevant nuclear reactions that directly affect the
lifetimes of HB and RGB stellar models. The fourth and the fifth rows contain the average R
parameter of the 39 Cluster sample and the initial He mass fraction, respectively. The adopted
1σ errors and the sources of the measurements are listed in columns 2 and 3, respectively.

GCs. A first advantage of this method is that it allows us to reduce or eliminate some systematic
uncertainties, such as those due to the determination of the zero-age HB. In addition, we may
also estimate the uncertainty due to statistical fluctuations of the photometric sample. At
the same time, we may also estimate the influence on the calculated R parameter of all the
uncertainties of the stellar models. In particular, we have investigated the uncertainties due
to nuclear reaction rates (RGB and HB models), convection (HB models), rate of energy-loss
by plasma neutrino (RGB models) and some others. Examples of synthetic CM diagrams are
shown in Figure 1.

3

Results

Although our analysis is still in progress, in this section we present some preliminary results.
To combine all the uncertainties and obtain the propagation of their errors into the estimated
upper bound for the axion-photon coupling, we have used a Monte Carlo method (MC): a
sequence of synthetic CM diagrams are generated, each time with a different set of values for
the parameters affected by the major uncertainties. The MC generates each set of parameters
according to their errors. As an example, here we have considered variations of 5 parameters,
namely, the 3 more relevant nuclear reaction rates, the He mass fraction (Y ) and the measured
R. The assumed values of these 5 parameters and the respective references are reported in
Table 1.
Figure 2 illustrates the result of the MC. The axion-photon coupling (gaγ ) depends on the
difference between the theoretical Rth (computed without axion energy loss) and the measured
RGCs : θ = Rth − RGCs . Note that Rth depends on Y and the 3 relevant reaction rates (see
Table 1). In practice, we find that: gaγ = αθ2 + βθ.

4

Conclusions

By means of synthetic CM diagrams, we have calculated the relation between gaγ and 5 parameters, namely Y , R, and the 3 more relevant nuclear rates affecting the HB and the RGB
lifetimes. By combining the uncertainties on this 5 parameters we find g10 = 0.29 ± 0.18, where
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g10 = gaγ /10−10 GeV−1 , corresponding to an axion-photon upper bound (95% C.L.):
g10 < 0.65

(2)

which confirms our previous finding [4].
The main source of uncertainty of the model is the 12 C(α, γ)16 O reaction rate. This uncertainty is due to the possible interference between two subthreshold resonances in the 16 O
(j π = 1− , 2+ ). Presently available measurements seem to exclude a constructive interference
(enhanced rate). However, a destructive interference cannot be excluded yet. It this case, the
reaction rate would be reduced down to the 50% of the most probable value. It would imply a
systematic decrease of the theoretical R, thus reducing or even cancelling the apparent need of
an additional cooling process. New low-energy measurements are required for this important
nuclear process. A second issue concerns the adopted He mass fraction. Direct measurements
of He abundances are very difficult for Globular Cluster stars, because their atmospheres are
too cool to excite He atoms. Alternatively, we have used precise measurements of He abundances in extragalactic HII molecular regions (see Table 1) whose metallicity is in the same
range of the galactic GCs. In general, it is expected that these environments experienced a
limited chemical evolution (as the low metallicity testifies), so that their Y should be close to
the primordial one. Note that the value of Y obtained from low-Z HII clouds is in tension with
the standard prediction of primordial nucleosynthesis calculations and with results of the latest
CMB analysis from the PLANCK collaboration. Note that with a lower Y , the need of an
additional energy sink in HB stars disappears.
Summarizing, while the upper bound for the axion-photon coupling, as derived from the
analysis of the R parameters of galactic GCs, is a firm result, the occurrence of a measured R
lower than that predicted by stellar models (without axion energy loss) cannot be considered a
proof of the existence of these particles.
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Figure 2: Monte Carlo results. These plots show the values of g10 as obtained by varying
the 5 parameters listed in Table 1 as a function of two of them, i.e. the Globular Cluster R
parameter (right panel) and the He mass fraction (Y , left panel). R and Y are varied according
to a normal error function with the 1σ errors reported in column 2 of Table 1. Similar plots
may be obtained for the 3 most relevant nuclear reaction rates.
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We considered a complete sample of blazars observed with the Imaging Atmospheric
Cherenkov Telescopes above E ≥ 80 GeV, out to z = 0.54 and described by standard
photon emission models which predict simple power-law spectra to a good approximation.
We first show that the best-fit regression line of the emitted slope distribution {Γem (z)}
decreases with z, in disagreement with physical intuition. Next, we demonstrate that, by
allowing for photon-ALP oscillations in intergalactic space, for a realistic values of the parameters the best-fit regression line becomes exactly horizontal in the Γem − z plane. This
result is amazing, because it is the only possibility in agreement with physical expectation,
and so it can be regarded as a strong hint of the existence of an ALP.

1

Introduction and background

Thanks to the observations carried out with the Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
(IACTs) like H.E.S.S., MAGIC and VERITAS, according to the Tevcat catalog 43 blazars
with known redshift have been detected in the VHE range. We stress that 40 of them are in
a flaring state, whose typical lifetime ranges from a few hours to a few days. As far as the
present analysis is concerned, 3 of them 1ES 0229+200, PKS 1441+25 and S3 0218+35 will be
discarded for reasons to be explained below. All observed spectra of the considered VHE blazars
−Γ (z)
are well fitted by a single power-law, and so they have the form Φobs (E0 , z) = Kobs (z) E0 obs ,
where E0 is the observed energy, while Kobs (z) and Γobs (z) denote the observed normalization
constant and the slope, respectively, for a source at redshift z. So, we will be dealing with a
sample of 40 blazars, whose Γobs values are plotted versus z in Fig. 1 with their error bars.
Unfortunately, the observational results do not provide any direct information about the
intrinsic properties of the sources, since the VHE gamma-ray data strongly depend on the nature
of photon propagation. Indeed, according to conventional physics the blazar spectra in the
VHE range are strongly affected by the presence of the Extragalactic Background Light (EBL),
namely the infrared/optical/ultraviolet background photons produced by stars throughout the
history of the Universe [1]. This effect has been quantified in [2]. VHE photons with energy E
emitted by a blazar at z get depleted by scattering off EBL photons of energy  through the
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Figure 1: The values of the slope Γobs are plotted versus the source redshift z for all considered
blazars.
process γVHE + γEBL → e+ + e− whose Breit-Wheeler cross-section gets maximized when


900 GeV
(E) '
eV .
(1)
E
So, for 100 GeV < E < 100 TeV σ(γγ → e+ e− ) is maximal for 9 · 10−3 eV < E < 9 eV, indeed
in the EBL band. After a long period of uncertainty, today the spectral energy distribution
(SED) of the EBL is well determined, and for definiteness we use the model of Franceschini,
Rodighiero and Vaccari (FRV) which provides the optical depth τγ (E0 , z) [3].
As a rule, the blazar SED of the non-thermal radiation shows two broad humps, the first
one peaking at low frequency – from IR to soft-X rays, depending on the specific source –
while the second one in the gamma-ray band, often reaching multi-TeV energies. We restrict
our discussion to the two standard competing models for the VHE photon emission by blazars,
namely the Synchrotron-Self-Compton (SSC) mechanism and the Hadronic Pion Production
(HPP) in proton-proton scattering. Both mechanisms predict emitted spectra which, to a good
approximation, have a single power-law behavior Φem (E) = Kem (z) E −Γem for all observed
VHE blazars, where E = (1 + z)E0 is the emitted energy, whereas Kem (z) and Γem are the
emitted normalization constant and slope, respectively.
The relation between Φobs (E0 , z) and Φem (E) can be expressed in general terms as

Φobs (E0 , z) = Pγ→γ (E0 , z) Φem E0 (1 + z) ,
(2)
where Pγ→γ (E0 , z) is the photon survival probability from the source to us, and in conventional
physics it is written in terms of the optical depth τγ (E0 , z) as
Pγ→γ (E0 , z) = e−τγ (E0 ,z) .

(3)

We should also mention that a radically different mechanism has been put forward. Basically,
the idea is that protons are accelerated inside blazars up to energies of order 1011 GeV, while
VHE emitted photons are neglected altogether. When the proton distance from the Galaxy is
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in the range 10 − 100 Mpc, they scatter off EBL photons through the process p + γ → p + π 0 , so
that the immediate decays π 0 → γ +γ produce an electromagnetic shower of secondary photons:
it is these photons that replace the emitted photons in such a scenario [4]. Such a mechanism
can apply only to the 3 sources detected so far which have a constant VHE luminosity [5, 6].
Actually, an analysis of the properties of the blazar 1ES 0229+200 has shown that it hardly
fits within the photon emission models, and since its VHE luminosity is constant, this source
is more likely explained by the proton emission model [7]. For this reason, we discard it from
our discussion.
We also discard PKS 1441+25 and S3 0218+35 because they have z ' 0.94, since we want
to consider only a relatively local sample with extend up to z ' 0.54 (3C 279).
Finally, we are in position to state the main goal of the work reported in this talk, namely
to investigate a possible correlation between the distribution of VHE blazar emitted spectra and
the redshift.
Superficially, the reader might well wonder about such a question. Why should a correlation
of this kind be expected? Cosmological evolutionary effects are certainly harmless out to redshift
z ' 0.5, and when observational selection biases are properly taken into account no such a
correlation should show up.
As we shall see, this is not the case. Indeed, a statistical analysis of the {Γem (z)} distribution
performed within conventional physics implies that the resulting best-fit regression line decreases
with increasing redshift. So, how can the source distribution get to know the redshifts in such a
way to adjust their individual Γem (z) values so as to reproduce such a statistical correlation? In
particular, it implies that blazars with harder spectra are found only at larger redshift. While
this trend might be interpreted as an observational selection effect, a deeper scrutiny based on
observational information shows that this is by no means the case. Thus, we are led to the
conclusion that such a behavior is at odd with physical intuition, which would instead demand
the best-fit regression line to be redshift-independent.
As an attempt to achieve a physically satisfactory scenario, we put Axion-Like Particles
(ALP) into the game [8]. They are spin-zero, neutral and extremely light pseudo-scalar bosons
predicted by several extensions of the Standard Model of particle physics, and especially by
those based on superstring theories. They are supposed to interact only with two photons.
Depending on their mass and two-photon coupling, they can be quite good candidates for cold
dark matter and give rise to very interesting astrophysical effects, so that nowadays ALPs are
attracting growing interest. Specifically, we suppose that photon-ALP oscillations take place in
extragalactic magnetic fields of strength about 0.1 nG – in agreement with the predictions of
the galactic outflows models [9, 10] – as first proposed in [11]. Amazingly, for and ALP mass
m < 10−9 eV and a two-photon coupling consistent with the CAST bound now the best-fit
regression line of the {Γem (z)} distribution becomes exactly horizontal in the Γem − z plane,
namely redshift-independent. This fact leads in turn to a very simple new picture of VHE
blazars.
A much more thorough discussion of these matters along with a complete list of references
can be found in our original paper [12].

2

Conventional propagation in extragalactic space

We start by deriving the emitted spectrum of every source, starting from the observed ones.
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As a first step, we rewrite Eq. (2) as

−Γ (z)
Φem E0 (1 + z) = eτγ (E0 ,z) Kobs (z) E0 obs .

(4)



CP
Next, we best-fit Φem E0 (1+z) to a single power-law with slope ΓCP
em (z) – namely to Kem (z) (1+
CP
z)E0 ]−Γem (z) – over the energy range ∆E0 where the source is observed. Finally, we plot the
values of ΓCP
em versus z in the left panel of Fig. 2

Figure 2: Left panel: The values of the slope ΓCP
em are plotted versus the source redshift z for
all considered blazars. Right panel: Same as the left panel but with superimposed the best-fit
straight regression line.
We proceed by performing a statistical analysis of all values of ΓCP
em (z) as a function of z.
We use the least square method and try to fit the data with one parameter (horizontal straight
line), two parameters (first-order polynomial), and three parameters (second-order polynomial).
In order to test the statistical significance of the fits we compute the corresponding χ2red . The
values of the χ2red obtained for the three fits are 2.35, 1.83 and 1.87, respectively. Thus, data
appear to be best-fitted by the first-order polynomial ΓCP
em (z) = 2.68 − 2.21 z. The distribution
of ΓCP
(z)
as
a
function
of
z
–
with
superimposed
the
best-fit
straight regression line as defined
em
by the last equation – is plotted in the right panel of Fig. 2
Manifestly, the {ΓCP
em } distribution shows a nontrivial redshift-dependence. What is the
physical meaning of this fact? Note that it implies a large variation of the the emitted flux with
redshift, since we have
−2.68
ΦCP
,
em (E, 0) ∝ E

−1.35
ΦCP
.
em (E, 0.6) ∝ E

(5)

Because we are dealing with a relatively local sample of blazars, cosmological evolutionary
effects are totally irrelevant. Moreover, we have checked that that all possible selection biases
play no role. Thus, it looks mysterious how the source distribution can get to know the redshifts
in such a way to adjust their individual Γem (z) values so as to reproduce such a bets-fit straight
regression line.
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3

Photon-ALP oscillations in extragalactic space

Let us now turn our attention to an extension of the Standar Model containing ALPs – to be
denoted by a – which are supposed to interact only with two photons through a term gaγγ E · B
in the Lagrangian. We take the ALP mass m < 10−9 eV and gaγγ < 0.88 · 10−10 GeV−1 in
order to be consistent with the very robust CAST bound. Here E is the electric field of a
propagating VHE photon while B denotes the extragalactic magnetic fields of strength about
0.1 nG – in agreement with the predictions of the galactic outflows models [9, 10] – as first
proposed in [11]. Moreover, B is supposed to have a domain-like structure with coherence length
Ldom in the range 1 − 10 Mpc, with a direction randomly changing from one domain to the next
keeping however the same strength. In such a situation energy-conserving and mass-independent
photon-ALP oscillations take place in extragalactic space. As a consequence, photons acquire
a split personality, traveling for some time as real photons – which suffer EBL absorption – and
for some time as ALPs, which are unaffected by the EBL. Therefore, τγ (E0 , z) gets replaced
by the effective optical depth τγeff (E0 , z), which is manifestly smaller than τγ (E0 , z) and is a
monotonically increasing function of E0 and z. The crux of the argument is that since the photon
eff
ALP
survival probability is now Pγ→γ
(E0 , z) = e−τγ (E0 ,z) , even a small decrease of τγeff (E0 , z) with
respect to τγ (E0 , z) gives rise to a large increase of the photon survival probability, as compared
to the case of conventional physics. Hence, the main consequence of photon-ALP oscillations is
to substantially attenuate the EBL absorption and consequently to considerably enlarging the
conventional γ-ray horizon [2].
ALP
Needless to say, Pγ→γ
(E0 , z) can be computed exactly in term of two parameters ξ ∝ gaγγ B
and Ldom . Realistic values of these parameters are ξ = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 and Ldom = 4 Mpc, 10 Mpc,
which will be regarded as our benchmark values.
Henceforth, we proceed in parallel with the discussion in Section 2. Hence, we start by
rewriting Eq. (2) as
−1
  ALP
−Γ (z)
ΦALP
E0 (1 + z) = Pγ→γ
(E0 , z)
Kobs (z) E0 obs .
em

(6)


Next, we best-fit Φem E0 (1 + z) to a single power-law with spectral index ΓALP
em (z) – namely

ALP
−ΓALP
(z)
to Kem (z) (1 + z)E0 ] em
– over the energy range ∆E0 where the source is observed.
This procedure is performed for each benchmark value of ξ and Ldom . Finally, we carry out a
statistical analysis of all values of ΓALP
em (z) as a function of z – again for all benchmark values
of ξ and Ldom – along the same lines of Section 2. The best-fitting procedure selects out the
two following preferred cases: Ldom = 4 Mpc, ξ = 0.5, ΓALP
= 2.52 and χ2red = 1.43 and
em
ALP
2
Ldom = 10 Mpc, ξ = 0.5, Γem = 2.58 and χred = 1.39. Manifestly, in either case the best fit
straight regression line in redshift independent, in perfect agreement with physical intuition.
Both situations are plotted in Fig.3.

4

Conclusions

An ALP with m < 10−9 eV and gaγγ ∼ 10−11 GeV−1 remarkably achieves three important
results. First, it explains the pair-production anomaly [13, 14]. Second, it allows flat spectrum
radio quasars to emit in the VHE band [15]. Third, it provides a new view of VHE blazars, in
which 95 % of them have a small spread in the values of ΓALP
em (z) (they lie in the grey band of
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Fig. 3) which gets amplified in the values of Γobs due to the last scatter in their redshift. All
this taken together provides a preliminary evidence for the existence of an ALP.

are plotted versus the source redshift z
Figure 3: Left panel: The values of the slope ΓALP
em
for all considered blazars in the case Ldom = 4 Mpc. Superimposed are the horizontal best-fit
straight regression line and a grey band encompassing 95 % of the considered sources. Right
panel: Same as left panel but for the case Ldom = 10 Mpc.
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The ANAIS experiment aims at the confirmation of the DAMA/LIBRA signal. A detailed
analysis of two NaI(Tl) crystals of 12.5 kg each grown by Alpha Spectra will be shown:
effective threshold at 1 keVee is at reach thanks to outstanding light collection and robust
PMT noise filtering protocols and the measured background is well understood down to 3
keVee, having quantified K, U and Th content and cosmogenic activation in the crystals.
A new detector was installed in Canfranc in March 2015 together with the two previous
modules and preliminary characterization results will be presented. Finally, the status and
expected sensitivity of the full experiment with 112 kg will be reviewed.

1

The ANAIS experiment

The ANAIS (Annual modulation with NaI Scintillators) project is intended to search for dark
matter annual modulation with ultrapure NaI(Tl) scintillators at the Canfranc Underground
Laboratory (LSC) in Spain, in order to provide a model-independent confirmation of the signal reported by the DAMA/LIBRA collaboration [1] using the same target and technique.
Similar performance to DAMA/LIBRA detectors in terms of threshold and background are
consequently mandatory. The total active mass will be divided into modules, each consisting of
a 12.5 kg NaI(Tl) crystal encapsulated in copper and optically coupled to two photomultipliers
(PMTs) working in coincidence. Nine modules in a 3×3 matrix are expected to be set-up at
LSC along 2016. The shielding for the experiment consists of 10 cm of archaeological lead,
20 cm of low activity lead, 40 cm of neutron moderator, an anti-radon box, and an active muon
veto system made up of plastic scintillators covering the top and sides of the whole set-up. The
experiment hut at the hall B of LSC (under 2450 m.w.e.) is already operative and shielding
materials, selected Hamamatsu R12669SEL2 PMTs and electronic chain components are ready.
The main challenge of the project has been the achievement of the required crystal radiopurity.
A 9.6 kg NaI(Tl) crystal made by Saint-Gobain was first operated [2–5] but disregarded due
∗ Present address: Department of Physics, Center for Experimental Nuclear Physics and Astrophysics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
† Present address: Università di Roma La Sapienza, Roma, Italy
‡ Attending author
§ Present address: Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Aragón, Universidad de Zaragoza-CSIC, Zaragoza,
Spain
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40

K (mBq/kg)
1.25 ± 0.11 (41 ppb K)

238

U (mBq/kg)
0.010 ± 0.002

210

Pb (mBq/kg)
3.15

232

Th (mBq/kg)
0.0020 ± 0.0008

Table 1: Internal activity measured in the ANAIS-25 detectors.

Figure 1: ANAIS-25 D0 coincident events at low energy for

40

K (left) and for

22

Na (right).

to an unacceptable K content. Two prototypes of 12.5 kg mass, made by Alpha Spectra, Inc.
Colorado with ultrapure NaI powder, took data at the LSC since December 2012 (ANAIS-25
set-up) and a new module also built by Alpha Spectra using improved protocols for detector
production was added in March 2015 (ANAIS-37 set-up).

2

The ANAIS-25 and ANAIS-37 set-ups

The main goals for the ANAIS-25 set-up [6] were to measure the crystal contamination, evaluate
light collection, fine-tune the data acquisition and test the filtering and analysis protocols. The
two modules (named D0 and D1) are cylindrical, 4.75” in diameter and 11.75” in length,
with quartz windows for PMTs coupling. A Mylar window in the lateral face allows for low
energy calibration. After testing other PMT models, Hamamatsu R12669SEL2 units were used
for both detectors. The modules were shielded by 10 cm of archaeological plus 20 cm of low
activity lead at LSC. An impressive light collection at the level of ∼15 phe/keV has been
measured for these detectors [7]. Background contributions have been thoroughly analyzed
and Table 1 shows the results of the activities determined for the main crystal contaminations:
40
K content has been measured performing coincidence analysis between 1461 keV and 3.2 keV
energy depositions in different detectors [4] and the activities from 210 Pb and 232 Th and 238 U
chains have been deduced by quantifying Bi/Po sequences and the total alpha rate determined
through pulse shape analysis. The content of 40 K, above the initial goal of ANAIS (20 ppb of
K), is acceptable, 232 Th and 238 U activities are low enough but an out-of-equilibrium activity
of 210 Pb at the mBq/kg level was observed, precluding the background goals of the experiment.
Cosmogenic radionuclide production in NaI(Tl) was also quantified [8] and 22 Na and 3 H were
found to be very relevant in the region of interest. A complete background model of ANAIS-25
data has been developed [9] and the measured background is well understood down to 3 keVee.
The low energy events populations from internal 40 K and 22 Na have been studied. The
K-shell electron binding energy following electron capture in 40 K (3.2 keV) and 22 Na (0.9 keV)
can be tagged by the coincidence with a high energy γ-ray in a second detector (1461 keV
Axion–WIMP
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Figure 2: Left: Preliminary filtered background spectra corrected by triggering and filtering
efficiencies for ANAIS-25 detectors D0 and D1 (filtering procedures still being optimized).
Right: Raw background spectra of D0 and D2 detectors measured at the ANAIS-37 set-up.
and 1274 keV respectively). In Figure 1 both populations are shown, together with the events
effectively triggering our acquisition. It can be concluded that triggering at 1 keVee is clearly
achieved in ANAIS-25 and therefore an energy threshold of the order of 1 keVee is at reach.
To remove the PMT origin events, dominating the background below 10 keVee, and then reach
the 1 keVee threshold, specific filtering protocols for ANAIS-25 detectors have been designed
following [2]. A preliminary spectrum, after filtering and correcting for the efficiencies of the
cuts, determined with low energy events from a 109 Cd calibration, is shown in Fig. 2 (left).
The origin of the large 210 Pb contamination found in ANAIS-25 crystals was identified and
addressed by Alpha Spectra in the construction of the new module (named D2) integrated
in the ANAIS-37 set-up. Very preliminary results corresponding to 50 days of live-time are
presented here for D2. A total alpha rate of 0.58 ± 0.01 mBq/kg has been obtained, which is
a factor 5 lower than in D0 and D1, concluding that effective reduction of Rn entrance in the
growing and/or purification at Alpha Spectra has been achieved. A K content of 44 ± 4 ppb
compatible with that of D0 and D1 (see Table 1) has been measured using the same technique
applied to previous prototypes. The measured light collection of D2 is compatible with that of
ANAIS-25 detectors too [7] and the measured background of the new module is well described
by the expected components [9]. Figure 2 (right) compares the raw background spectra of D0
and D2 in the ANAIS-37 setup; in spite of the presence of cosmogenic activation in D2 (still
decaying) there is a very promising reduction of the background level below 20 keVee.

3

Sensitivity

Figure 3 (left) shows the design for the full ANAIS experiment considering a 3×3 crystal
configuration. Prospects of the sensitivity to the annual modulation in the WIMP mass–crosssection parameter space are shown in Fig. 3, right for a 100 kg configuration and 5 years of
data taking. The analysis window considered is from 1 to 6 keVee. The background assumed
is the one measured in ANAIS-25 (shown in Fig. 2), but with the 210 Pb activity measured
in the new module D2, i.e. the contribution of 2.57 mBq/kg of 210 Pb has been subtracted to
the background measured at ANAIS-25. Further reduction from anticoincidence measurements,
dependent on the detector matrix assumed, is expected. A conservative approach to derive these
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Figure 3: Left: Design of the ANAIS experiment for a 3×3 crystal matrix with a total mass
of 112 kg. Right: Prospects of ANAIS annual modulation sensitivity for 100 kg total detection
mass, presently achieved background without profiting from anticoincidence rejection, five years
of data taking and an energy window from 1 to 6 keVee. These prospects correspond to a
detection limit at 90% CL with a critical limit at 90% CL, following [10].
prospects has been followed, but even in this case, there is a considerable discovery potential
of dark matter particles as responsible of the DAMA/LIBRA signal.
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We present a new statistical analysis that combines helioseismology and solar neutrino
observations to place upper limits to the properties of non standard weakly interacting
particles. We present two applications to test the method: the well studied case of axions
and the more novel case of low mass hidden photons. For axions we obtain an upper limit
at 3σ for the axion-photon coupling constant of gaγ < 4.1 · 10−10 GeV−1 . For hidden
photons we obtain the most restrictive upper limit available accross a wide range of masses
for the product of the kinetic mixing and mass of χm < 1.8 · 10−12 eV at 3σ. Both cases
improve the previous solar constraints based on the Standard Solar Models.

1

Introduction

Many studies have focused on using the Sun for setting limits on the properties of different
types of exotic particles. The Sun is by far the best-known star. The solar structure, revealed
by helioseismology and solar neutrinos, is well determined, and accurate solar models give us
information about the past, present and the future of the Sun [1]. While in some cases (e.g.
axions) the most restrictive limits are not inferred from solar studies, the Sun remains the
most useful benchmark for testing and validating both stellar models and different statistical
approaches to constrain particle properties. Also, it is important to keep in mind that CAST [2]
and the forthcoming IAXO [3, 4] are experiments specifically designed to detect exotic particles
directly from the Sun, so having predictions of upper limits for expected solar fluxes for exotic
particles remains an important aspect to be considered.
Solar constraints on particle properties have been generally derived from applying limits
to variations of either neutrino fluxes [5, 6] or the sound speed profile derived from helioseismology [5]. However, a systematic approach aimed at combining different sources of data
accounting in detail for the observational and theoretical errors is badly missing in literature.
The goal of this work is to extend the general statistical approach presented in [7] to constrain
properties of particles (e.g. mass, coupling constant) making the best possible use of all the
available information of the Sun, both observational and theoretical. For this purpose, we use
the helioseismic data combined with the neutrino fluxes in a statistical approach that includes
the theoretical and observational uncertainties and takes into account possible tensions among
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data and solar model input parameters. We then derive solar limits for the well-studied hadronic
axions –to gauge the performance of our statistical approach– and for the more novel case of
hidden photons for which the Sun sets the most restrictive limits on the kinetic mixing parameter
for small hidden photon masses, m .eV.

2

Standard Solar Models

In this work we use standard solar models (SSMs)
as reference models. SSMs have been computed
using GARSTEC [8] and are calibrated to match
the present-day solar radius R = 6.9598·1010 cm,
luminosity L = 3.8418 · 1033 erg s−1 and surface
metal-to-hydrogen ratio (Z/X) . The choice of
this last constraint is critical because it essentially
determines the distribution of metals in the entire
solar structure and it has been the subject of much
discussion over recent years in the context of the
solar abundance problem [9, 10, 11, 12].
To avoid that the results depend on the solar
abundance problem we use an SSM that best reproduces the thermal stratification of the Sun and
Figure 1: Comparison of sound speed profiles of
the solar neutrino data. This model is calculated SSMs. Red and blue lines are SSMs with AGSS09
following the method used in [7] that lets the solar and GS98 reference compositions and all input
composition free and adjusts the input parame- SSM parameters fixed to their central values. The
ters in SSMs within their experimental uncertain- black line shows results for the best SSM [7] resulting from finding the SSM with free composition.
ties (nuclear cross sections, microsocopic diffusion
rate, etc.). In Fig. 1 we have plotted the SSM
using different solar composition (GS98 [13] and
AGSS09 [14]) and the best fit resulting from letting the composition free, showing that this last
model matches the thermal stratification of the Sun, and thus, is a good model to be used as
reference model.

2.1

SSMs with axions and hidden photons

We have calculated different SSM adding an extra energy-loss rate in the GARSTEC code
resulting from the presence of axions or hidden photons. The dominant production of axions in
the Sun comes from the Primakoff processes (conversion of a photon to an axions in presence
of electro-magnetic fields) and the energy-loss rate used is the one in [5]. For axions, we aim
to constrain the axion-photon coupling constant (gaγ ). For hidden photons, we have only
considered in this paper the longitudinal component. Hidden photons are produced by the
conversion of a photon to a hidden photon, whose probability depends on the hidden photon
mass (m) and the kinetic mixing constant (χ). The product χm is the parameter that can be
constrained. The limits derived from the Sun will be valid for the mass range mHP < 0.3 keV
because for the longitudinal hidden photons, the resonance emission will occur when its mass
is equal or smaller than the plasma frequency of the Sun (ωP ) as it is explained in [15]. The
energy-loss rate used is taken from [15]. In Fig. 2 we show some of the results for SSM with
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axions and hidden photons before marginalizing over the composition in order to understand
how the energy loss affects the structure and evolution of the Sun.

Figure 2: Upper panel: 8 B and Ys as a function of χm for hidden photons. Blue lines correspond to the
GS98 composition and red ones to the red ones to AGSS09. Shaded lines show the model error and black lines
the observational value and their errors. Lower pannel: Sound speed profile for hidden photons and axions for
different values of g10 and χm. Solid lines correspond to models with AGSS09 composition and dashed ones to
GS98. Red and blue shaded zones correspond to the model errors and the grey one to the observational ones.

3

Method and statistical procedure

The statistical approach is based on the procedure presented in [7] that constructs a χ2 function
that uses a figure-of-merit for the quality of different solar models in reproducing the observables. We build this function by considering 34 different observable quantities: the neutrino
fluxes Φ(8 B) and Φ(7 Be); the convective envelope properties YS and RCZ and the sound speed
determinations ci ≡ c(ri ) for 30 different value of r/R where r/R < 0.80.
The bounds on axions and hidden photons are obtained by marginalizing with respect to the
surface composition (best fit model), i.e. for each assumed value of g10 and χm we rescale the
surface abundances of volatile and refractory elements by the factors (1 + δzvol ) and (1 + δzmet )
in order to achieve the best possible agreement with observational data (best fit model). Then,
the results have a very minimal dependence on the reference solar composition used. For
simplicity, we show here the results obtained by using the AGSS09 as reference composition
(i.e. as pivot point for expansion in δzref and δzvol ). Identical results are obtained if GS98
composition is instead used.
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4

Results

In Fig. 3, we show the χ2 function after marginalizing for the composition as function of g10
and χm. This function has been calculated using: 1) all the observables combined, 2) only
the sound speed profile, and 3) the neutrino fluxes combined with the surface helium and the
convective radius. This way is useful to understand how much of each piece of experimental
information contributes to the bounds. The sound speed profile gives the most restrictive limit,
however, the neutrino fluxes and the convective parameters also have a noticeable contribution
to the global bound. By setting a limit at ∆χ2 = 9 we derive the upper bound g10 < 4.1 at a
3-σ CL for axions, almost a factor of 2 lower than previous solar limits, and the upper bound
χm = 1.8 · 10−12 eV at a 3-σ CL.
For a longer discussion and more details on the method and the results, see [16].

Figure 3: Values of N σ and ∆χ2 for models with axions and hidden photons. Solid line: using all observables
Φ(7 Be), Φ(8 B), Ys , RCZ and 30 points of the sound speed profile. Dashed line: using the sound speed. Dotteddashed line: using the neutrinos and convective envelope properties.
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The AMS-02 experiment is now measuring charged cosmic rays fluxes with an unprecedented precision. It is thus necessary to provide appropriate and complementary predictions for dark matter signals. To that end, computing electroweak corrections to the dark
matter annihilation is an important task. It is particularly relevant for leptophilic models
where anti-protons can be produced through the decay of massive gauge bosons. From
the lack of particular spectral features in the AMS positron flux, we derive new model
independent upper limits on the annihilation cross section. In particular we use a newly
introduced background function that allows to set limits using all the energy spectrum
probed by AMS-02. This is particularly interesting as important phenomena such as solar
modulation take place at low energy. Using a new calculation of electroweak radiation for
vector dark matter annihilation, we can predict the maximum flux of anti-protons in such
leptophilic scenarios, to be compared with future AMS measurments.

1

Introduction

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) experiment located on the International Space
Station (ISS) measures charged cosmic rays fluxes and composition with unprecedented accuracy. The anomaly in the positron fraction measured by AMS-02 [1] could be either caused by
poorly understood astrophysical background effects, originate from astrophysical phenomena
such as nearby astrophysical source like pulsars or supernovae, or be due to dark matter annihilation in the halo. Advocating a pure dark matter origin for the AMS-02 signal requires rather
contrived scenarios. In the following, we assume that the AMS-02 positron excess is mainly
due to astrophysical sources and that the contribution due to dark matter annihilation in the
Galaxy is sub-dominant.
To accommodate the presence of an excess in the positron fraction and the absence of such
an excess in the antiproton fluxes, leptophilic dark matter models have been proposed, where
dark matter annihilates directly only into leptons. This makes electroweak corrections relevant
for dark matter annihilation [2, 3], as all stable standard model particles (including antiprotons)
can be produced through the radiation of electroweak gauge bosons that subsequently decay. It
is also worth noticing that electroweak corrections induce correlations between different fluxes.
This opens great possibilities to explore complementary measurements.
In this work [4], we derive new model independent upper limits on the dark matter annihi96
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lation cross section for generic models annihilating into an electron/positron pair. We use the
most recent data from the AMS-02 collaboration [1]. Finally, we use a newly introduced background function. This allows us to set upper limits over the whole energy range measured by
the AMS-02 collaboration. In particular, we put particular effort into describing the low energy
part of the spectrum where astrophysical effects such as solar modulation can be important
and where most of a dark matter signal would concentrate. This constitutes an improvement
over previous work [5] and allows for a more extensive use of the AMS-02 data. After this
we compute all massive gauge boson radiations for a generic leptophilic dark matter model
annihilating into electron/positron pairs. As we do not assume any particular model and do
not invoke boost factors, we can simply assume in an agnostic way that a dark matter signal
is lying at the exclusion limits. We then use this to make predictions for the maximum flux
of antiproton thanks to the correlation between different fluxes through electroweak emission.
This shows promising complementarity between the electron/positron flux and the antiproton
flux searches.

2

Upper limits

Up to now, the fluxes measured by the AMS collaboration have been described by a very simple
phenomenological model, where the fluxes are given by the sum of an individual diffuse power
laws and a single common source. For our analysis, we use the improved background model:
Φe+ =
and
Φe− =


i
E2 h
b −γe+ + CS E
b −γS exp −E/E
b S ,
Ce+ E
b2
E


i
E2 h
b −γe− + CS E
b −γS exp −E/E
b S .
Ce− E
b2
E

(1)

(2)
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Figure 1: Model independent upper limits on the 2 → 2 dark matter annihilation cross section.
duced to take into account low energy effects, like solar modulation. Note that the parameter
Ce− is energy dependant in order to also account for low energy effects. In the flux, λ quantifies the smoothness of the transition from a spectral index γe− below Eb to a spectral index
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γe− + ∆γe− above Eb . The reason to use such a background function is that the simple phenomenological model is not reproducing properly the low energy part of the spectrum, where
not well understood astrophysical phenomena, for instance solar modulation, play a significant
role. Moreover, since a significant part of particles due to dark matter annihilation after propagating through the Galaxy would concentrate in the low energy region, it is necessary to have
an appropriate description of the background also in the low energy part of the spectrum. The
results of our upper-limit procedure to exclude any signal at 95% confidence level are shown in
Fig. 1.

2.1

Anti-protons prediction

Even if electroweak corrections have only a relative impact on upper limits, they are nonetheless
extremely important. Indeed they induce a correlation with the antiprotons flux. Assuming that
a dark matter signal is just lying at the 95 % confidence level limit of the electron/positron data,
one can then make predictions for the maximum flux of antiprotons. These predictions for the
antiprotons/protons ratio can be compared to the measurements done by the PAMELA [6] and
AMS-02 collaboration. They are shown in Fig. 2 for representative masses. There we consider
the measurement made by the PAMELA and AMS-02 collaboration to be the astrophysical
background. To this we add the dark matter signals that we have computed.

Antiproton flux (cm2 sr s GeV)-1

It shows that for dark matter masses of the order of 400 GeV or higher, the expected
flux at high energy is increasing in magnitude. This is extremely interesting as it means that
there could be a dark matter signal hiding in the electron/positron fluxes but appearing in the
anti-proton. In particular, the signal that one expects from a dark matter source, would intriguingly accommodate the measurement and could still be consistent with the electrons/positrons
measurements.
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Figure 2: Prediction for maximum dark matter signal for the antiproton flux for MDM =
425, 750, 1000, 3000, 5000 GeV.
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3

Conclusion

Electroweak corrections are small but important. For leptophilic dark matter models, they are
of prime importance as they are the only way to obtain antiprotons. Moreover electroweak
emissions introduce a correlation between different fluxes of particles. We have derived new
upper limits using the last available data. To do that we have used a new background function
that allow us to fit the whole energy spectrum of the electron/positron measurements. In
particular this opens up the possibility to properly describe the low energy part of the spectrum.
This is crucial as in this energy range, most of the dark matter signal would concentrate and
interesting astrophysical phenomena such as solar modulation take place. By assuming that a
dark matter signal is just about to be detected, we can predict the corresponding maximum
antiprotons flux. The comparison of the expected fluxes with the existing data is very promising
as the high energy part of the spectrum seems to be extremely sensitive. This demonstrates
the extraordinary possibilities of complementary measurements linked by electroweak effects.
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Dark Matter experiments are recently focusing their detection techniques in low-mass
WIMPs, something which requires the use of light elements and low energy threshold. In
this context, we describe the TREX-DM experiment, a low background Micromegas-based
Time Projection Chamber for low-mass WIMP detection. Its main goal is the operation of
an active detection mass ∼0.3 kg, with an energy threshold below 0.4 keVee and fully built
with previously selected radiopure materials. This work focuses on the commissioning of
the actual setup situated in a laboratory on surface. A preliminary background model of the
experiment is also presented, based on Geant4 simulations and two discrimination methods:
a conservative muon/electron and one based on a 252 Cf source. Based on this model,
TREX-DM could be competitive in the search for low mass WIMPs and, in particular, it
could be sensitive to the WIMP interpretation of the DAMA/LIBRA hint.

1

Motivation

The main strategy of Dark Matter experiments [1] is based on accumulating large target masses
of heavy nuclei (like Xenon), keeping low background levels by a systematic radiopurity control
of all components and an enhancement of the electron/neutron discrimination methods. However, some recent positive hints, which may be interpreted in terms of low mass WIMPs, have
changed the detection strategy to sub-keV energies and light gases. This research line could
be led in future experiments by Time Projection Chambers (TPCs), as they can reach energy
thresholds ∼ 100 eV and have access to richer topological information. In contrast to current
gaseous-based experiments, focused on directional Dark Matter detection [2], the TREX-DM
experiment proposes a strategy based on high gas pressures, even if neutron/electron discrimination could be less effective, but keeping a low energy threshold. TREX-DM is a low background
Micromegas-based TPC for low-mass WIMP detection and will profit from all developments
made in Micromegas technology [3, 4], as well as in the selection of radiopure materials [5, 6],
specially in CAST [7] and NEXT-MM [8] projects. Its main goal is the operation of an active
detection mass ∼0.3 kg with an energy threshold below 0.4 keVee (as already observed in [7]).
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2

Description and commissioning

The actual setup (Fig. 1) is composed of a copper vessel, with an inner diameter of 0.5 m, a
length of 0.5 m and a wall thickness of 6 cm. The vessel contains two active volumes (a in the
design), separated by a central copper cathode (b). At each side there is a field cage (d) that
makes uniform the drift field along the 19 cm between the cathode and the detector. Each bulk
Micromegas detector (e) [9] is screwed to a copper base, which is then attached to the vessel’s
inner walls by means of four columns. The gas enters the vessel by a feedthrough at the bottom
part (h) and comes out by another one at the top part (i). The calibration system consists
of a plastic tube entering in the bottom part (h), which allows to calibrate each side at four
different points (c) with a 109 Cd source, emitting X-rays of 22.1 (Kα ) and 24.9 keV (Kβ ).
i

c b c

d

e
g

a

a
c

f

c
h

Figure 1: Left: Design of the TREX-DM detector. Its different parts are described in detail
in the text: active volumes (a), central cathode (b), calibration points (c), field cage (d),
Micromegas detector and support base (e), flat cables (f), AFTER-based electronics (g), gas
system (h) and pumping system (i). Right: A view of the experiment during the comissioning.
The TREX-DM prototype is part of the wider scope ERC-funded project called TREX
(TPCs for Rare Events eXperiments), that since 2009 is devoted to R&D on low background
TPCs and their potential applications in axion, double beta decay and dark matter experiments.
Work on the TREX-DM prototype started in 2012 with the first designs and it is now being
commissioned at the TREX lab at Zaragoza. Most of the components have been validated: the
leak-tightness of all feedthroughs has been verified for pressures up to 10 bar, the drift cage has
been tested at high voltage, and all experimental parameters like the pressure, the temperature
and voltages are continuously monitored by a slow control. Moreover, during the first semester
of 2015, some issues have been successfully solved: the noise level has been effectively reduced
by a new High Voltage filter for the central cathode and a Faraday cage for the interface cards, a
new field cage has been installed to reduce border effects, and a new DAQ to read both detectors
at a rate of 45 Hz each side has been installed. During the next months, the detector will be
characterized in Ar+2%iC4 H10 and Ar+5%iC4 H10 , with the aim to detect sub-keV energies at
high gas pressures. In parallel, the first designs of a fully radiopure setup are being made, which
include a lead shielding and the replacement of some dirty components in terms of radiopurity.
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3

Background model of TREX-DM

The sensitivity of the experiment has been studied creating a first background model which
reproduces the conditions at the Canfranc Underground Laboratory (LSC). We have considered
two light gas mixtures at 10 bar: Ar+2%iC4 H10 and Ne+2%iC4 H10 , with an active mass of 0.3
and 0.16 kg respectively and which are good candidates to detect low mass WIMPs. However,
the sensitivity of an argon-based mixture may be limited by one of its isotopes (39 Ar), which is
β-emitter and has a long life-time. In our model, we have considered the lowest content of this
isotope, measured in argon extracted from undeground sources [10]. We have also simulated
the main radioactive isotopes of all the inner components using their measured activities [5, 6]
and the cosmic muon flux in Canfranc. In some cases like the Micromegas detectors or their
connectors, we have considered the activities of their radiopure alternative. The external gamma
flux has not been included as its contribution may be supressed by an external shielding.
SI WIMP-nucleon cross-section (cm2)

Background level [keV-1 kg-1 day-1]
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1
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Figure 2: Left: Background spectrum expected in TREX-DM experiment (black line) during a physics run in an underground laboratoy if operated in Ar+2%iC4 H10 at 10 bar. The
contribution of the different simulated components is also plotted: external muon flux (red
line), vessel contamination (blue line), connectors (magenta line), field cage (green line), central cathode (brown line), Micromegas detector (purple line) and 39 Ar (dark blue line). Right:
WIMP parameter space focused on the low-mass range. Filled regions represent the values
that may explain the hints of positive signals observed in CoGeNT, CDMS-Si, CRESST and
DAMA/LIBRA experiments. The thick lines are the preliminary sensitivity of TREX-DM supossing a 0.4 keVee energy threshold and two different hypothesis on background and exposure:
100 (solid) and 1(dashed) keV−1 kg−1 day−1 , and 1 and 10 kg-year respectively, and for both
argon- (black) and neon-based (green) mixtures.
Two analysis have been used in this background model. The first one is a modified version
of the CAST one [7], optimized to discriminate low energy X-rays from complex topologies
like gammas and cosmic muons. It uses two likelihood functions generated by the X-rays’
cluster features of a calibration source. Fixing a total of 80% signal efficiency, the expected
background level for an argon- (neon-) based mixture gas at 10 bar is ∼3.1 (∼1.4) keV−1 kg−1
day−1 , dominated by the 39 Ar isotope in the case of argon and by the connectors and the vessel
in the case of neon. The contribution of each component is shown in Fig. 2 (left) for the argon
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case. The second analysis is based on the simulation of a 252 Cf neutron source, which reproduces
better WIMPs signals. The level obtained in argon is a ∼44% lower, as nuclear recoils show
narrower cluster widths. Suposing a 0.4 keVee energy threshold and former background levels,
the TREX-DM experiment could be sensitive to a relevant fraction of the low-mass WIMP
parameter space (see Fig. 2, right) including the regions invoked in some interpretations of
the DAMA/LIBRA results and other hints of positive WIMPs signals, with an exposure of 1
kg-year.

4

Conclusions and prospects

TREX-DM is a low background Micromegas-based TPC for low-mass WIMP detection. Its
main goal is the operation of a light gas at high pressure (active mass ∼0.3 kg) with an energy
threshold of 0.4 keVee or below and fully built with previously selected radiopure materials.
The detector is being comissioned at TREX laboratory and may be installed at the LSC during
2016 for a possible physics run.
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Helioscopes are one of the most promising techniques for axion discovery in which low
background X-ray detectors are mandatory. We report the latest developments of the
Micromegas detectors for the CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST). The use of low background techniques has led to background levels below 10−6 c keV−1 cm−2 s−1 , more than a
factor 100 lower than the first generation of Micromegas detectors at CAST. The helioscope
technique can be enhanced by the use of an X-ray focusing device, increasing the signal-tobackground ratio. A new dedicated X-ray optic was installed at CAST during 2014 with a
low background Micromegas in its focal plane. Apart from increasing CASTs sensitivity,
the system has been conceived as a technological pathfinder for the International Axion
Observatory IAXO.

1

Introduction

Axions and ALPs are well motivated particles that have been extensively searched since past
decades, being the helioscope technique one of the most promising for axion discovery. The
helioscope strategy was proposed by Sikivie [1] in 1983. Axions and ALPs could be produced in
the Sun via Primakoff conversion. These solar axions could be reconverted into photons inside
strong magnetic fields via inverse Primakoff effect. The expected axion signal would be an
excess of X-rays in the detectors placed at the magnet bore ends while the magnet is pointing
to the Sun and thus, low background X-ray detectors are mandatory.
Different helioscopes have been developed for axion searches, the most sensitive of which
is the CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST), operating at CERN since 2003. One of the
singularities of CAST is the use of X-ray telescopes in order to improve the signal to background
ratio. Three of the four detectors currently installed at CAST are of the Micromegas type.
Beyond CAST, a new generation helioscope has been proposed: IAXO the International AXion
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Observatory [2]. IAXO will exploit the helioscope technique with a dedicated supertoroidal
magnet, X-ray optics and ultra-low background detectors, improving CAST sensitivity by more
than one order of magnitude.

2

Low background techniques

The Micromegas detectors installed at CAST have experimented a reduction of two order of
magnitude in the background level since the beginning of the experiment. Different strategies
have been developed in order to reduce the background of the detectors [3]: the intrinsic
radiopurity of the Micromegas readout [4], the detector performance (closely related with the
improvements on the manufacturing process), the event discrimination of the events (that could
be improved by the upgrade of the front end electronics to the AFTER [5] chip) and, finally,
the shielding, which is mainly composed by different copper and lead layers and an active muon
veto. These techniques have been developed in the context of the TREX project [6] at the
University of Zaragoza.

2.1

Test benches and simulations

The main purpose of the test benches and simulations are to determine the different contributions to the background. The measurements performed in special setups were crucial for the
upgrade of the Micromegas detectors at CAST. Two different setups have been mounted: one
underground at the Laboratorio Subterráneo de Canfranc (LSC) and other at surface level.
The setup at the LSC shows the lowest background level, ∼ 10−7 c keV−1 cm−2 s−1 [3], in
an environment where the muon flux is reduced by a factor 104 relative to surface. Different
contributions have been measured at Canfranc, like the aluminum cathode and the effect of
the airborne 222 Rn. On the other hand, the measurements performed at surface level were
important in order to determine the contribution the cosmic muons, for this purpose two plastic
scintillators were installed as active muon vetoes. The background level after the discrimination
of these events diminished to ∼ 10−6 c keV−1 cm−2 s−1 of which the scintillators account for
a 50% of the background events.
In order to understand the experimental results different simulations have been performed,
using the RESTSoft tools [7], developed by the group at the University of Zaragoza. The simulations have been extremely important when it came to the shielding upgrade of the Micromegas
detectors at CAST. The results of these studies confirmed the importance of the cosmic muons
to the contribution of the background level. Following, the lead shieldings were extended along
the magnet bore pipes, in an attempt to lower the contribution of the cosmic events.

2.2

Micromegas at CAST: State of art

Following the prescriptions of the low-background studies, the Micromegas detectors at CAST
were upgraded. In a first stage a new shielding design for the Micromegas at the sunset side
was installed. The different lead and copper layers of the shielding have been increased and two
plastic scintillators have been installed in order to minimize the effect of the cosmic muons. Also,
the electronics have been upgraded to the AFTER chip. After these upgrades the background
level was reduced to ∼ 10−6 c keV−1 cm−2 s−1 [8], a factor ∼ 6 of reduction with respect to
the previous set-up.
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Figure 1: Photo of the new Sunrise Micromegas + X-ray telescope system in the CAST experiment. The different parts of the set-up have been labeled.
During 2014 a new X-ray focusing device was installed in the sunrise side with a Micromegas
in its focal plane. It is the first time an X-ray optic is specifically designed and built for axion
research. Moreover, the detector has a novel design that summarizes the current state of art
on low background techniques developed for the Micromegas detectors.
The X-ray telescope has been manufactured using the same techniques developed for the
NASA NuSTAR mission [9]. It consists of segmented glass substrates with 13 W/B4 C nested
layers that lead to a focal length of 1.5 m and a focusing spot from 1–5 mm2 . The new Xray telescope represents a big milestone for CAST, as it is expected to improve the effective
background of the Micromegas by a factor ∼ 100 and could be considered as a pathfinder for
IAXO.
A new Micromegas detector has been designed and built for the sunrise side in which the
body and the chamber of the detector is made of 18 mm thick radiopure copper. The materials
close to the detector, mainly copper and polytetrafluoroethylene, are intrinsically radiopure
and have been carefully cleaned. Also, a field shaper has been installed in order to ensure
the uniformity of the drift field. The setup includes all the features of the sunset upgrade,
like the shielding design, a plastic scintillator and the AFTER electronics (see Figure 1). In
addition, new Micromegas detectors have been manufactured with excellent spatial and energy resolution. After the implementation of these upgrades the background was reduced to
8 × 10−7 c keV−1 cm−2 s−1 , the lowest level that have been reached by a detector at CAST.

The X-ray telescope and the Micromegas were installed and aligned in August 2014. The
alignment procedure was performed with a laser which was properly aligned with the line and
using a transparent chamber replica. The quantum efficiency of the Micromegas has been
increased by the use of a new cathode design; now the signal spot is centered in the central
circle of the detector avoiding the grid structure.
Due to the reduction of the background of the Micromegas and the new X-ray telescope,
CAST will improve its previous limit in a re-scanned vacuum phase to an expected value of
gaγ < 6 × 10−11 GeV−1 as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Expected sensitivity of the new vacuum phase in the CAST experiment (red line), in
comparison with the current CAST limit (blue line). ALP hints and theoretical limits are also
drawn.

3

Future prospects

Although the research in low background techniques in Micromegas detectors has led to an
impressive reduction of the background at CAST, an ultra-low background detector is required
for IAXO, with a goal of 10−7 c keV−1 cm−2 s−1 , down to 10−8 if possible. New improvements
and research lines have been proposed for IAXO such as: veto coverage, extended scintillator
surface area, and the use of new gas mixtures like Xe or depleted Ar in order to remove the
39
Ar isotope. Thanks to IAXO, a big part of the parameter space could be explored during the
next decade, with a sensitivity that will enter in the most favored regions for axions and ALPs.
IAXO could also be sensitive to non-hadronic Solar axions, with a flux that could be considerably larger than the Primakoff conversion [10]. Also, more exotic particles could be explored
at IAXO like chameleons. In both cases the key would be the reduction of the low energy
threshold and the increase of the transparency of the detectors to soft X-rays. New research
and design lines are being investigated:
• New thin windows: The efficiency of the Micromegas at low energies is limited by the
X-ray transparency of the cathode window. Different materials are being investigated.
• AGET front-end electronics: The novel AGET [11] electronics keep the main features of
the AFTER but with auto-trigger functionality. So a lower energy threshold could be
archieved.
• Resistive Micromegas: The use of this type of detectors will allow to work at higher gain.
Axion–WIMP
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4

Conclusions

Axions and ALPs are well motivated particles that appear as a solution of the strong CP
problem, being attractive candidates to form part of the dark matter. The CAST experiment
has been looking for solar axions since 2003 being the most sensitive helioscope so far. The
helioscope technique could be enhanced, among other things, by reducing the background of
the detectors, with this purpose different strategies have been developed and have led to a
background reduction of a factor ∼ 100 at CAST.
The new X-ray telescope and the low background Micromegas system at CAST will improve
the sensitivity of the experiment and could be considered as a pathfinder of the new generation
axion helioscope IAXO. New research lines have been proposed in order to reduce the background level of the Micromegas that are required for IAXO. On the other hand, the reduction
of the low energy threshold in the Micromegas will open new physics for IAXO.
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Unconventional Ideas for Axion and Dark Matter
Experiments
Fritz Caspers
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.3204/DESY-PROC-2015-02/caspers fritz
In this contribution an entirely different way compared to conventional approaches for
axion, hidden photon and dark matter (DM) detection is proposed for discussion. The idea
is to use living plants which are known to be very sensitive to all kind of environmental
parameters, as detectors. A possible observable in such living plants could be the natural
bio-photon level, a kind of metabolism related chemoluminescence. Another observable
might be morphological changes or systematic leave movements. However a big problem
for such kind of experiment would be the availability of a known, controllable and calibrated
DM source. The objective of this small paper is primarily to trigger a debate and not so
much to present a well-defined and clearly structured proposal.

1

Introduction

There appears to be growing evidence that very faint photon emissions in living biologic systems
(bio-photons) could play an important role in intracellular communication and control of the
growth. Those photon emissions are powered by the metabolism and can be considered as a
kind of bio-luminescence. Dead plants or other dead organic materials do not emit bio-photons.
This kind of “living cell radiation” has been first postulated by A. Gurwitsch nearly 100 years
ago [1] and he conducted probably the first near UV light shining through the wall experiment
on onion roots. Of course everybody was laughing at him at this time. Around 1970 this
kind of very faint radiation (range from 200 to 800 nm) on living plants was measured for the
first time by F.A. Popp [2] in Marburg (Germany) with highly sensitive photodetectors. Popp
proposed that this radiation might be both semi-periodic and coherent. However this view is
not generally accepted. If confirmed true, those biological systems (plants, cell cultures, etc.)
can react on very faint photon signals in a measurable way. We have two possible observables:
observation of structure changes under the influence of some DM or axion flux (do we know
it and are we able to control it?) and / or observation of changes of the bio-photon activity.
With modern highly sensitive photon detectors and cameras the observation of those bio-photon
activity is real fun and rather easy and one can see very nicely when e.g., some leaf of a plant
is killed by injecting some toxic substance, how the bio-photon activity first strongly increases
and then a few seconds to minutes later stops entirely (cry before death). But why should
we consider to use plants or cell cultures and not observe such axion and DM related photons
directly? Plants and cell cultures are full of cellular membranes (dielectric double layers and
cell membranes with strong internal electric fields) where axions and other DM might convert
into mm wave or probably optical photons which then could have an impact on the biological
Axion–WIMP
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activity. Living systems are not in thermo-dynamical equilibrium (otherwise they would be
dead) and thus may have a rather low effective “noise temperature” (some people claim effects
like stochastic resonance there). It should be noted that an electronic amplifier may exhibit
a noise temperature of say 30 K when operating at ambient (a typical satellite antenna preamplifier for 10 GHz). The electronic amplifier is also not in thermo-dynamical equilibrium
since it is connected to a power source. Perhaps such kind of bio-detectors are much more
broadband that our presently used or discussed structures and they can be operated also in
a strong magnetic field but of course not at cryo. There exist interesting theories by Fröhlich
[3, 4] on biological very low level coherent mm waves in biological systems.

2

Designing an experiment

Now regarding a practical proposal for such kind of test, I would propose to copy-paste one
of the many plants experiments on temporal variation of the tidal force. The results are very
convincing and also well accepted by the biologists community [5, 6]. Observables are, amongst
other parameters, leaf movements and morphological changes in the roots. Unfortunately we
cannot just look for other, probably DM related periodicities in the observables since the known
or anticipated variation of the DM flux (diurnal period) are extremely small. Lacking a controllable calibrated axion/hidden photon DM source we should maybe consider placing such an
experiment in the vicinity of a nuclear reactor or beyond the (ionizing radiation) shielding of
a beam dump/target which is frequently used, in some accelerator. It is clear that this experiment would NOT try to compete with biological experiments which are looking for ionizing
radiation related changes e.g., on DNS strings or cell cultures. Such experiments have been
carried out also in underground areas, but with negative results. Here the idea is rather to
focus on observable “behavioural” or “state” changes e.g., leave movements and variations of
the biophoton level. In any case the DM will not be seen (if any) directly by the plant but only
via some real photons (mm wave range?) created by some conversion mechanism when e.g.,
hidden photons pass through cell membranes.
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Status of the CRESST-II Experiment for Direct
Dark Matter Search
Andrea Münster for the CRESST collaboration
Physik-Department and Excellence Cluster Universe, Technische Universität München,
Garching, Germany
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The CRESST-II (Cryogenic Rare Event Search with Superconducting Thermometers) experiment aims for the direct detection of dark matter in form of WIMPs. Scintillating
CaWO4 single crystals are used as target material. We present the results of a lowthreshold analysis of one single detector module employing a crystal (m ∼ 250 g) grown at
the Technische Universität München with an improved radiopurity and excellent properties
of the phonon detector. With an exposure of 29 kg days new parameter space could be
explored for WIMP masses below 3 GeV/c2 . In addition, the high potential of CRESST
in the low WIMP-mass regime will be shown in a projection employing detectors that are
further improved in performance and radiopurity.

1

Introduction

CRESST-II (Cryogenic Rare Event Search with Superconducting Thermometers) is an experiment for the direct search of dark matter in form of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles
(WIMPs). A particle interaction in one of the scintillating CaWO4 single crystals used as target produces heat (phonon signal) and scintillation light (light signal). Both signals are recorded
simultaneously by two separate detectors (forming a detector module) operated at mK temperatures. The phonon signal consisting of the main part of the energy deposited enables a
precise energy measurement. The light signal depends on the kind of interacting particle. The
parameter light yield defined as the fraction of light energy to phonon energy is, therefore, used
for particle discrimination on an event-by-event basis: electron recoils are normalized to a light
yield of 1 (at 122 keV). α-particles and nuclear recoils, due to light quenching, are found at
lower light yields of ∼ 0.22 and ∼ 0.02–0.11 (depending on the nucleus), respectively [1]. For
WIMPs, nuclear recoils at energies smaller than 40 keV are expected.

2

CRESST-II Phase 2

CRESST-II Phase 2 collected two years of data between summer 2013 and summer 2015. The
main goal was to clarify the origin of an excess signal observed in CRESST-II Phase 1 [2]. In the
present work we concentrate on the results of only one CaWO4 crystal (TUM40) equipped with
an upgraded crystal holding scheme. By holding the block-shaped crystal (m ∼ 250 g) with
scintillating CaWO4 sticks, background events related to the decays of 210 Po nuclei on nonAxion–WIMP
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Figure 1: Low-energy spectrum of TUM40 (blue) compared to a typical commercial crystal
(black). The commercial crystal is dominated by the decays of 227 Ac and 210 Pb from the natural
decay chains. Due to the improved radiopurity of TUM40, lines originating from cosmogenic
activation of 182 W become visible in its spectrum.

scintillating clamps, as observed in CRESST-II Phase 1 [2], are efficiently vetoed. The single
crystal mounted in this stick-design module was directly grown at the Technische Universität
München (TUM) via the Czochralski method.
It is crucial for CRESST detectors to have a radiopurity as good as possible. The radiopurity
of TUM40 in comparison to CaWO4 crystals obtained from commercial suppliers was quantified
in [3, 4] by determining total α-activities between 1.5 MeV and 7 MeV. The total α-activity of
TUM40 was found to be 3.07±0.11 mBq/kg which is comparable to the radiopurest commercial
crystals with activities ranging between ∼ 3 mBq/kg and 107 mBq/kg [3]. As can be seen in
Figure 1, this result is confirmed by the investigation of background events at low energies:
in the energy range (1–40) keV, 3.51 counts/(kg keV day) were detected for TUM40, whereas
commercial crystals are worse by a factor of 2–10 (6–30 counts/(kg keV day)) [4]. The γ-lines
visible in the spectrum of TUM40 in Figure 1 mainly originate from the cosmogenic activation
reaction 182 W(p, α)179 Ta.
In addition to this significant improvement in radiopurity, TUM40 shows an excellent performance of the phonon detector, in particular, a low trigger threshold of 603 eV and an
outstanding baseline resolution of ∼ 90 eV [5]. A non-blind low-threshold analysis applied to
the first 29 kg days of data results in the exclusion limit (solid red line) shown in Figure 2 [6].
Part of the signal region seen in CRESST-II Phase 1 can already be excluded by this analysis.
Additionally, new parameter space could be explored for WIMP masses below 3 GeV/c2 . A
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Figure 2: Spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section plotted against the WIMP mass including the results of selected direct dark matter search experiments [2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15]. The solid red line shows the exclusion limit obtained from a low-threshold analysis
of the CRESST-II Phase 2 detector TUM40 (29 kg days) [6]. A simulation of the expected
sensitivity based on an empirical e− /γ-background-only model is included (light red band). In
addition, the sensitivity (1σ C.L.) expected for the operation of small (24 g) CaWO4 crystals
with a radiopurity improved by a factor of 100 is plotted for two different exposures [16].
simulation of the sensitivity expected from an empirical e− /γ-background-only model is included (1σ borders as light-red shaded area in Figure 2) and shows no hint for any additional
background not considered.

3

CRESST-III

In the upcoming CRESST-III the low WIMP-mass region will be further investigated which
requires more improvements in the performance of the detectors. Smaller crystals with a mass
of only 24 g are expected to lower the threshold of the phonon detector to less than 100 eV.
Furthermore, the smaller size allows more light to escape the crystal resulting in a higher amount
of light detected. For the second phase of CRESST-III we aim to improve the radiopurity of
the CaWO4 crystals by a factor of 100 to ∼ 10−2 counts/(kg keV day). This improvement
is feasible as all the crystal production steps take place at the TUM (see Figure 3): starting
Axion–WIMP
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Figure 3: Production of CaWO4 detector crystals starting from the two raw materials CaCO3
and WO3 . As all production steps including the powder processing, the crystal growth, the
aftergrowth treatment and further processing of the crystals take place at the TUM [17], further
improvements in radiopurity can be achieved.
from the high-purity raw materials CaCO3 and WO3 , CaWO4 powder can be synthesized via
a solid-state reaction. This CaWO4 powder is the base material for the growth of CaWO4
single crystals via the Czochralski method [17]. The grown crystals are then further processed
to CRESST detectors. There are, in particular, two ways to achieve the required improvement
in radiopurity: a) In a chemical purification, contaminations can be extracted from the raw
materials, b) recrystallization of an already grown crystal uses the fact that crystal growth
itself is a cleaning process.
Figure 2 shows the sensitivity (1σ C.L.) expected for the operation of 24 g crystals with this
improved radiopurity for an exposure of 50 kg days (dash-dotted red line) as well as for an
exposure of 1000 kg days (dotted red line) [16].

4

Conclusion and outlook

In this work we present the results of a low-threshold analysis of the CRESST-II Phase 2
detector TUM40. New parameter space could be explored for WIMP masses below 3 GeV/c2 .
A further improvement of the limit in the low WIMP-mass region could be achieved with the
detector module Lise [18]. Additionally, the combined exposure of several detectors operated
will clarify the origin of the signal observed in CRESST-II Phase 1.
It was shown, that a suitable technology for the development of an experiment with a high
target mass is available. However, the highest potential of CRESST lies in the investigation of
the low WIMP-mass region. In two phases, CRESST-III will be able to explore new parameter
space with a changed detector design using small CaWO4 crystals. Additionally, in the second
phase it is aimed for an increased exposure and a radiopurity improved by a factor of 100. It
is demonstrated in a projection that the resulting sensitivity will be close to the region where
coherent neutrino nucleus scattering becomes an irreducible background for dark matter search
with CaWO4 crystals [19].
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The axion, a hypothetical elementary particle arising from Peccei-Quinn solution to the
strong-CP problem, is a well-motivated dark matter candidate. The IBS Center for Axion
and Precision Physics Research (CAPP) in Korea will explore the dark matter axion using a
method suggested by P. Sikivie, converting the axions into microwave photons in a resonant
cavity permeated by a strong magnetic field. CAPP’s first microwave axion experiment
in an ultra-low temperature setup is being launched at KAIST (Korea Advanced Institute
of Science and Technology) campus this summer, utilizing top of the line equipment and
technology. I will discuss the progress and future plans of the axion experiment.

1

Axion research at CAPP

The Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research (CAPP) of the Institute for Basic Science (IBS) was founded to launch a state-of-the-art axion dark matter experiment in Korea.
CAPP’s design of the axion experiment is based on P. Sikivie’s haloscope scheme [1] which
employs high Q-factor tunable microwave cavity submerged in a very high magnetic field.
The signal from the cavity is amplified through the SQUID amplifier and
transmitted to the room temperature RF
receiver unit to be processed further.
The physical temperature of the cavity
should be maintained extremely low in
order to reduce the noise from the black
body radiation, and eventually to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and speed
up the experiment. The RF receiver
unit to amplify and process the radio frequency signal from the resonant cavity
could be considered to be the most senFigure 1: CAPP’s plan for axion search
sitive radio on earth. CAPP’s plan, as a
late starter, is to acquire experience through the collaboration with existing experiments and
to build a competitive, qualitatively and quantitatively, axion experiment in Korea through
local resources. It requires the powerful 25 T magnet delivery from BNL (Brookhaven National
Laboratory), the next generation SQUID development from KRISS (Korea Research Institute
for Standards and Science) and the superconducting high frequency cavity through the col116 2015
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laboration with KAIST (Figure 1). The ultra high field magnet being developed by BNL has
exceptionally big 10 cm bore and is based on a new technology called HTS (High Temperature
Superconductor). The compact (outer diameter of only 30 cm) design of the magnet was intended to produce even higher field of 35 T or 40 T magnet by adding another layer of magnet
outside in the future. If successful, this magnet will be the highest-field superconducting magnet in the world with HTS technology. Another innovative feature of the design of the magnet
is the use of stainless steel as an insulator in superconducting tapes. It will reduce the chance
of failure (quench) and minimize the damage that failure could cause. The experience we gain
and the success of those outsourced projects would be crucial to building CAPP’s own axion
experiment and provide very competitive edge over the existing experiments.

2

CAPP’s Ultra Low Temperature Axion Search in Korea
(CULTASK)

CAPP’s new laboratory located at KAIST
Munji Campus will be ready for the first axion experiment in Korea by the end of this
year or early next year. The architect’s design
of the space for 7 dedicated dilution refrigerators with low vibration facility is completed
and the construction will begin some time in
late summer. While waiting for the building
ready, CAPP decided to prepare our axion
experiment, taking advantage of the downtime (4 months) of Prof. Hyoungsoon Choi’s
(KAIST) dilution refrigerator. The refrigerator (BlueFors LD400) happens to be exactly
the same model that will be used for our axion experiment and has preinstalled 8 T superconducting magnet (inner bore size: 6 cm)
in it. The SQUID amplifiers and the superFigure 2: BlueFors LD400 Dilution Refrigerator conducting cavities might not be ready soon
enough to be used in this setup, but it is a
at KAIST
great opportunity as an engineering run to
build an infrastructure and prepare ourselves for the upcoming axion experiment. Figure 2
shows Prof. Choi’s dilution refrigerator with superconducting magnet.

2.1
2.1.1

High Q-factor cavity development
Fabricated Cavities

We have several prototype cavities fabricated so far. A couple of cavities were made with
conventional electroplating (inner surface), with and without annealing. The local machining
company made a couple of stainless steel (2 mm thick) cavities back in April and one of them
was coated with electroplating and the second one was sent to the coating lab of the Technical
University of Munich for 50 micron thick sputtering coating of 6N pure copper. They would also
Axion–WIMP
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test the possibility of sputtering pure 6N Al inside the stainless steel cavity. One last cavity we
outsourced for research and expected to be completed in summer is from STC (Seoul Teracom)
of Seoul National University’s Prof. Gunsik Park. These cavities will have pure copper sheet
(1 mm thick) brazed inside the stainless steel cavity instead of coating. They will be delivered
with complete test results.
2.1.2

RRR and RF Q-factor

The RRR (residual resistivity ratio= resistivity@296K / resistivity@4K) of ultra pure copper and aluminum is, in some sense a measure of purity, and could go up to 50000 if
annealed properly. The measured Q-factor of
the RF cavity is expected to be proportional
to the square root of the resistivity assuming that the condition of the surface is perfect and there is no contact problem. However, there is magnetoresistance effect which
degrades RRR, tens, even hundreds times
when magnetic field is applied. The natural choice of coating on the inner surface
is copper, but recent development in material purification shows that high purity aluminum (99.9999%) exhibits exceptional RRR
of 50000 when annealed properly and the
degradation of RRR in high magnetic field
(1-10 T) is much smaller than that of copper (Figure 3) [2]. The coating with pure
Al was one of the recently added research
projects. We have already started joint efforts with KAIST to measure RRR of various
samples (4N, 5N, and 6N Cu and Al) with and
without annealing. Also we are planning to
make test cavities with ultra pure Cu and Al
Figure 3: Magnetoresistance: Pure Al vs. Cu and perform a quick Q-factor measurement
from Sumitomo Chemical [2]
(dunk test) with a large neck (5.5 cm diameter) Helium dewar, which can be done in parallel with our engineering run.
2.1.3

Support structure

The thermal simulation study for the support structure with COMSOL Multiphysics package
is planned. In case we have trouble lowering the temperature of the cavity, other choice of the
support structure could be the copy of Prof. Choi’s support structure which he routinely use
for reaching 6 mK. Our setup with the cavity has more materials and several heat sources, but
should be able to go under 100 mK according to Prof. Choi (simulation should verify too).
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2.1.4

Tuning system

The actuator with the controller for tuning system will go through precision test in coming
weeks. The step size for the frequency scan in 5 GHz resonant frequency should be around
10 kHz, which corresponds to a thousandth of a degree of the actuator rotation per operation.

2.2
2.2.1

RF electronics and DAQ
Cryo-RF

The cryogenic circulators (isolators) and amplifiers (HEMT) have been received and tested at
KRISS by Dr. Yonuk Chong using his dilution refrigerator. He will give us a report of the
test and has plans to have a another test with a simple cavity (OFHC mock-up, delivered)
with circulators and amplifiers using Cryo-Cooler, whose fabrication is going to be completed
in September. The integration of cryo-RF parts into Prof. Choi’s dilution refrigerator will be
done as soon as we are confident about the performance of our cavity and associated tuning
system.
2.2.2

RT-RF Receiver

Both the design and the fabrication of room temperature RF signal processing receiver chain
are complete. The initial tests have been done by Dr. Young-Im Kim. The signal digitization
or recording of the data has been tested by Dr. Myungjae Lee. The next step is to wait for the
healthy signal coming (from the cavity) through cryogenic RF signal processing, which includes
cryogenic circulators and amplifiers (HEMT).

3

Conclusion

Our preparation for the engineering run of CULTASK is rather complete at this stage and
ready to go. However, we plan to go step by step, placing one thing at a time into the dilution
refrigerator and make sure everything works as expected. Along with the engineering run, we
will also measure RRR of our pure Cu and Al samples and quick Q-factor measurement with
Helium dewar. Our goal is to build a complete axion experiment (minus SQUID) that works
before this year is over. We are scheduled to have two dilution refrigerators (BlueFors LD400)
and a superconducting magnet installed in Munji Campus in the last week of Jan. next year.
What we learn from this engineering run will be crucial to the success of the upcoming axion
experiment.
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We propose to search for axion dark matter via the oscillating electric dipole moments
that axions induce in atoms and molecules. These moments are produced through the
intrinsic oscillating electric dipole moments of nucleons and through the P, T -violating
nucleon-nucleon interaction mediated by pion exchange, both of which arise due to the
axion-gluon coupling, and also directly through the axion-electron interaction. Axion dark
matter may also be sought for through the spin-precession effects that axions produce by
directly coupling to fermion spins.

1

Introduction

Astrophysical observations indicate that the matter content of the Universe is overwhelmingly
dominated by dark matter (DM), the energy density of which exceeds that of ordinary matter
by a factor of five. In order to explain the observed abundance of DM, it is reasonable to expect
that DM interacts non-gravitationally with ordinary matter. Searches for weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) DM, which look for the scattering of WIMPs off nuclei, have not yet
produced a strong positive result. Further progress with these traditional searches is hindered by
the observation that the sought effects are fourth-power in the underlying interaction strength
between DM and Standard Model (SM) matter, which is known to be extremely small.
We propose to search for other well-motivated DM candidates that include the axion, which
may also resolve the strong CP problem of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), by exploiting
effects that are first-power in the interaction strength between the axion and SM matter (by
contrast, haloscope [1] and helioscope [2] methods look for second-power effects, while lightshining-through-wall methods [3] look for fourth-power effects). We focus on the oscillating
electric dipole moments (EDMs) and spin-precession effects that axions induce in atoms and
molecules. There is strong motivation to search for axions in atomic and related systems via such
signatures — to date, static EDM measurements in atoms, molecules and ultracold neutrons
have served as sensitive probes of new physics beyond the Standard Model (see e.g. the reviews
[4, 5, 6]), while searches for sidereal spin-precession effects with atoms and ultracold neutrons
have placed stringent limits on CPT - and Lorentz-invariance-violating models (see e.g. Ref. [7]
for an overview).
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2

Axion dark matter

Axions produced by the vacuum misalignment mechanism are very cold with no pressure.
Furthermore, if axions are sufficiently light and weakly interacting, then they may survive
until the present day and reside in the observed galactic DM haloes (where they have become
virialised over time with vvirial ∼ 10−3 ). The number density of ultralight (sub-eV) axions
per de Broglie wavelength readily exceeds unity, na /λ3dB  1, meaning that axions behave
as a coherently oscillating classical field, a(t) ' a0 cos(ma t − pa · r) on time scales less than
2
τcoh ∼ 2π/ma vvirial
and length scales less than lcoh ∼ 2π/ma vvirial . Thus the couplings of an
oscillating galactic axion field to SM particles produce a number of oscillating signatures which
can be sought for experimentally. As we will see below, the particularly interesting signatures
are those where the observables scale as O ∝ 1/fa with the axion decay constant fa .
The axion couplings to SM particles that are of most interest are the following:
X Cf
a g2
GG̃ −
∂µ a f¯γ µ γ 5 f,
(1)
Lint =
2
fa 32π
2fa
f =e,n,p

where the first term represents the coupling of the axion field to the gluonic field tensor G and
its dual G̃, and the second term represents the coupling of the derivative of the axion field to the
fermion axial-vector currents. Cf are dimensionless model-dependent coefficients. Typically,
|Cn | ∼ |Cp | ∼ 1 in models of the QCD axion [8]. Within the DFSZ model, where the tree level
coupling of the axion to the electron is non-vanishing, |Ce | ∼ 1 [8]. However, within the KSVZ
model, |Ce | ∼ 10−3 , since the tree level coupling vanishes and the dominant effect arises at
the 1-loop level [8]. For more generic axion-like pseudoscalar particles, the coefficients Cf are
essentially free parameters, and the coupling to gluons is generally presumed absent.
Oscillating P,T-violating nuclear electromagnetic moments — The coupling of an
oscillating axion field to the gluon fields, which is described by the first term in Eq. (1), induces
an oscillating EDM of the neutron [9, 10],
a0
dn (t) ' 1.2 × 10−16
cos(ma t) e · cm,
(2)
fa
which in turn induces oscillating P,T -violating nuclear electromagnetic moments. In nuclei,
a second and more efficient mechanism exists for the induction of oscillating electromagnetic
moments by axions — namely, the P,T -violating nucleon-nucleon interaction that is mediated
by pion exchange, with the axion field supplying the oscillating source of P and T violation at
one of the πN N vertices [10] (Fig. 1).
Oscillating atomic and molecular electric dipole moments — Axion-induced oscillating P ,T -odd nuclear electromagnetic moments can in turn induce oscillating EDMs in atoms
and molecules. In diamagnetic species (J = 0), only oscillating nuclear Schiff moments (which
require I ≥ 1/2) produce an oscillating atomic/molecular EDM (oscillating nuclear EDMs are
effectively screened for typical axion masses, as a consequence of Schiff’s theorem [11]). Two
atoms that are of particular experimental interest are 199 Hg and 225 Ra, for which the axion
induces the following oscillating EDMs [10]:
a0
cos(ma t) e · cm,
(3)
d(199 Hg) = −1.8 × 10−19
fa
a0
d(225 Ra) = 9.3 × 10−17
cos(ma t) e · cm,
(4)
fa
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Figure 1: Main process responsible for the induction of oscillating P ,T -odd nuclear electromagnetic moments by an oscillating axion field. The black vertex on the left is due to the usual
strong P ,T -conserving πN N coupling (gπN N = 13.5), while the magenta vertex on the right is
due to the axion-induced P ,T -violating πN N coupling (ḡπN N ' 0.027 cos(ma t) a0 /fa ) [10].
with the large enhancement in 225 Ra compared with 199 Hg due to both collective effects and
small energy separation between members of the relevant parity doublet, which occurs in nuclei with octupolar deformation and results in a significant enhancement of the nuclear Schiff
moment [12, 13]. A possible platform to search for the oscillating EDMs of diamagnetic atoms
in ferroelectric solid-state media has been proposed in Ref. [14].
Paramagnetic species (J ≥ 1/2) offer more rich possibilities. Firstly, axion-induced oscillating nuclear magnetic quadrupole moments (which require I ≥ 1) also produce an oscillating
atomic/molecular EDM [15], which is typically larger than that due to an oscillating nuclear
Schiff moment (since magnetic quadrupole moments are not subject to screening of the applied
electric field by atomic/molecular electrons). Secondly, an entirely different mechanism exists
for the induction of oscillating EDMs in paramagnetic species, through the direct interaction
of the axion field with atomic/molecular electrons via the second term in Eq. (1). The µ = 0
component of this second term mixes atomic/molecular states of opposite parity (with both
imaginary and real coefficients of admixture), generating the following oscillating atomic EDM
(due to the real coefficients of admixture) in the non-relativistic approximation for an S1/2 state
[10],
Ce a0 m2a αs
e sin(ma t),
(5)
da (t) ∼ −
fa α
where αs is the static scalar polarisability. Fully relativistic Hartree-Fock atomic calculations
are in excellent agreement with the scaling da ∝ αs in Eq. (5) [15, 16]. The imaginary coefficients
of admixture in the perturbed atomic wavefunction produce P -violating, T -conserving effects
in atoms, while the analogous imaginary coefficients of admixture in the perturbed nuclear
wavefunction (due to the axion-nucleon interaction via the µ = 0 component of the second
term in Eq. (1)) produce P -violating, T -conserving nuclear anapole moments [10, 15, 16].
Oscillating spin-precession effects — The coupling of an oscillating axion field to the
fermion axial-vector currents produces the following time-dependent non-relativistic potential
for a spin-polarised source, via the µ = 1, 2, 3 components of the second term in Eq. (1)
Hint (t) =

X Cf a0
sin(ma t) σ f · pa ,
2fa

(6)

f =e,n,p

which gives rise to spin-precession effects [10, 17, 18]. Deformation of the axion field by the
gravitational field of a massive body also produces a time-dependent potential of the form
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0
Hint
(t) ∝ (Cf a0 /fa ) sin(ma t) σ f · r̂, which is directed towards the centre of the gravitating
body [10]. These spin-precession effects can be sought for using a wide range of spin-polarised
systems, including atomic co-magnetometers, ultracold neutrons and torsion pendula. The
nucleon spin contents for nuclei of experimental interest have been performed in Ref. [19] for
the accurate interpretation of laboratory measurements.
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The qBounce experiment offers a new way of looking at gravitation based on quantum
interference. An ultracold neutron is reflected in well-defined quantum states in the gravity
potential of the Earth by a mirror, which allows to apply the concept of gravity resonance
spectroscopy (GRS). This experiment with neutrons gives access to all gravity parameters
as the dependences on distance, mass, curvature, energy-momentum as well as on torsion.
Here, we concentrate on torsion.

1

Introduction

In the past few years, the qBounce collaboration has developed a new quantum-technique
based on ultra-cold neutrons. Due to their quantum nature, neutrons can be manipulated
in novel ways for gravity research. For that purpose a gravitational resonance spectroscopy
(GRS) technique has been implemented to measure the discrete energy eigenstates of ultra-cold
neutrons in the gravity potential of the Earth, see Fig. 1. The energy levels are probed, using
neutrons bouncing off a horizontal mirror with increasing accuracy. In 2011 [1], we demonstrated
that such a resonance spectroscopy can be realized by a coupling to an external resonator, i.e., a
vibrating mirror. In 2014, the first precision measurements of gravitational quantum states with
this method were presented. The energy differences between eigenstates shown in Fig. 1 are
probed with an energy resolution of 10−14 eV. At this level of precision, we are able to provide
constraints on any possible gravity-like interaction. Then, we determined experimental limits,
first, for a prominent quintessence theory (chameleon fields) and, second, for axions at short
distances [2]. Detailed information on an experimental realization of the quantum bouncing
ball by measuring the neutron density distribution given by the wave function can be found in
[3, 4]. The demonstration of the neutron’s quantum states in the gravity potential of the Earth
has been published in [5, 6].
It is planned to extend the sensitivity of this method to an energy resolution of 10−17 eV,
and in the long run to 10−21 eV. The resonance spectroscopy method will be therefore extended
to a Ramsey-like spectroscopy technique [7].
At this level of sensitivity, the experiment addresses some important problems of particle,
nuclear and astrophysics: three of the most important current theoretical and experimental
problems of cosmology and particle physics are i) the current phase (late-time) acceleration of
the expansion of the Universe [8–10], ii) the nature of dark energy, which accounts for about
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Figure 1: Pico-eV energy eigenstates E1
to E5 and Airy-function solutions of the
Schrödinger equation for bound ultra-cold
neutrons in the linear gravity potential of
the Earth. The energy eigenstates are
used for gravity resonance spectroscopy
and the observed transitions between energy eigenstates are indicated by black
arrows.

69 % of the density in the Universe, i.e., ΩΛ ≈ 0.69 [11, 12], and iii) the possible existence
and nature of torsion, providing a basis for, e.g., Einstein-Cartan gravity [13–17]. One of the
simplest explanations for the acceleration of the expansion of the Universe and dark energy is
the introduction of the cosmological constant [12], which was introduced for the first time in
1917 by Einstein in his paper Cosmological Considerations in the General Theory of Relativity [18]. Einstein’s original motivation, outdated by Hubble’s discovery of the expansion of the
Universe soon afterwards, was to obtain a static solution for the Universe. However, modern
quantum field theories naturally connect the cosmological constant with the vacuum-energy of
quantum fields. To account for the experimentally observed expansion of the Universe consistent with theories of the history of the Universe, the so-called chameleon scalar fields have been
introduced. To avoid any conflict with observations at terrestrial and solar system scales, the
properties of these new chameleon fields have to depend on the environmental density. Specially,
the effective mass of the chameleon field, and therefore the effective range of its interaction,
depend on the density of the environment [19, 20]. The chameleon field is a specific realization
of quintessence [21]. The chameleon field as a source of dark energy has been discussed in [22].

2

Einstein-Cartan Gravity

In 1922 - 1925 Cartan proposed a theory [13, 14], which is an important generalization of
Einstein’s general theory of relativity [15]. In contrast to general relativity, Einstein-Cartan
theory allows space-time to have torsion in addition to curvature, which may in principle couple
to a particle spin. For a long time Einstein-Cartan theory was unfamiliar to physicists and
did not attract any attention. In the beginning of the ’60s of the last century the theory of
gravitation with torsion and spin was rediscovered by Kibble [16] and Sciama [17]. From the
1970s on, Einstein-Cartan theory has been intensively investigated [23–28]. Recently, it has
been shown [29] that in the non-relativistic approximation of the Dirac equation in the effective
gravitational potential of the Earth, a torsion–matter interaction naturally appears after taking
into account also chameleon fields. Such a result demonstrates that chameleon fields can also
serve as an origin of space-time torsion. Gravity with torsion, caused by a scalar field, was
discussed in detail by Hammond in the review paper [25].
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In Einstein-Cartan gravity torsion appears as the antisymmetric part of the affine connection [23]. Thus, torsion is an additional natural geometrical quantity characterizing space-time
geometry through spin–matter interactions [23–28]. It allows to probe the rotational degrees of
freedom of space-time in terrestrial laboratories. Torsion may be described by a third rank tensor Tαµν , which is antisymmetric with respect to last two indices (Tαµν = −Tανµ ). It can be represented in the following general form [26]: Tαµν = 21 (gαµ Tν −gαν Tµ )− 61 εαµνβ Aβ +Mαµν , where
gασ and εαµνβ are the metric and the Levi-Civita tensor, respectively. It possesses 24 independent degrees of freedom, which are related to a 4-vector Tµ , a 4-axial-vector Aµ and a 16-tensor
Mαµν . The tensor degrees of freedom Mαµν obey the constraints g αµ Mαµν = εσαµν Mαµν = 0.
A minimal inclusion of torsion in terms of the affine connection leads to torsion–matter interactions, caused by the 4-axial degrees of freedom only. As it has been shown in [24, 26, 27], the
effects of the torsion axial-vector degrees of freedom are extremely small. An upper bound of
order (10−22 –10−18 ) eV has been obtained from the null results on measurements of Lorentz invariance violation. Recent measurements of neutron spin rotation in liquid 4 He, carried out by
Lehnert et al. [30], have lead to the upper bound |ζ| < 5.4 × 10−5 eV on a parity violating linear
combination of the time-components of the vector Tµ and the axial-vector Aµ . Since the order
of the time-component of the torsion axial-vector is about 10−18 eV [26], an enhancement of
the torsion-spin-neutron parity violating interaction can be attributed to a contribution of the
time-component of the torsion vector Tµ . Unfortunately, interactions of both the torsion vector
Tµ and the torsion tensor Mαµν can be introduced only phenomenologically in a non-minimal
way [26]. This diminishes a little bit the predicting power of the experimental data [30], since
the experimental quantity ζ depends on some set of phenomenological parameters multiplied by
the time-components of the torsion vector, T0 , and axial-vector, A0 . Nevertheless, the experimental upper bound by Lehnert et al. [30] can be accepted as a hint on a possible dominance
of the torsion vector degrees of freedom, Tµ , over the torsion axial-vector ones, Aµ .

3

The q Bounce Experiment

Concerning chameleon fields, the corresponding solutions of the non-linear equations of motion
confined between two mirrors have been obtained in [31] and used in [2] in the extraction of the
contribution to the transition frequencies of quantum gravitational states of ultra-cold neutrons
(UCNs).
Furthermore, the development of a version of Einstein-Cartan gravity with the torsion vector Tµ degrees of freedom introduced in a minimal way becomes meaningful and challenging.
Clearly, such an extension of general relativity must not contradict well-known data on the
late-time acceleration of the expansion of the Universe and dark energy dynamics. A possible
route is using our results [29] and taking the torsion vector components Tµ as the gradient of
the chameleon field. Such a version of a torsion gravity theory allows to retain all properties of
the chameleon field, which are necessary for the explanation of the late-time acceleration of the
Universe expansion, dark energy dynamics and the equivalence principle [32] (see also [19, 20])
and to extend them by chameleon–photon and chameleon–electroweak boson interactions, introduced in a minimal way.
For the experimental analysis of these chameleon induced torsion - matter interactions very
sensitive experiments are needed, which need to overcome the barrier of extremely small magnitudes of the torsion degrees of freedom. As has been pointed out in [31, 35] and proved
experimentally in [2], UCNs, bouncing in the gravitational field of the Earth above a mirror
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Figure 2: Results for the employed GRS. Left: The transmission curve determined from the
neutron count rate behind the mirrors as a function of oscillation frequency showing dips corresponding to the transitions shown in Fig. 1. Right: Upon resonance at 280 Hz, the transmission
decreases with the oscillation amplitude in contrast to the detuned 160 Hz. Because of the
damping, no revival occurs. A detailed description of the experiment can be found in [2].
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Figure 3: The profiles of the chameleon field, calculated in the strong coupling limit β > 105 in
the spatial region z 2 ≤ d2 /4 for d = 30.1 µm and n ∈ [1, 10] in [31] and used for the extraction
of the upper bound of the coupling constant β, i.e. β < 5.8 × 108 [2].
and between two mirrors can be a good laboratory for testing chameleon–matter field interactions. The quantum energy scale of UCNs is ε = mg`0 = 0.602 peV, where m, g and `0
are the neutron mass, the Newtonian gravitational acceleration [11] and the quantum spatial
scale of UCNs such as `0 = (2mg 2 )−1/3 = 5.87 µm = 29.75 eV−1 [2, 7]. In Figure 2 we plot
the transmission curves of the transitions between the quantum states shown in Fig. 1. The
extraction of the upper bound of β, i.e. β < 5.8 × 108 , has been performed within chameleon
field theory using the Ratra-Peebles potential for the chameleon self-interaction [19, 20, 31, 35].
The profiles of the chameleon field, confined between two mirrors and separated by a distance
d = 30.1 µm have been calculated in [31] and are shown in Fig. 3. A precision analysis of the
chameleon–matter coupling constant β can be performed by neutron interferometry as proposed
by Brax et al. [36, 37] and has been realized by Lemmel et al. [33]. Best limits on β have been
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Figure 4: The dependence of the observation of the potential of the self-interaction
of scalar (chameleon) field theory on the
sensitivity of the experimental data on
the transition frequencies of quantum gravitational states of UCNs, measured in
qBounce experiments.
achieved by atom interferometry in [34].
As it is well known, the Ratra-Peebles potential is just one possible potential for the selfinteraction of scalar fields φ. The potential can also be taken in the Higgs-like form [38]
(see also [39]) and in the symmetric form [40, 41], respectively. The scalar field with a selfinteraction potential, which is symmetric with respect to a transformation φ → −φ, is called
symmetron. As it has been shown in [31], the qBounce experiments with UCNs are able to
distinguish the shape of the self-interaction potential of the scalar field. In Figure 4 we show the
dependence of the shape of the self-interaction potential of the scalar field on the sensitivity of
the experimental data of the qBounce experiments. One may see that the region of accuracies
∆E = (10−17 –10−14 ) eV is sensitive to the Ratra-Peebles potential only. In turn, the regions
of accuracies ∆E = (10−20 –10−17 ) eV and ∆E < 10−20 eV are sensitive to the scalar field
theories with the Higgs-like potential and the symmetron, respectively. A sensitivity of about
∆E ≈ 10−21 eV is feasible in the qBounce experiments [7]. Hence, qBounce experiments
can be a good tool for measurements of the effective low-energy torsion–spin–matter (neutron)
interactions, which can be derived from those obtained in [28]. The use of the qBounce
experiments for measurements of torsion–spin–matter (neutron) interactions should be helpful
to overcome the barrier of extremely small magnitudes of torsion.
The new method profits from small systematic effects in such systems, mainly due to the fact
that in contrast to atoms, the electric polarisability of the neutron is extremely low. Neutrons
are also not disturbed by short range electric forces such as van der Waals or Coulomb forces
and other polarisability effects such as the Casimir-Polder interaction of UCNs with reflecting
mirrors. Together with the neutron neutrality, this provides the key to a sensitivity of several
orders of magnitude below the strength of electromagnetism. A search for a non-vanishing
charge of the neutron is also possible.
Hence, experimental measurements of the transition frequencies of quantum gravitational
states of UCNs in the qBounce experiments [1,2,7] and the quantum free fall of UCNs together
with the experimental investigations of the phase shifts of the wave functions of slow neutrons
in neutron interferometry [33] are very important tools for probing dark energy and theories of
torsion gravity [28, 29].
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We present an interpretation of searches for Dark Matter in a simplified model approach.
Considering Majorana fermion Dark Matter and a neutral vector mediator with axialvector interactions we explore mono-jet searches at the LHC and searches for neutrinos
from Dark Matter annihilation in the Sun at IceCube and place new limits on model
parameter space. Further, we compare the simplified model with its effective field theory
approximation and discuss the validity of the latter one.

1

Introduction

Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are popular candidates to account for Dark
Matter (DM) in the universe. In the absence of a complete theory of new physics – like
supersymmetry – there are basically two ways of describing the phenomenology of a WIMP
DM scenario. One is the use of effective operators describing the interactions between the
standard model (SM) and the WIMP in the framework of effective field theory (EFT). Another
approach is to use simplified models. Here a limited set of new particles is introduced that
allows to describe the phenomenology via renormalizable interactions. A simplified model can
either be seen as self-consistent extension to the SM or a parametrization of a particular corner
in the parameter space of a more complete theory.
Although the EFT framework has been successfully used for the description of DM interactions at rather low scales, it has been pointed out that the use of EFT for the derivation of
LHC limits could be problematic [1–3]. In this article we consider a model that extends the
SM by a Majorana fermion DM and a vector mediator which couples to the DM and the SM
quarks with axial-vector interactions, with couplings gχ and gq , respectively. For such a model,
LHC searches are expected to be more sensitive than direct detection experiments as the model
does not provide any contribution to spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scattering.
In this article we present LHC limits on the parameters space of this model and compare
them to the respective limits obtained in the EFT approximation. For realistic values of the
couplings, gχ , gq . 1, the LHC provides limits on the messenger mass in the ballpark of 100 GeV
to 1 TeV. As these are accessible energies at LHC collisions, contributions from on-shell messenger production can be large. Hence, limits from the simplified model and the EFT can differ
significantly as we will discuss in section 2.
As a complementary constraint on the parameter space we consider limits on the spindependent WIMP-nucleon scattering from Dark Matter annihilation in the Sun provided by
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the IceCube collaboration [4]. These limits are particularly constraining for large DM masses
where the LHC looses its sensitivity. We discuss them in section 3.

2

LHC mono-jet constraints

In this work we interpret two searches for mono-jet plus missing transverse momentum signatures performed by ATLAS [5] and CMS [6] at the 8 TeV LHC. To this end we performed a
Monte Carlo simulation of the signal and imposed the search cuts detailed in [5, 6]. Based on
the background analysis provided in these references we are thus able to set 95% C.L. exclusion
limits on the parameters of the model. For details we refer to [7].
The considered model has four independent parameters. The DM mass, mχ , the mediator
mass, MV , and the couplings of the mediator to the DM, gχ , and the SM quarks gq . We
assume universal couplings to all SM quarks and neglect couplings to leptons. We show our
results for various slices of the parameter space where we fix the product of the couplings,
gχ gq and the mediator width, ΓV . We choose this parametrization as the cross section for DM
production directly depends on these parameters. However, not all values of ΓV and gχ , gq
are actually consistent within this model as we will show below. In the EFT approximation
we integrate out the messenger and obtain a 4-fermion contact interaction with an effective
coupling d = gχ gq /MV2 . Hence, the parameter space reduces to two parameters, mχ and d.
In Figure 1 we show the exclusion limits for the EFT (dashed lines) and the simplified
model (solid lines) for four slices of the considered parameter space. Whilst the EFT limit
extents to very high DM masses, above a TeV the limit from simplified models goes down very
drastically for MV . 2mχ . In this region the EFT approximation is not valid. However, also
for MV  mχ we find significant deviations in the resulting limit on MV . This is due to the
√
fact that the limit on MV placed for gχ gq ≤ 1 lies in the region of reachable LHC energies.
Hence, the contribution from on-shell mediator production enhances the cross section. This is
the dominant effect for the parameter slices with ΓV = 0.01MV (left panels of Fig. 1). The
√
effect becomes more pronounced for the smaller coupling, gχ gq = 0.2, (see lower panels) as
the limits are placed at lower MV where the contribution from on-shell mediator production is
larger.
For the slices with the larger width ΓV = 0.5MV (see right panels of Fig. 1) the limits from
simplified models and the EFT are more similar for MV  mχ . Note that for very small MV
√
the EFT overestimates the limit. This can be seen in the case gχ gq = 0.2, ΓV = 0.5MV (lower
right panel) where the CMS limit for the simplified model completely vanishes whilst the EFT
would exclude MV & 200 GeV.
√
As mentioned above not all combinations of mχ , MV , gχ gq and ΓV are consistent within
the model. In Figure 1 we marked in blue the regions where no such solution exist. Note that
the region MV > 2mχ —the region where the EFT shows its best agreement— is strongly
constrained and almost excluded for a reasonably small width of ΓV = 0.01MV .

3

Constraints from DM annihilation in the Sun

If WIMPs scatter in heavy objects such as the Sun, they can loose enough energy to become
gravitationally trapped and accumulate inside the Sun. This leads to a locally enhanced WIMP
density providing significant DM annihilation. Neutrinos that are produced as primary or
secondary products of such annihilations can escape the Sun and be detected on Earth. On
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We use data from the IceCube Neutrino Observatory, which are interpreted in two benchmark scenarios according to dark matter annihilation into bb̄ or W W only. In most of the
parameter space of our model, annihilations into bb̄ or tt̄ dominate. Therefore we reinterpret
the limits from Ref. [4] in order to estimate a limit for annihilation into tt̄ by applying conversion factors for tt̄ [9] to the W W -channel. We then conservatively apply the limit from the
dominant contribution to annihilation (among bb̄ and tt̄) for each point in parameter space.
The resulting limits are shown in Fig. 1 (green lines). In the region of large mχ where LHC
searches loose sensitivity, the limits from IceCube are able to exclude mediator masses up to
√
MV ' 200 GeV (1 TeV) for gχ gq = 0.2 (1).

4

Conclusion

We have considered a model with a vanishing spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section
and set new limits on the model parameter space from LHC mono-jet searches as well as
√
IceCube. From the LHC, for gχ gq = 1 we can exclude mediator masses up to around 3 TeV
√
for mχ . 1 TeV while for gχ gq = 0.2 we exclude MV in the range of 500 GeV to 1.5 TeV with
a strong dependence on the mediator width. We compared these limits to the ones obtained
in the EFT and found that these are neither entirely conservative nor optimistic in the whole
considered parameter space. Limits from IceCube are complementary probing particularly large
√
mχ where the LHC is not sensitive at all reaching up to MV ' 1 TeV for gχ gq = 1.
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The axions produced during the QCD phase transition by vacuum realignment, string
decay and domain wall decay thermalize as a result of their gravitational self-interactions
when the photon temperature is approximately 500 eV. They then form a Bose-Einstein
condensate (BEC). Because the axion BEC rethermalizes on time scales shorter than the
age of the universe, it has properties that distinguish it from other forms of cold dark
matter. The observational evidence for caustic rings of dark matter in galactic halos is
explained if the dark matter is axions, at least in part, but not if the dark matter is entirely
WIMPs or sterile neutrinos.

1

Axion dark matter

The story we tell applies to any scalar or pseudo-scalar dark matter produced in the early
universe by vacuum realignment and/or the related processes of string and domain wall decay.
However, the best motivated particle with those properties is the QCD axion since it is not only
a cold dark matter candidate but also solves the strong CP problem of the standard model of
elementary particles [1, 2]. So, for the sake of definiteness, we discuss the specific case of the
QCD axion.
The Lagrangian density for the axion field φ(x) may be written as
La =

1
1
λ
∂µ φ∂ µ φ − m2 φ2 + φ4 + ...
2
2
4!

(1)

where the dots represent interactions of the axion with the known particles. The properties
of the axion are mainly determined by one parameter f with dimension of energy, called the
‘axion decay constant’. In particular the axion mass is
√
fπ mπ mu md
1012 GeV
m'
' 6 · 10−6 eV
(2)
f mu + md
f
in terms of the pion decay constant fπ , the pion mass mπ and the masses mu and md of the
up and down quarks, and the axion self-coupling is
λ'

m2 m3d + m3u
m2
'
0.35
f 2 (mu + md )3
f2

.

(3)

All couplings of the axion are inversely proportional to f . When the axion was first proposed, f
was thought to be of order the electroweak scale, but its value is in fact arbitrary [3]. However
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the combined limits from unsuccessful searches for the axion in particle and nuclear physics
experiments and from stellar evolution imply f & 3 · 109 GeV [4].
An upper limit f . 1012 GeV is obtained from the requirement that axions are not
overproduced in the early universe by the vacuum realignment mechanism [5], which may
be briefly described as follows. The non-perturbative QCD effects that give the axion its
mass turn on at a temperature of order 1 GeV. The critical time, defined by m(t1 )t1 = 1, is
1
t1 ' 2 · 10−7 sec(f /1012 GeV) 3 . Before t1 , the axion field φ has magnitude of order f . After
t1 , φ oscillates with decreasing amplitude, consistent with axion number conservation. The
number density of axions produced by vacuum realignment is
f2
n(t) ∼
t1



a(t1 )
a(t)

3

4 · 1047
=
cm3



f
12
10 GeV

 35 

a(t1 )
a(t)

3

,

(4)

where a(t) is the cosmological scale factor. Their contribution to the energy density today
equals the observed density of cold dark matter when the axion mass is of order 10−5 eV, with
large uncertainties. The axions produced by vacuum realignment are a form of cold dark matter
because they are non-relativistic soon after their production at time t1 . Indeed their typical
momenta at time t1 are of order 1/t1 , and vary as 1/a(t), so that their velocity dispersion is
δv(t) ∼

1 a(t1 )
mt1 a(t)

.

(5)

The average quantum state occupation number of the cold axions is therefore
N ∼

(2π)3 n(t)
∼ 1061
4π
3
(mδv(t))
3



f
1012 GeV

 38

.

(6)

N is time-independent, in agreement with Liouville’s theorem. Considering that the axions are
highly degenerate, it is natural to ask whether they form a Bose-Einstein condensate [6, 7]. We
discuss the process of Bose-Einstein condensation and its implications in the next section.
The thermalization and Bose-Einstein condensation of cold dark matter axions is also discussed in Refs. [8, 9, 10, 11] with conclusions that do not necessarily coincide with ours in all
respects.

2

Bose-Einstein condensation

Bose-Einstein condensation occurs in a fluid made up of a huge number of particles if four conditions are satisfied: 1) the particles are identical bosons, 2) their number is conserved, 3) they
are highly degenerate, i.e. N is much larger than one, and 4) they are in thermal equilibrium.
Axion number is effectively conserved because all axion number changing processes, such as
axion decay to two photons, occur on time scales vastly longer than the age of the universe.
So the axions produced by vacuum realignment clearly satisfy the first three conditions. The
fourth condition is not obviously satisfied since the axion is very weakly coupled. In contrast,
for Bose-Einstein condensation in atoms, the fourth condition is readily satisfied whereas the
third is hard to achieve. The fourth condition is a matter of time scales. Consider a fluid that
satisfies the first three conditions and has a finite, albeit perhaps very long, thermal relaxation
time scale τ . Then, on time scales short compared to τ and length scales large compared to a
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certain Jeans’ length (see below) the fluid behaves like cold dark matter (CDM), but on time
scales large compared to τ , the fluid behaves differently from CDM.
Indeed, on time scales short compared to τ , the fluid behaves as a classical scalar field since
it is highly degenerate. In the non-relativistic limit, appropriate for axions, a classical scalar
field is mapped onto a wavefunction ψ by
√
(7)
φ(~r, t) = 2Re[e−imt ψ(~r, t)] .
The field equation for φ(x) implies the Schrödinger-Gross-Pitaevskii equation for ψ
i∂t ψ = −

1 2
∇ ψ + V (~r, t)ψ
2m

,

(8)

where the potential energy is determined by the fluid itself:
V (~r, t) = mΦ(~r, t) −

λ
|ψ(~r, t)|2
8m2

.

(9)

The first term is due to the fluid’s gravitational self-interactions. The gravitational potential
Φ(~r, t) solves the Poisson equation:
∇2 Φ = 4πGmn

,

(10)

1 ~
∇ arg(ψ). Eq. (8)
where n = |ψ|2 . The fluid described by ψ has density n and velocity ~v = m
implies that n and ~v satisfy the continuity equation and the Euler-like equation

~ v=−
∂t~v + (~v · ∇)~
where
q=−

1~
~
∇V − ∇q
m

√
1 ∇2 n
√
2m2
n

,

(11)

.

(12)

~ term in Eq. (11) is a consequence of
q is commonly referred to as ‘quantum pressure’. The ∇q
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and accounts, for example, for the intrinsic tendency of a
wavepacket to spread. It implies a Jeans length [12]
2

`J = (16πGρm )

−1
4

= 1.01 · 10

14

cm



10−5 eV
m

 12

10−29 gr/cm
ρ

3

! 14

.

(13)

where ρ = nm is the energy density. On distance scales large compared to `J , quantum pressure
is negligible. CDM satisfies the continuity equation, the Poisson equation, and Eq. (11) without
the quantum pressure term. So, on distance scales large compared to `J and time scales short
compared to τ , a degenerate non-relativistic fluid of bosons satisfies the same equations as CDM
and hence behaves as CDM. The wavefunction describing density perturbations in the linear
regime is given in Ref. [13].
On time scales large compared to τ , the fluid of degenerate bosons does not behave like
CDM since it thermalizes and forms a BEC. Most of the particles go to the lowest energy state
available to them through their thermalizing interactions. This behavior is not described by
classical field theory and is different from that of CDM. When thermalizing, classical fields
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suffer from an ultraviolet catastrophe because the state of highest entropy is one in which each
field mode has average energy kB T , where T is temperature. In contrast, for the quantum field,
the average energy of each mode is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution, and the ultraviolet
catastrophe is removed. To see whether Bose-Einstein condensation is relevant to axions one
must estimate the relaxation rate Γ ≡ τ1 of the axion fluid. We do this in the next section.
When the mass is of order 10−21 eV or smaller, the Jeans length is long enough to affect
structure formation in an observable way [14]. Because we are focussed on the properties of
QCD axions, we do not consider this interesting possibility here.

3

Thermalization rate

It is convenient to introduce a cubic box of size L with periodic boundary conditions. In the
non-relativistic limit, the Hamiltonian for the axion fluid in such a box has the form
H=

X

ωj a†j aj +

j

X 1
Λlm a† a† al am
4 jk j k

.

(14)

j,k,l,m

with the oscillator label j being the allowed particle momenta in the box p~ =
with nx , ny and nz integers, and the Λlm
jk given by [7]
p4
p
~3 ,~
p4
p
~3 ,~
p4
Λpp~~31 ,~
,~
p2 = Λs p
~1 ,~
p2 + Λg p
~1 ,~
p2

where the first term
p4
Λs p~p~31,~
,~
p2 = −

2π
L (nx , ny , nz ),

.

(15)

λ
δp~ +~p ,~p +~p
4m2 L3 1 2 3 4

(16)

is due to the λφ4 self-interactions, and the second term


1
1
4πGm2
p4
δ
+
Λg p~p~31,~
=
−
p
~1 +~
p2 ,~
p3 +~
p4
,~
p2
L3
|~
p1 − p~3 |2
|~
p1 − p~4 |2

(17)

is due to the gravitational self-interactions.
In the particle kinetic regime, defined by the condition that the relaxation rate Γ ≡ τ1 is
small compared to the energy dispersion δω of the oscillators, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (14)
implies the evolution equation
Ṅl =

X 1
|Λkl |2 [Ni Nj (Nl + 1)(Nk + 1) − Nl Nk (Ni + 1)(Nj + 1)] 2πδ(ωi + ωj − ωk − ωl )
2 ij

k,i,j=1

(18)
for the quantum state occupation number operators Nl (t) ≡ a†l (t)al (t). The thermalization rate
in the particle kinetic regime is obtained by carrying out the sums in Eq. (18) and estimating
the time scale τ over which the Nj change completely. This yields [6, 7]
Γ ∼ n σ δv N

.

(19)

where σ is the scattering cross-section associated with the interaction, and N is the average state
occupation number of those states that are highly occupied. The cross-section for scattering
λ2
by λφ4 self-interactions is σλ = 64πm
2 . For gravitational self-interactions, one must take the
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2

m
cross-section for large angle scattering only, σg ∼ 4G
(δv)4 , since forward scattering does not
change the momentum distribution.
However, the axion fluid does not thermalize in the particle kinetic regime. It thermalizes in
the opposite “condensed regime” defined by Γ >> δω. In the condensed regime, the relaxation
rate due to λφ4 self-interactions is [6, 7]

Γλ ∼

nλ
4m2

(20)

and that due to gravitational self-interactions is
Γg ∼ 4πGnm2 `2

(21)

1
where ` = mδv
is, as before, the correlation length of the particles. One can show that the
expressions for the relaxation rates in the condensed regime agree with those in the particle
kinetic regime at the boundary δω = Γ.
We apply Eqs. (20) and (21) to the fluid of cold dark matter axions described at the end
of Section 1. One finds that Γλ (t) becomes of order the Hubble rate, and therefore the axions
briefly thermalize as a result of their λφ4 interactions, immediately after they are produced
during the QCD phase transition. This brief period of thermalization has no known implications for observation. However, the axion fluid thermalizes again due to its gravitational
self-interactions when the photon temperature is approximately [6, 7]

TBEC ∼ 500 eV



f
12
10 GeV

 21

.

(22)

The axion fluid forms a BEC then. After BEC formation, the correlation length ` increases till
it is of order the horizon and thermalization occurs on ever shorter time scales relative to the
age of the universe.

4

Observational consequences

As was emphasized in Section 3, the axion fluid behaves differently from CDM when it thermalizes. Indeed when all four conditions for Bose-Einstein condensation are fulfilled, almost all
the axions go to their lowest energy available state. CDM does not do that. One can readily
show that, in first order of perturbation theory and within the horizon, the axion fluid does not
rethermalize and hence behaves like CDM. This is important because the cosmic microwave
background observations provide very strong constraints in this arena and they are consistent
with CDM. In second order of perturbation theory and higher, axions generally behave differently from CDM. The rethermalization of the axion BEC is sufficiently fast that axions that
are about to fall into a galactic gravitational potential well go to their lowest energy state
consistent with the total angular momentum they acquired from nearby protogalaxies through
tidal torquing [7]. That state is a state of net overall rotation. In contrast, CDM falls into
galactic gravitational potential wells with an irrotational velocity field. The inner caustics are
different in the two cases. In the case of net overall rotation, the inner caustics are rings [15]
whose cross-section is a section of the elliptic umbilic D−4 catastrophe [16], called caustic rings
for short. If the velocity field of the infalling particles is irrotational, the inner caustics have
a ‘tent-like’ structure which is described in detail in Ref. [17] and which is quite distinct from
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caustic rings. There is observational evidence for caustic rings [18]. It was shown [19] that the
assumption that the dark matter is axions explains not only the existence of caustic rings but
also their detailed properties, in particular the pattern of caustic ring radii and their overall size.
Furthermore, it was shown [20] that axion BEC solves the galactic angular momentum problem,
the tendency of CDM to produce halos that are too concentrated at the center compared to
observations.
In a recent paper [21], J. Dumas et al. compare the predictions of the caustic ring model
with the rotation curve of the Milky Way and the observations of the Sagittarius sattelite’s
tidal disruption.
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Axions are light pseudo-scalar particles originally proposed to explain the strong CP problem in Standard Model. Axions could also be a possible component of Dark Matter. Direct
search of axions is the current experiment at Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research (CAPP). In addition, axions would mediate spin-dependent interactions in macroscopic scale. A precision experiment that detects spin-dependent interactions in long range
has been recently proposed. The experiment includes polarized 3 He gas and a unpolarized
mass to induce a monopole-dipole interaction. The experiment can look into axion mass
range between 10−6 eV to 10−3 eV. We describe the experimental plan at CAPP.

1

Introduction

Axions are pseudo-scalar particles that were originally introduced to solve the so-called strong
CP problem. Axions are also excellent candidates for Dark Matter if their mass is lighter than
∼ 10−5 eV. The existence of a new spin-dependent long-range interaction may be a signature
of axion because theoretically such spin-dependent interaction could be mediated by light,
pseudo-scalar bosons like axions [1]. This paper describes a table-top experiment to detect
such interactions between matter objects. The concept of the propose experiment is based on

Bext

z
x

Figure 1: Schematic of experimental search for spin-dependent interaction.
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the the resonant coupling between the rotational frequency of a source mass and an ensemble
of polarized 3 He as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) sample with a matching spin precession
frequency. In the presence of an anomalous CP -violating interaction with the source mass,
the spins in the NMR material will resonantly precess off the axis of polarization. This can
be measured with a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). There have been
many experiments employing precision magnetometer technique to seek such spin-dependent
long range interactions [2], [3], [4]. But this experiment is different from previous ones since
the resonant effect enhances the signal to detect. With NMR technique, this experiment can
look for axion mediated CP -violating forces between masses with a range between ∼ 100 µm
and ∼ 10 cm or axion masses between ∼ 10−6 eV and ∼ 10−3 eV.

2

Concept of the proposed experiment

The general form of the potential caused by the exchange of axion between polarized and
unpolarized matters is given as [1]:
2

Usp (r) = gs1 gp2

(~c)
(σˆ2 · r̂)
8πm2 c2



1
1
+ 2
rλa
r



exp(−r/λa ),

(1)

where gs1 and gp2 are the relevant coupling coefficient of first object (scalar) and the second
one (pseudoscalar), respectively. Their product gives the strength of the potential. m2 and σ2
are the mass and spin of the polarized particle, r is the distance between the particles, and
λa = ~/ma c is the range of the interaction. The proposed experiment involves a segmented
rotating cylinder mass made with high density material such as tungsten to source the axion
field, and laser-polarized 3 He nuclei that interact with the axion field. The segment in the cylinder generates a time-varying potential at the nuclear spin precession frequency. A conceptual
drawing of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. In the presence of an axion-mediated
interaction, the nuclear spins in the hyper-polarized sample will cause a resonant precession of
the axis of the polarization. This change in the magnetization can be detected by a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). The key advantage of this experiment is that
by rotating the mass so that the segments pass by the medium at the resonant frequency, the
sensitivity is enhanced by the quality factor Q = ωT2 which can be quite large. The interaction
potential in Eq.1 can be expressed with axion potential Va (r) as
~ a (r) · σ̂2 ,
Usp (r) = −∇V

(2)

r

where Va (r) =

~2 gs1 gp2 e− λa
8πmp
r

is an axion generated potential, which acts on a nearby fermion

~ a (r)
~ eff = ∇V
just like an effective magnetic field of size and direction given by B
~γf , where γf is
the fermion gyromagnetic ratio. This effective magnetic field is, however, different from an
ordinary magnetic field because it does not couple to electric charges or angular momentum.
Therefore, a superconducting shielding can be placed between the source mass and detector to
screen background electromagnetic field.
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3

The Future Plan at CAPP

This experiment requires minimizing all environmental noise that may swamp the effective
magnetic field. In this section, a couple of design features to reduce magnetic and vibrational
noise and the integration of the setup at CAPP will be presented.

3.1

Anti-vibration Platform

In the proposed experiment, the reduction of vibrational noise plays an important role to make
high precision measurement possible. The constant environmental vibration from cars or trains
passing near by the building where the measurement takes place has been increased as urban
city has evolved. This means that the transmission of vibration from outside become significant
source of noise in the precision measurement. The objective of using insulating mechanisms
for experimental setup is to reduce repetitive, or sinusoidal vibrations. The task is to keep
the motion of the flexibly mounted machine within permissible limits for operation. The vibration insulators selected must have sufficient dampening capacity. Anti-vibration platforms
with vibration isolators will be installed in CREATION HALL at KAIST Munji campus. Seven
platforms will be installed in total and one of the platforms will be designated for the experimental search of axion with spin-dependent interaction. Figure 2 shows the conceptual design
of anti-vibration platform. Expected isolation efficiency of the platform that will be installed
is listed in Table 1.
Frequency (Hz)
10
20
30∼100

Efficiency (dB)
-15
-25
-35

Ratio (%)
75
93
97

Table 1: The frequency dependent isolation efficiency of the anti-vibration platform.

3.2

Magnetic Shielding Room (MSR)

This experiment measuring spin-dependent interaction with high precision NMR employs the
use of incredibly sensitive magnetometers, such as SQUID to pick up on low level fields induced
by the precession within the 3 He cell. This signal, however, may be swamped by background
fields unless they are properly suppressed. Therefore, the experiment requires shielding from
electromagnetic fields with a magnetically shielded room (MSR). The concept for the magnetic
shield of the MSR is based on conventional shielding with highly optimized material processing,
design and demagnetization, characterization and passive and active compensation of fields. For
the proposed experiment, CAPP will have a MSR at CREATION HALL with an extraordinary
performance. This MSR will be designed to have residual field at 2 nT with field gradient at
0.5 nT. The shielded room with inside dimensions of 2.8 m×2.5 m×2.5 m cube consists of two
layers of µ-metal and an electrically shielding layer of aluminum. The MSR will be eventually
installed on the anti-vibration platform to maximize the shielding performance. The frequencydependent damping factor is tabulated in Table 2.
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Frequency
0.01 Hz
0.1 Hz
1 Hz above
10 Hz ∼ 400 MHz
400 MHz ∼ 1000 MHz

Shielding performance
200 times or more
300 times or more
2000 times or more
more than 10,000 times
more than 1,000 times

Table 2: The shielding performance of the proposed magnetic shielding room.

3.3

Compact 3 He Polarization Unit

The 3 He polarizing unit is specially designed to fulfill the needs of the experiment at CAPP.
The unit will deliver at least 1 atm· liter of spin-polarized 3 He gas in the measurement cell
every measurement cycle. 3 He from a reservoir is fed into the polarizing cell. Metastability
Exchange Optical Pumping (MEOP) method will be employed to produce polarized 3 He gas
with pressure at ∼mbar in the cell [6]. To avoid complication in the transport of the polarized
3
He, the magnetic field from the optical pumping unit to the measurement cell will be aligned
in same direction. The pressure inside the system will be controlled by mass flow controller.
The gas will be purified by means of a getter-based purifier. After the purification, the 3 He
gas is fed into the optical pumping cells. The optical pumping cells will consists of two quartz
glass tube with ∼ 1 m length and ∼ 50 mm diameter. After the optical pumping, the polarized
3
He gas will be compressed in a compression unit made with non-magnetic piston and will be
stored in a storage volume at 1 atm pressure. All unit will be installed on three different faces
of vertical triangular post [7]. Six sets of coils will be installed around the posts to provide
uniform magnetic field while 3 He gas is polarized and transported. The integration of our
compact 3 He polarization unit into the anti-vibration platform and MSR is shown in Figure 2.
The polarization unit will be mounted at the central region of the anti-vibration platform. The
3
He gas will be polarized and transported directly from the polarization unit to the experimental
setup. With this configuration, the polarized 3 He will undergo the same direction of magnetic
guiding field while they are transported and one can avoid the complication of magnetic guiding
field.

Figure 2: 3D design of the experimental platform with the polarization unit and MSR.
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4

Summary

We presented a new concept in experimental search for axions from a spin-dependent interaction. The proposed experiment will be complementary to our CAPP’s flagship experiment of
axion search with a resonant cavity. In addition, the experimental scheme presented here, in
particular, may improve the experimental constraints in respective characteristic energy ranges
of axions. Most of these experimental concepts including anti-vibration platform and compact
polarization unit are expected to be installed at CAPP in near future for the experimental
search of axions from spin-dependent interaction.
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We report on a search for hidden photon cold dark matter (HP CDM) using a novel
technique with a dish antenna. We constructed two independent apparatuses: one is aiming
at the detection of the HP with a mass of ∼ eV which employs optical instruments, and the
other is for a mass of ∼ 5 × 10−5 eV utilizing a commercially available parabolic antenna
facing on a plane reflector. From the result of the measurements, we found no evidence for
the existence of HP CDM and set upper limits on the photon-HP mixing parameter χ.

1

Introduction

Astronomical observations of the past decades reveal that there exists invisible non-baryonic
matter (dark matter, DM) in the universe. Exploring the nature of DM is one of the most
important issues in astrophysics and cosmology today, and a variety of experiments have been
carried out to directly detect DM particles.
The most prominent candidate for DM is the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP),
and most of the current experiments aim at the detection of WIMPs. However, there are
alternative candidates to account for the features of DM, and Weakly Interacting Slim Particles (WISP), e.g. axion-like particles (ALP) or hidden-sector photons (HP), can be the main
component of DM [1].
Hidden photon cold dark matter (CDM) can be experimentally investigated via kinetic
mixing (χ/2)Fµν X̃ µν between photons and hidden photons. For example, the Axion Dark
Matter eXperiment (ADMX) [2], which employs a resonant cavity and magnetic field to search
for axion dark matter, also has sensitivity to hidden photon CDM, and its non-detection of the
signal [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] was translated to the upper limit for the kinetic mixing parameter χ [1].
Additionally, a novel method with a spherical mirror to search for HP CDM was recently
proposed [8], with which wider mass-range can be probed without rearranging the setup. In
this method, ordinary photons of energy ω ' mγ 0 induced by HP CDM via kinetic mixing are
emitted in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the mirror, resulting in concentration
of the power to the center of the mirror sphere.
This method using a spherical reflector is extremely simple, and can be implemented relatively easily. To confirm its feasibility in real situations, we planned and carried out two
experiments to search for HP CDM in two different mass regions: one is for mγ 0 ∼ eV using
optical equipments and the other for mγ 0 ∼ 50 µeV employing RF instruments. Here we report
on the preparations and the results of those searches for HP CDM using the dish method.
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2

Optical search

For the search in mγ 0 ∼ eV, we need a spherical mirror and a photodetector. Non-relativistic HPs near the
surface of a reflector induce emission of photons in the
direction perpendicular to the surface. A photodetector is placed at the point of convergence and detects
emitted photons.
We used a parabolic mirror as a ‘dish’. The
parabolic mirror is 500 mm in diameter, 1007 mm focal length and the focal spot diameter is 1.5 mm. We
used a parabolic surface instead of a spherical surface
originally proposed in Ref. [8] to reuse the mirror which
had been employed in the solar HP helioscope [9]. From
the diameter and the focal length of the parabolic mirFigure 1: The setup for the optical
ror, photons emitted perpendicularly to the surface are
search. After installing optical equipcalculated to concentrate to a small area of 4 mm in
ments, this frame was wrapped with
diameter at twice the focal length of the mirror, which
black polyethylene sheets to block amis small enough compared to the effective area of the
bient light.
photodetector.
A photomultiplier tube (PMT) was employed as the
detector of emitted photons. We selected Hamamatsu Photonics R3550P because of its low dark
count rate of ∼ 5Hz. We used a motorized stage to shift the position of the PMT, which enabled
us to measure background noise.
The mirror and the detector were mounted on a steel frame, which rigidly holds the arrangement (Fig. 1). After installing the optical equipments, this frame was wrapped with black
polyethylene sheets to shield from ambient light. Additionally, the whole setup was installed in
a light-tight box of 1m × 1m × 3m to attain higher light-tightness.
With this setup, we carried out the experimental search for HP CDM in the eV mass
range [10]. The overall duration of the measurement was 8.3 × 105 s for each configuration:
with the PMT at the position of convergence of the HP CDM signal (signal, S) and at the
position displaced by 25 mm from position S (background, B). We found no excess in count
rate measured at position S compared to at position B. We translated this non-detection result
to the limit for the mixing parameter χ (Fig. 2).

3

RF search

We also targeted detection in Ku band (∼ 12 GHz) for the feasibility test of the ‘dish’ method.
We can use commercially available dish antennas for this frequency region, though they usually have parabolic shape, which cannot be approximated as spherical shape because of their
short focal lengths compared to their diameters. In order to overcome this problem, we let
our dish face a plane reflector, from which plane radio waves of HP CDM origin would be
emitted perpendicularly to the surface. Because parabolic dishes concentrate plane waves to
their focal point, the amplification of HP CDM signal properly works. We used an Anstellar SXT-220 as a dish, which is 2.2 m in diameter and designed for CS broadcast reception.
A huge plane reflector was constructed by combining four alminum plates on a rigid frame.
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Figure 2: Preliminary results of the experimental searches for HP CDM. The vertical axis shows
the mixing parameter χ, and the horizontal axis shows the mass of hidden-photon mγ 0 . The
red colored regions are excluded by our results for two experimental setups. With the optical
setup, we excluded the area around mγ 0 ∼ eV. The search in Ku band excluded the region
around mγ 0 ∼ 50 µeV. For a descriptions of the other colored areas, see Ref. [10].

For the converter, we selected Norsat 4506B,
which down-converts the signal with the local
frequency of 11 GHz. The output of the converter was connected to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer, Rohde & Schwarz FSV-4.
The signal of the existence of HP CDM would
be seen as a spectral line with a broadening of
∆f /f ∼ 10−6 due to the velocity dispersion of
DM.
After the calibration, the setup for the experimetal search was constructed by setting the
dish in front of the plane reflector (Fig. 3).
Using this setup, we actually carried out the
experimental search for four days. We observed no
signal-like excess in the power spectrum and set an
upper limit for the parameter χ (Fig. 2). Although
the limit is narrow in the sensitive mass region, we
can expand it only by replacing the converter for
one which is capable of handling wider frequency
range.
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Figure 3: The setup for the search in Ku
band. The parabolic dish designed for CS
broadcast reception faces on the plane reflector made up of four alminum plates.
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4

Conclusion

We constructed two apparatuses utilizing a novel method using a dish antenna. One uses an
optical mirror for the survey in mγ 0 ∼ eV, and the other uses a dish antenna for CS broadcast
reception to search HPs with mγ 0 ∼ 50 µeV. We actually carried out the experimetal search,
and found no evidence for the existence of HP CDM. From the result, we set upper limits on
the photon-HP mixing parameter χ in two different mass regions (Fig. 2).
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In this work, I present an innovative idea to search for solar axions using a large volume
low background Time Projection Chamber (TPC) immersed in a magnetic field. This
technique will be sensitive to axion masses above few hundreds of meV in the theoretically
favored QCD-axion parameter space. The detector geometry will be such that will allow
to monitor the solar axion flux during the whole day. A stationary detector would produce
a daily and annual modulation signal pattern given by the angle of the incident axion flux
and the TPC magnetic field which is driven by the earth rotation. Recent progress on
large volume low background TPC’s for rare event searches motivates the development of
such helioscope technique. The principle of detection and prospects on the sensitivity of
such an experiment will be shown.

1

Introduction

The axion is a hypothetical neutral pseudoscalar particle which was already predicted in 1977 [1].
This weakly interacting particle came out as a simple solution to the CP problem of strong
interactions in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [2]. The particular properties of the axion
can be restricted by the actual observational consequences that its existence would imply in
astrophysics and cosmology [3, 4]. Their detection principle is based on the Primakoff effect
using the interaction of the axion with two photons [5]. Experiments searching for axions use
an intense magnetic field that provides one of the photons involved in the interaction, aiming
to detect the second photon that, for maximum conversion probability, carries the total energy
of the axion. The idea here presented belongs to the axion helioscope searches. If axions exist,
they should be produced in the inner core of the Sun. The energy spectrum of these axions is
related to the core temperature of the Sun, and thus its energy is in the 1-10 keV region. Axion
helioscopes aim to detect the solar axion flux on the earth.
The first solar axion searches provided axion-photon coupling sensitivities for a wide axion
mass region (see [6] for a detailed review). The CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) provides
today the best sensitivity to the axion-photon coupling for solar axions, being the first helioscope exploring a theoretically favored axion region for axion masses . eV [7]. CAST uses a
9.6 m-long dipole magnet with an intense magnetic field of 8.9 T, capable to track the Sun 3
hours per day. The International AXion Observatory (IAXO) collaboration is developing the
future generation helioscope magnet [8]. IAXO will built a dedicated 8-bore large-aperture
superconducting magnet 20 m long, reaching an average field intensity of 2.5 T. Each of the 8
(60 cm diameter) magnet bores will be equipped with x-ray focussing devices that will allow to
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focus the large aperture area in a spot of just 0.2 cm2 increasing significatively the signal-tobackground ratio. A dedicated tracking system will facilitate taking data during 12 h per day.
All these enhancements will allow IAXO to improve by 4-5 orders of magnitude the sensitivity
of CAST in terms of signal-to-noise, reaching sensitivities of a few ×10−12 GeV−1 .

2

A new helioscope detection technique

We present a new helioscope detection concept that was never before exploited for axion
searches, and that could allow to improve actual sensitivities, especially for the ma & eV.
To access the higher axion mass region (∼eV) helioscopes use a buffer gas that allows to recover axion-photon conversion probability. The axion field propagates through a long magnetic
bore which is filled with helium to minimize the photon re-absorption. The converted photons
are transmitted to the end of the bore and detected by low background X-ray detectors. In
contrast, the idea proposed here uses a higher-Z (i.e. xenon) buffer gas, allowing to absorb the
converted photons directly in the buffer gas. A TPC design immersed in a magnetic field would
allow their detection (see Figure 1). Further details for the new helioscope concept presented
here can be found at [9].

Figure 1: A conceptual drawing showing the TPC drift volume. The axion would convert
to a photon inside the TPC, interacting in the gas and producing electrons drifting towards
a micropatterned readout, allowing to measure time and spatial event topology. A proper
shielding against external radiation should be placed in order to minimize the background level
of the detector.
This setup is inspired by an original idea developed in 1989 [10]; the main difference with
this work resides on the introduction of a higher-Z buffer gas for axion conversion. The use of
higher-Z gases would be possible in this setup thanks to the fact that the buffer gas defining
the sensitivity at a given axion mass range and the gas detection volume of the TPC would be
the same. Thus, we are interested in using higher-Z gases to maximize the detection efficiency.
The use of a long pipe by actual helioscopes, detecting the transmitted photon component,
is justified for the enhancement of the final axion-photon conversion probability that is proportional to B 2 L2 [11], where B the magnetic field and L its length. In the case of a helioscope
which aims to detect the absorbed photon component, the conversion probability will be just
proportional to B 2 L (or to the volume of the TPC, B 2 V ). This efficiency loss in conversion
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Figure 2: Axion-photon coupling as a function of the axion mass excluded by tracking helioscopes (CAST). The future IAXO sensitivity prospects are also shown. We plot the prospects
for a small prototype (AMELIE-PROTO) and a 1 m3 scale detector (AMELIE). The yellow
band represents the favored axion theoretical region.

probability is counter-balanced by using a larger conversion volume, allowing to re-enhance the
quantity B 2 V , and the longer exposure capability of this type of helioscope.
An obvious implementation maximizing the volume would be a cylindrical shaped TPC.
The magnetic field orientation with respect to the incident axion flux would provide a daily
modulation pattern due to the change on the effective magnetic field transversal component.
The daily average transversal component, B 2 , would be about 75% of the absolute field intensity,
allowing to track the Sun during 24 hours at the given efficiency. The flexibility of operation
of a gaseous TPC at different gas pressures, ranging between few mbar to several bar, would
allow to setup the detector to enhance its sensitivity for different axion mass regions, from few
hundreds of meV to few eV.

3

Prospects for an AMELIE search

The sensitivity achievable with this type of helioscope will be mainly driven by the quantity B 2 V
and the background level achievable by a large volume TPC. Recent progress on low background
large volume TPCs motivates partially the development of this helioscope technique. Prospects
on those TPC developments [12, 13, 14] set the background reachable to be between 0.110 keV−1 day−1 m−3 . To reach these levels the detector should be installed at an underground
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laboratory, certainly possible using this technique since no tracking alignment is required.
We have calculated the axion-photon coupling sensitivity using an Axion Modulation hELIoscope Experiment (AMELIE). Here, we present two different scenarios, a small size prototype
of about 21 dm3 reaching a background level of 1 day−1 m−3 keV−1 , and a larger TPC of about
0.75 m3 reaching an improved background level of 0.1 day−1 m−3 keV−1 . Both scenarios have
been calculated for an absolute magnetic field of 5 T, and four pressure settings at 20, 40, 80
and 160 mbar. For this calculation the total exposure used at the first pressure setting is 5 years,
at the second pressure setting is 2.5 years, and the two remaining pressure settings is 1.25 years.
The resulting sensitivity is shown in Figure 2.
The expected sensitivity shown with this technique would allow to explore a region of the
axion-photon coupling and axion mass parameter space not previously accessible, and to probe
QCD-axions for masses above &100 meV. The main challenges to reach such sensitivity would
be the development of a TPC-magnet design that allows to keep the background level of the
detector below the mentioned levels. Another interesting feature of this type of helioscope
resides on the wide field of view allowing to scan an extense region of the space. The wider
resonance given by the higher-Z gas used would allow to do measurements at a fixed pressure
during long data taking periods, still covering an extense region of the axion mass.
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The KWISP opto-mechanical force sensor has been built and calibrated in the INFN Trieste optics laboratory and is now under off-beam commissioning at CAST. It is designed
to detect the pressure exerted by a flux of solar Chameleons on a thin (100 nm) Si3 N4
micromembrane thanks√to their direct coupling to matter. A√thermally-limited force sensitivity of 1.5 · 10−14 N/ Hz, corresponding to 7.5 · 10−16 m/ Hz in terms of displacement,
has been obtained. An originally developed prototype chameleon chopper has been used
in combination with the KWISP force sensor to conduct preliminary searches for solar
chamaleons.

1

Introduction

The KWISP (Kinetic WISP detection) force-sensor consists of a thin (100 nm) dielectric membrane suspended inside a resonant optical Fabry-Perot cavity [1, 2, 3]. The collective force
exerted by solar Chameleons bouncing off the membrane surface [4, 5] will cause a displacement from its equilibrium position which can be sensed by monitoring the cavity resonant
frequency. Since, in addition, the membrane is a mechanical resonator, the displacement sensitivity is enhanced by the mechanical quality factor of the membrane. For a detailed description
of the KWISP force sensor see [6]. An absolute calibration of the KWISP sensor in terms of
force has been obtained in the INFN Trieste optics laboratory by applying a known external
force supplied by the radiation pressure of a laser beam (pump beam technique). This external
force is modulated at a given frequency allowing one to explore the frequency region near the
mechanical resonance of the membrane. Here we obtain a force sensitivity already at the 300 K
thermal limit [7]. In order to effectively use the KWISP sensor for chameleon detection it is
necessary to find a means of modulating the amplitude of the expected chameleon beam. By
exploiting the ability of chameleons to reflect off any material surface when impinging at grazing
incidence, and to correspondingly traverse it when at normal incidence [4], we have originally
devised and built a chameleon chopper prototype. The chopper allows one to shift the expected
chameleon signal away from the noisy region near zero frequency, eventually reaching, with
a suitable high frequency chopper, frequencies near resonance. We have used the prototype
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chopper, working at frequencies below 200 Hz, for preliminary solar chameleon search runs,
also taking advantage of the fact that the KWISP membrane orientation in space is such, that
a hypothetical chameleon beam from the sun will reflect off it at grazing angles between 0 and
20 degrees for about 1.5 hours each day. In the following we will briefly describe the sensor
setup, the results from absolute calibration measurements, the chameleon chopper prototype
and its use in preliminary solar runs.

2

The KWISP force sensor

The main element of the KWISP force sensor is a vacuum chamber containing an 85 mm-long
Fabry-Perot cavity made with two 1-inch diameter, 100 cm curvature radius, high-reflectivity,
multilayer dielectric mirrors. A Si3 N4 , 5x5 mm2 , 100 nm thick membrane is inserted inside the cavity and it is initially placed approximately midway between the two cavity mirrors (membrane-in-the-middle configuration). The Fabry-Perot cavity is excited using a CW
1064 nm laser beam emitted by a Nd:YAG laser. A second, frequency-doubled, CW beam at
532 nm emitted by the same laser is used as an auxiliary beam (pump beam) for alignment and
for exerting a known external force on the membrane. When the sensor is in detection mode
the Fabry-Perot cavity is frequency-locked to the laser using an electro-optic feedback loop [1].
The error signal generated by this loop is proportional to the instantaneous frequency difference between laser and cavity and its power spectrum contains the information on membrane
displacements. The pump beam, amplitude-modulated at a given frequency, is then injected
into the cavity and it exerts a known force on the membrane by reflecting off it. The intensity
of the pump beam corresponds in our case to a net force of 7.9 · 10−14 N. The presence of this
force is detected as a peak in the measured spectrum of the error signal. The membrane behaves as a mechanical oscillator and its fundamental resonant frequency and quality factor can
be directly measured with the pump beam technique. Figure 1 shows a plot of several power
spectra of the feedback loop error signal. The peaks indicate the presence of the calibration
force, while different peaks correspond to different excitation frequencies. The peak with the
largest amplitude occurs when the pump beam modulation frequency matches the membrane
mechanical resonance
freqeuncy. The background √
level in Figure 1 gives a force sensitivity of
√
1.5 · 10−14 N/ Hz, corresponding to 7.5 · 10−16 m/ Hz in terms of displacement. These values
correspond to the thermal limit at 300 K [7].

3

Preliminary solar runs with the chameleon chopper

To investigate the possible presence of a signal from a beam of chameleons emitted by the sun,
it is necessary to impress a time modulation on it. This can be done by exploiting the general
chameleon property of traversing any material when impinging on it at right angles, and of
reflecting off it when arriving at grazing incidence (see [4] for details). We have designed and
built a prototype chameleon chopper (see Figure 2) exploiting this property.
The chopper was placed in the proper position in order to intercept a hypothetical solar
chameleon beam hitting the membrane at grazing incidence angles between 0 and 20 degrees,
depending on the time of day. Data were then acquired by recording 40 s-long power spectra of
the feedback loop error signal. A partial preliminary analysis of the solar data was conducted
by computing for each spectrum the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and by plotting the SNR as
a function of time. A sample plot of this type is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1: Plot of several power spectra of the error signal from the Fabry-Perot frequencylocking feedback loop. Each spectrum (identified by a unique color) has been taken with
the pump beam exciting the membrane at a given frequency near the 82.5 kHz membrane
resonance frequency (see legend in the figure). Note how the signal amplitude increases when
approaching the resonance frequency. From these data one can estimate a mechanical quality
factor of ≈ 3000.

Figure 2: Prototype chameleon chopper and its working principle. The photograph shows a top
view of the chameleon chopper prototype consisting of two optical prisms glued to a holding tray
capable of rotating along its cylindrical symmetry axis. As the chopper rotates, it presents to
the chameleon beam grazing-incidence and normal-incidence surfaces alternatively. The latter
transmit chameleons, while the former reflect them, causing the required amplitude modulation.
The prototype shown here can rotate at up to ≈ 50 Hz, corresponding to a chopping frequency
of ≈ 200 Hz, as a grazing incidence surface is presented to the incoming beam 4 times each
turn.
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Figure 3: Data from a sample solar run. The graph shows a plot of the Signal-to-Noise ratio
(SNR) near the chopper frequency (17 Hz in this case), measured in the power spectrum of the
feedback error signal, as a function of time. Data were taken while the sun scanned through
grazing incidence angles between 0 and 20 degrees. Notice that the dispersion of the data points
indicates the absence of a clear signal.

4

Conclusions

The KWISP force sensor now running in the INFN Trieste optics laboratory has been calibrated
in absolute terms using a √
known force exerted by an auxiliary√pump beam. The measured
sensitivity of 1.5 · 10−14 N/ Hz, corresponding to 7.5 · 10−16 m/ Hz in terms of displacement,
is already at the 300 K thermal limit. The chameleon chopper concept has been implemented
in a working prototype [8]. This was used in combination with the force-sensor to conduct
preliminary runs for the detection of a hypothetical chameleon beam emitted from the sun.
Analysis of the data from these runs is in progress [9]. The KWISP force sensor, once coupled to
the X-Ray Telescope at CAST, has the potential to access unexplored regions in the Chameleon
parameter space, possibly allowing a first glimpse at the nature of Dark Energy [5].
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The Axion Dark Matter eXperiment - High Frequency (ADMX-HF) was designed to address the specific challenges of the microwave cavity search at higher frequencies in an
operating environment. The platform is intended to serve both as a pathfinder for data in
the frequency range > 5 GHz, as well as an innovation test-bed for new cavity and amplifier technologies. ADMX-HF has recently begun operation with a 9 T magnet, a dilution
refrigerator, Josephson Parametric Amplifiers, and copper cavities. It will eventually test
new concepts such as squeezed-state receivers and single-quantum detectors to evade the
quantum limit, and thin-film superconducting cavities to increase conversion power.

1

Introduction

Axions constituting the dark matter of our Milky Way halo may be resonantly converted to a
weak RF signal in a tunable high-Q microwave cavity permeated by a strong magnetic field,
under the condition that the cavity frequency equals the mass of the axion, i.e. hν = mc2 [1] ;
see Figure 1. The conversion power is given by
2
P ∼ gaγγ
(ρa /ma ) B 2 QC V Cnml ,

2
is the axion-photon coupling, ma and ρa the mass of the axion and its local halo
where gaγγ
density, B the magnetic field strength, and V , QC and Cnml the volume, quality factor and
form factor of the microwave cavity. While the expected signal power is exceedingly small for all
experiments to date, being measured in yoctowatts (10−24 W), the critical factor for detection
is the signal-to-noise ratio,
r
P
t
SN R =
k TS ∆νa

which depends not only upon the signal power, but also on the bandwidth of the signal line
(∆νa /νa ∼ 10−6 for virialized axions), the integration time t , and most importantly the system
noise temperature TS . The system noise temperature is the sum of the thermal and the noise
equivalent temperature contributions from the amplifier,


1
1
k TS = hν
+
+ k TA
ehν/kT − 1 2

which for kT  hν, reduces to TS ≈ T + TA . Linear amplifiers are subject to an irreducible
noise temperature, called the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL), kTSQL = hν, but there are
strategies to evade this limit, which will be explored in ADMX-HF.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the microwave cavity experiment.
Figure 2 displays the excluded range of mass and coupling (ma , gaγγ ) for the microwave
cavity search to date, including the original Rochester-Brookhaven-Fermilab (RBF) [2, 3] and
University of Florida (UF) experiments [4], along with the results from the Axion Dark Matter
eXperiment (ADMX) [5]. Since 1995, approximately an octave of mass range has been covered
by ADMX in the few µeV range within the band of plausible models; ultimately the microwave
cavity search or other techniques must cover up to the ∼ 10 meV range with a sensitivity to find
or exclude axions of the most pessimistic photon coupling, ideally even if they do not saturate
the halo dark matter density.

2
2.1

ADMX-HF
Technical description

The Axion Dark Matter eXperiment - High Frequency (ADMX-HF) was proposed to address
the challenges of extending the microwave cavity experiment to the next higher decade in
mass, i.e. 5 − 25 GHz (∼ 20 − 100 µeV). The collaboration includes Yale University, where
the experiment is sited, the University of Colorado, the University of California Berkeley and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. ADMX-HF serves both as a pathfinder for first data
at higher masses, and as an innovation test-bed for R&D on new higher frequency cavity and
amplifier concepts, to be validated in an operational environment.
The experimental gantry is suspended from a dilution refrigerator (VeriCold) with a base
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Figure 2: Exclusion region for the microwave cavity experiment.
temperature of 25 mK, and top-loaded into a 9 T superconducting solenoid (Cryomagnetics
Inc.), 40 cm long x 17.5 cm diameter. The magnet was designed to provide an exceptional field
uniformity (Br < 50 G), anticipating the exploration of thin-film superconducting multilayers
on the cylindrical surfaces of the cavity to boost the quality factor Q.
The microwave cavity for initial operation however is normal conducting, consisting of a
cylindrical volume (25.4 cm long x 10.2 cm diam.), and tuned by the radial displacement of a
metallic rod (5.1 cm diam.). The cavity and tuning rod are made of stainless steel, electroplated
with OFHC copper and annealed. The TM010 is the mode of choice for the microwave cavity
experiment, as its form factor is the largest by far, and can be tuned from 3.6 − 5.8 GHz here.
Berkeley and LLNL share responsibility for all cavity R&D and fabrication.
ADMX-HF represents the inaugural use of Josephson Parametric Amplifiers (JPA) for the
microwave cavity axion search. JPAs are a natural technology in the 5 − 10 GHz range, as
they are intrinsically quantum-limited and broadly tunable. They require a magnetically fieldfree environment to operate however, requiring a “defense in depth” approach to shield out
the fringe field from the main magnet. A field compensation coil was designed in the magnet
cryostat to cancel out most of the fringe field; this was supplemented with 4 persistent coil
packages to further reduce the fringe field and, more importantly, its gradient. Within the coils
and ∼ 50 cm above the cavity, it is the JPA canister, consisting of two layers of CryoPerm,
and lined inside with thin lead sheets, superconducting for T < 7.2 K. This design has proven
completely successful, and the remnant field at the JPA has been demonstrated to increase by
< 1% of a flux quantum at the JPA when the field is ramped from 0 - 9 T. Figure 3 shows the
experiment in various stages of assembly; a more complete description of ADMX-HF is found
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Figure 3: (a) Microphotograph of the JPA. (b) Microwave cavity. (c) Gantry. Dilution refrigerator (top); JPA canister (middle); cavity (bottom). (d) Gantry with thermal shields installed
being lowered into the magnet. (e) Fully assembled experiment. Magnet cryostat (gray); dilution refrigerator (red). Floor level for the DAQ and computer is at the top of the photo.
in Reference [6].

2.2

Status

The experiment was completed and commissioned in mid-2015, and has undergone its first
short data-taking runs. The system noise temperature was measured to be k TSY S ≈ 800 mK,
about 2.9 times the Standard Quantum Limit. The additional noise source was imputed to the
thermal contribution of the tuning rod, which is connected to the rest of the experiment only
by a thin ceramic axle. A long data run is planned is planned once an improved thermal link
between the rod and the cavity is implemented, and final data acquisition software written.

3

Future developments

ADMX-HF has already proven its utility identifying and addressing the mundane ‘low-tech’
issues that can impede the experiment from operating in a robust, high duty factor manner
at higher frequencies. These include e.g. the proportionately more stringent specifications on
160
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machining and alignment tolerances for the cavity, and minimizing the rod-endcap gap (even
< 250 µm) to avoid mode-localization and thus keeping the form factor C010 as high as possible.
That being said, ADMX-HF was primarily conceived as a test-bed for beyond-state-of-art
innovations in both cavities and amplifiers, or photon detection schemes more generally, that
could radically advance the sensitivity and mass reach of the experiment. Below we briefly
summarize near-term plans in both areas.

3.1

Microwave cavity R&D

Currently, the quality factor of the ADMX-HF cavity critically coupled is QC ∼ 20, 000. Compared with the intrinsic line width of the axion signal, Qa ∼ 106 , it is seen that there is a
potentially factor of 50 in signal power to be gained, that could improve both the sensitivity and speed up the search rate of the experiment. There is a further imperative to seek
an improvement in Q, as on basic scaling grounds, Q will deteriorate as ν −2/3 , largely as a
consequence of the increasing surface to volume ratio for higher frequency structures.
Recently, Xi et al. have demonstrated that very thin films (∼ 10 nm) of the Type-II
superconductor Nbx Ti1−x N exhibits a lossless microwave response, to > 100 GHz, in a high
magnetic field oriented perfectly parallel to the surface, Bk = 10 T [7]. This suggests the
possibility of improving the Q of the cavity by an order of magnitude, by deposition of a
multilayer thin superconducting film on all cylindrical surfaces of the cavity and tuning rods.
A multilayer will be required, as the required thinness of an individual layer to ensure flux
vortices are expelled from the film, ∼ 10 nm, is still much less than the penetration depth, of
order 100 nm; calculations are underway to determine the optimal design of such a multilayer.
A R&D program is underway at Berkeley, LLNL and Yale to fabricate and characterize
NbTiN thin films made by RF plasma deposition; see Figure 4. Films exhibiting DC superconductivity with high critical temperatures (TC ∼ 14 K) were readily produced, so long as
care was taken to prevent oxidation during the plasma deposition process. Film thickness and
stoichiometry have been measured by Rutherford Backscattering, and more recently by X-Ray
Fluorescence. The next phase of the R&D program will involve measuring the RF performance
of the films in small 10 GHz cavity prototypes, along with their magnetic field dependence.
Finally, multilayer structures will be modeled, fabricated and characterized; pursuant to successful prototype tests, a full-scale hybrid cavity will be produced, tested and used in ADMX-HF
operational conditions.
Other cavity innovations that will be investigated within the next year will be the applicability of Photonic Band Gap structures, i.e. a lattice array of metallic posts but without the
boundary condition imposed by an external cylindrical conducting surface [8]. With one or
more of the posts removed in the center of the array, a judicious choice of geometry can result
in the desired TM010 mode being trapped, but the myriad of confounding TE and TEM modes
being propagated away. Eliminating the forest of mode crossings would greatly simplify and
accelerate covering the mass range in an unbroken manner, by obviating the need for difficult
and time-consuming procedures for shifting mode crossings away from an obscured notch in
frequency and rescanning.

3.2

Amplifier and single-quantum detector R&D

The other major frontier will be a further reduction in total system noise temperature, circumventing the irreducible noise temperature of linear amplifiers set by quantum mechanics. Two
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Figure 4: (a) RF plasma deposition unit at UC Berkeley. Inset: RF antenna (NbTi tube) in
the plasma during deposition. (b) Rutherford Backscattering profile of a test sample. (c) Test
of a planar sample, exhibiting DC superconductivity at TC = 12.3 K. Inset: NbTiN coating on
the inside of a 10 cm diameter quartz tube.
strategies will be pursued. In the near term, the JILA/Colorado group will deploy a receiver
based on squeezed-vacuum states, by which one JPA prepares and injects a squeezed state into
the cavity, and a second one measures the output of the cavity. Noise reduction below TSQL
by a factor of 4 has already been demonstrated on the bench by this group; successful deployment in ADMX-HF will however require proper care to eliminate all sources of signal loss (e.g.
eliminating couplers, replacing coaxial cables with rigid waveguides, etc.).
Second, the Colorado group is investigating the applicability of single-quantum detection
schemes (qubits, etc.) for the axion experiment as well [10, 11, 12], for which there is a significant
experience base in the quantum information world to build on.
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The CAST-CAPP/IBS Detector project will use tunable rectangular cavities inserted in
the 43 mm twin-bore, 9T, CAST dipole magnet to search for axion DM, initially in the
21 to 25 µeV mass range. The sensitivity of this haloscope could reach into the QCD
axion parameter space in a wider, yet-unexplored, mass region. Preliminary model results
guiding the project design are presented.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Axions arise as consequence of the Peccei-Quinn solution to the strong CP problem [1]–[7]. They
are natural cold dark matter (DM) candidates [8]–[10] if their mass lies within the range (1–
100) µeV. In addition to the explicit axion there is a wide range of so-called axion-like particles
(ALPs) having similar couplings, but with an often increased coupling constant. They could
also be good dark matter candidates [11]–[12]. Axion searches can therefore shed light on the
nature of DM, a major issue of contemporary physics. A convenient search method is based on
the coupling of axions to two photons, as expressed by the Lagrangian term
L ≈ gaγγ ϕa E · B

(1)

where gaγγ is the (model dependent) coupling constant, and ϕa is the axion field. Haloscopes
can detect axions in the µeV mass region [13]. They consist of microwave cavities immersed in
a strong magnetic field. Similarly to the Primakoff effect [14], the axion-to-photon conversion
rate is enhanced in a region of space where a strong magnetic field B is present. The conversion
probability is further enhanced if the outgoing photon, represented by the electric field E in
the previous equation, is detected in a microwave cavity resonating to the frequency of the
axion mass. A number of searches using haloscopes have already been undertaken [15]–[17]
with solenoid magnets producing the external field, such as the ADMX experiment [18]–[19].
Leveraging on [20] and adding some new ideas, members of the CAPP/IBS, now part of the
CAST collaboration, have recently proposed to exploit the CAST dipole magnet to search
for axion DM using rectangular cavities. The CAST collaboration then decided to submit a
proposal to CERN, an effort that can probe the ∼ (2–3)×10−5 eV mass range with a sensitivity
that could reach into the QCD axion domain. This region has never been explored before for
cold DM searches.
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2

Experimental Setup

The field strength (9 T) and geometry (9 m length, 43 mm diameter twin bores) of the CAST
superconducting dipole magnet, formerly an LHC prototype, are appropriate for cold DM axion
searches with rectangular cavities.

2.1

Rectangular Cavities in Dipole Magnets

The on-resonance axion conversion power in a microwave cavity is proportional to B 2 , to the
cavity quality factor Q (the ratio of the cavity stored-energy to its losses), to its volume V , and
geometry factor C [21]
2
P ≈ gaγγ

ρa 2
B ·Q·V ·C
ma

(2)

Here ρa is the axion field density and ma is the axion mass. A suitable experimental setup in a
dipole field consists of tunable rectangular cavities introduced into the magnet bore, with the
magnetic field parallel to the resonator lateral sides. Equation (1) suggests that the sensitivity
would be maximized if TE modes are used. The mode frequency depends on the cavity width
(w), height (h), length (L), and mode indexes l, m, n, as
r 
l 2  m 2  n 2
+
+
(3)
flmn ∝
w
h
L
Assuming L to be along the z direction, and the external B field along y, it is convenient to
choose modes in which m = 0 so that the resonant electric field is parallel to B
 nπ 
 lπ 
x sin
z
Ey ∝ sin
w
L
Ex = Ez ≡ 0

(4)

The fundamental TE101 is the most favourable, giving a geometry factor of 0.66 for an empty
cavity, the highest possible in our case. This mode is sufficiently isolated from other modes if
the cavity aspect ratio is not too large (. 100). For our estimates we assumed inner cavity
lateral sizes of 25 mm × 24 mm. If the cavity is tuned as described in Sec. 3, the maximum
frequency will be 5.8 GHz, corresponding to an axion mass of 24 × 10−6 eV.

2.2

Sensitivity

The cavity on-resonance output power from axion to photon conversion can be estimated as
[21] (and also [19])



2 
ρa
2.4 × 10−5 eV
−23
14
P = 1.6 × 10
W gaγγ 10 GeV
3
ma
300 MeV/cm


B
×
9T

2 

V
5L



Q
5 × 103



C
0.66



(5)

The value of 300 Mev/cm3 in Eq. (5) is a commonly used value for the DM density in the
vicinity of the Earth. The quality factor Q is the minimum between the loaded-Q, i.e. when
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the cavity is coupled to the rest of the detection system, and the DM Q-factor resulting from the
energy spread of the axion, which is in the order of 106 . Here a rather conservative Q = 5, 000,
with a critically coupled cavity, has been assumed. The volume of 5 L corresponds to filling one
of the two magnet bores with multiple cavities, provided they can be phase-matched. Under
the above conditions the on-resonance cavity power resulting from an axion signal would be
∼ 10−23 W, assuming a coupling constant gaγγ of 10−14 GeV−1 . If we require a signal-tonoise ratio of 4, the time required to measure this power level at a given resonant frequency
(axion mass) is, as deduced from the radiometer equation [22], in the order of 10 days, for a
system temperature of 3.8 K resulting from adding the magnet operating temperature, 1.8 K, to
a commercial amplifier noise temperature of 2 K. The signal bandwidth is taken equivalent to
the axion DM velocity spread of 10−3 times the speed of light [13]. The assumed quality factor
in the previous estimates is rather modest. At the experiment operating temperature, 1.8 K, we
should expect a much higher Q. The sensitivity would scale accordingly, further demonstrating
the good potential of this setup for axion DM search in a region of the parameter space, gaγγ
vs. axion mass, where no data currently exist.

3

Cavity Design

Since the experiment sensitivity increases with the resonator volume, it would be desirable to
completely fill each of the two magnet bores with a single resonator or with phase-matched
multiple cavities. As the aspect ratio L/w of the structure increases, however, the quality
factor decreases, the resonant frequencies tend to converge to a single value (Eq. (3)), and
mechanical tolerances become more demanding. In addition, since a tunable cavity is desired,
a proper tuning mechanism must be included. All these aspects have been considered in a
preliminary model of a relatively short cavity, 24 mm × 25 mm × 50 cm, that seems able to
offer reliable TE101 mode operation, frequency separation, and reasonable sensitivity for a first
stage experiment. Although a single such cavity will not be able to reach into the QCD axion
parameter space, we should be able to set new limits into a yet unexplored domain of that
region. Preliminary model results related to tuning, frequency spacing, and mechanical design
tolerances are presented in the reminder of this contribution.
We have studied tuning mechanisms consisting in placing dielectric materials and/or metallic
plates inside the cavity. Depending on its volume, position and shape, any material placed inside
the cavity will alter the cavity mode structure and resonant frequency and, as a consequence,
the cavity quality and geometry factors. A sensible tuning mechanism has been identified
consisting in two dielectric bars of permittivity  = 9 and sizes 2.5 mm × 15 mm × 45 cm
symmetrically placed parallel to the longitudinal sides, simultaneously moving towards the
center, as conceptually depicted in the top-left of Fig. 1. This gives a sizable down-tuning
range, from 5.8 to 4.2 GHz, as seen on the top right of the same figure.
The frequency spacing is the distance in frequency to the next higher order mode. If this
spacing is small compared to the bandwidth of the cavity the two modes will couple to each other
resulting in loss of sensitivity. It would be best to operate in single mode, if not however, the
loss in sensitivity at the desired frequency might still be acceptable. An approximate criterion
to establish the maximum cavity length for small values of the index n, in TE10n , as given in
[20], is confirmed by our preliminary modeling. In our example, mode spacing is not an issue
as seen in the bottom left of Fig. 1.
Mechanical tolerances play a crucial role due to mode localization. This means that the
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mode field distribution in the resonator space is altered depending on the deviation of the
cavity shape from its ideal design, thus causing a decrease in the geometry form factor. To
observe mode localization and investigate sensitivity to mechanical tolerances we have modeled
a trapezoidal resonator in which the width of the cavity, w, changes from the original 25 mm
to 24.5 mm, on one side only, and we tracked the geometry form factor as a function of w, as
illustrated in the bottom right Fig. 1. Mechanical tolerances at 50 µm level seem sufficient for
our benchmark cavity.

Figure 1: Preliminary modeling results. Top left: Cavity tuning conceptual design. Top right:
Tuning range. Bottom left: ratio of resonant bandwidth to frequency spacing. Bottom right:
Mode localization from cavity deformation.

4

Conclusion

The CAST-CAPP/IBS Detector project is a haloscope search for axion DM with rectangular
cavities inserted in the bores of the CAST dipole magnet. Preliminary cavity engineering
models are promising. The haloscope sensitivity may be able to reach into the QCD axion
parameter space over the unexplored region of (2–3)×10−5 eV axion mass range, provided that
phase-matching of multiple cavities is possible.
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We propose to search for scalar dark matter via its effects on the electromagnetic finestructure constant and particle masses. Scalar dark matter that forms an oscillating classical field produces ‘slow’ linear-in-time drifts and oscillating variations of the fundamental
constants, while scalar dark matter that forms topological defects produces transient-intime variations of the constants of Nature. These variations can be sought for with atomic
clock, laser interferometer and pulsar timing measurements. Atomic spectroscopy and Big
Bang nucleosynthesis measurements already give improved bounds on the quadratic interaction parameters of scalar dark matter with the photon and light quarks by up to 15
orders of magnitude, while Big Bang nucleosynthesis measurements provide the first such
constraints on the interaction parameters of scalar dark matter with the massive vector
bosons.

1

Introduction

Astrophysical observations indicate that the matter content of the Universe is overwhelmingly
dominated by dark matter (DM), the energy density of which exceeds that of ordinary matter
by a factor of five. In order to explain the observed abundance of DM, it is reasonable to expect
that DM interacts non-gravitationally with ordinary matter. Searches for weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) DM, which look for the scattering of WIMPs off nuclei, have not yet
produced a strong positive result. Further progress with these traditional searches is hindered by
the observation that the sought effects are fourth-power in the underlying interaction strength
between DM and Standard Model (SM) matter, which is known to be extremely small.
We propose to search for other well-motivated DM candidates that include ultralight (subeV) scalar particles, which are closely related to axions (the only difference being the intrinsic
parity of the particle, which determines the forms of the interactions with SM particles), by
exploiting effects that are first-power in the interaction strength between these scalar particles and SM matter. Ultralight scalar (and axion-like pseudoscalar) DM in the mass range
mφ ∼ 10−24 –10−20 eV has been proposed [1–3] to solve several long-standing astrophysical puzzles, such as the cusp-core, missing satellite, and too-big-to-fail problems [4], due to its effects
on structure formation. Scalar DM can produce variations of the fundamental constants of
Nature, which leave distinctive signatures in atomic clock, laser interferometer and pulsar timAxion–WIMP
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ing observables. The phenomenally high level of precision already attainable in measurements
performed with these systems provides strong motivation to utilise them in searches for scalar
DM.

2

Scalar dark matter

Scalar (as well as axion-like pseudoscalar) DM may interact quadratically with SM matter as
follows:
Lint =

X φ2 M 2
φ2 Fµν F µν X φ2
V
¯f +
m
f
−
Vν V ν ,
f
(Λ0γ )2
4
(Λ0f )2
(Λ0V )2 2
f

(1)

V

where the first term represents the coupling of the scalar field to the electromagnetic field
tensor F , the second term represents the coupling of the scalar field to the fermion bilinears
f¯f , while the third term represents the coupling of the scalar field to the massive vector boson
wavefunctions. The Λ0X that appear in Eq. (1) are moderately large energy scales that are
constrained from stellar energy-loss arguments: Λ0γ & 3 × 103 GeV, Λ0p & 15 × 103 GeV, Λ0e &
3 × 103 GeV, which are stronger than bounds from fifth-force searches: Λ0p & 2 × 103 GeV (note
that a fifth-force due to the quadratic couplings in Eq. (1) arises in the leading order through
the exchange of a pair of φ-quanta, which generates a less efficient V (r) ∝ 1/(Λ0X )4 r3 attractive
potential, instead of the usual Yukawa potential in the case of linear-in-φ couplings) [5].
The couplings in Eq. (1) alter the electromagnetic fine-structure constant α and particle
masses as follows:


α
φ2
δmf
δMV
φ2
φ2
α→
∼
α
1
+
,
,
.
(2)
=
=
0
1 − φ2 /(Λ0γ )2
(Λ0γ )2
mf
(Λf )2 MV
(Λ0V )2
In the simplest case, in which scalar DM is produced non-thermally and forms a coherently
oscillating classical field, φ(t) ∼ φ0 cos(mφ t), which survives to the present day if the scalar
particles are sufficiently light and weakly interacting, scalar DM that interacts with SM matter
via Eq. (1) produces both ‘slow’ linear-in-time drifts and oscillating variations of α and the
particle masses [6, 7]. Apart from the coherently oscillating classical fields that ultralight scalar
DM can form, ultralight scalar DM may also form topological defects (TDs), which arise from
the stabilisation of the scalar field under a suitable self-potential [8]. In this case, TDs instead
produce transient-in-time variations of α and the particle masses as a defect temporarily passes
through some region of space [9, 10].
BBN constraints — Astrophysical observations can be used to constrain the interactions of
scalar DM with SM matter that appear in Eq. (1). Since the energy density of a non-relativistic
oscillating scalar field scales as ρscalar ∝ (1 + z)3 , the strongest astrophysical constraints on the
parameters in Eq. (1) come from the earliest observationally tested epoch of the Universe,
namely Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). The interactions between scalar DM and SM matter
need to be sufficiently weak (see Fig. 1 for the case of the scalar-photon coupling) to be consistent
with the predicted and measured neutron-to-proton ratio at the time of weak interaction freezeout (tF ∼ 1.1 s), which determines the primordial 4 He abundance [6, 7].
Pulsar timing searches — Astrophysical measurements can also be used to directly search
for scalar DM. In particular, pulsar timing measurements can be used to search for transientin-time variations of the neutron mass induced by TDs [10]. A pulsar is a highly magnetised
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neutron star, which emits electromagnetic radiation and rotates with (usually a very stable)
period ranging from T ∼ 1 ms to 10 s. Assuming the angular momentum of a pulsar is conserved
upon the passage of a defect through a pulsar, then its frequency of rotation would change as
follows: δω(t)/ω ∼ −δmn (t)/δmn . For sufficiently non-adiabatic passage of a defect through
a pulsar, the defect may potentially trigger a ‘pulsar glitch’ event (which have already been
observed, but the exact origin of which is still disputed [11]) by triggering vortex unpinning
or crustal fracture, in which the source of angular momentum required for the glitch event is
provided by the pulsar itself [12].

Figure 1: Region of scalar dark matter parameter space ruled out for the quadratic interaction
of a scalar field φ with the photon. Region below yellow line corresponds to constraints from
CMB measurements [6]. Region below blue line corresponds to constraints from comparison
of measurements and SM calculations of the ratio (mn − mp )/TF [6, 7]. Region below red
line corresponds to constraints from atomic dysprosium spectroscopy measurements [6, 7]. Region below black line corresponds to constraints from stellar energy-loss bounds and fifth-force
experimental searches [5].

Laboratory clock searches — Transition frequencies in atomic, molecular and nuclear
systems depend on the values of the fundamental constants and particle masses. Thus, comparing the ratio of two different transition frequencies, ω1 /ω2 , in such systems provides a method
of searching for the oscillating-in-time and transient-in-time variations of the fundamental constants produced by scalar DM (see the reviews [13, 14] for summaries of the possible systems).
The first laboratory search for oscillating-in-time variation of the electromagnetic fine-structure
constant has recently been performed in atomic dysprosium [15], and the results have been used
to place stringent constraints on the parameter Λ0γ [6, 7], see Fig. 1.
Laboratory laser interferometry searches — Laser interferometers may also be used to
search for the oscillating-in-time and transient-in-time variations of the fundamental constants
produced by scalar DM [16]. An atomic transition frequency ω and length of a solid L = N aB ,
where aB is the Bohr radius, both depend on the fundamental constants and particle masses. If
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the frequency of light inside an interferometer is determined by an atomic transition frequency
and the interferometer arm length is allowed to vary freely, the atomic transition wavelength
and arm length are compared directly:
 2 

ωL
e
N aB
Φ=
∼
= N α,
(3)
c
aB ~
c
where the optical atomic transition frequency ω is proportional to the atomic unit of frequency, e2 /aB ~. Variation of the electromagnetic fine-structure constant thus produces the
phase shift δΦ(t) ∼ Φ δα(t)/α.
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I review possible observational phenomena appearing in models leading to dense small-scale
substructures in the axionic dark matter. Also, I discuss their imaginable implications for
the direct dark matter searches in the laboratory.

1

Introduction

In a wide variety of axion models, the Dark Matter (DM) on smallest scales, M ∼ 10−12 M ,
is confined in very dense axionic clumps, called miniclusters. Moreover, in every model the DM
is clustered on all scales, starting from miniclusters and up to galaxies and clusters of galaxies.
In the mass range 10−12 M . M . 107 M the corresponding clusters are called minihalos.
Over the lifetime of the Galaxy, these structures may be tidally destroyed forming tidal streams.
In this talk I review and discuss possible phenomenological consequences of these structures,
both for indirect and direct DM searches.

2

Axion Miniclusters

Let us specify the density of a dark-matter fluctuation prior to matter-radiation equality as
δρa /ρa ≡ Φ. In situation when Φ ∼ 1 (which would correspond to non-interacting axion field
a ≡ fa θ with random initial conditions), these clumps separate from cosmological expansion
and form gravitationally bound objects already at T = Teq , where Teq is the temperature of
equal matter and radiation energy densities. However, at the time when axion oscillations
commence, in many regions θ ∼ 1, and self-interaction is important, V (θ) = m2a fa2 [1 − cos(θ)].
Numerical investigation of the dynamics of the axion field around the QCD epoch [1, 2, 3, 4]
had shown that the non-linear effects lead to “fluctuations” with Φ much larger than unity,
possibly as large as several hundred. In such situation a clump separates from cosmological
expansion at T ' (1 + Φ)Teq resulting in a final minicluster density today given by
ρmc ' 7 × 106 Φ3 (1 + Φ) GeV/cm3 .

(1)

This should be compared to mean DM density in the Solar neighborhood in the Galaxy, ρ̄ ≈
3
0.3 GeV/cm .
The scale of minicluster masses is set by the total mass in axions within the Hubble radius
at a temperature around T ≈1 GeV when axion oscillations commence, which is about
Mmc ∼ 10−12 M .
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Masses of miniclusters are relatively insensitive to the particular value of Φ associated with
the minicluster. The corresponding minicluster radius as a function of M and Φ is:
Rmc ≈

3 × 107

Φ (1 + Φ)

1/3



M
−12
10 M

1/3

km .

(3)

According to Ref. [4], more than 13% of all axionic dark matter are in miniclusters with
Φ & 10, more than about 20% are in miniclusters with Φ & 5 and 70% are in miniclusters
(Φ > 1). Roughly half of all axions reside in miniclusters.

2.1

Bose-condensation

It is remarkable that in spite of the apparent smallness of axion quartic self-coupling, |λa | ≈
(fπ /fa )4 ∼ 10−53 (1012 GeV/fa )−4 , the subsequent relaxation in an axion minicluster due to
2a → 2a scattering can be significant as a consequence of the huge mean phase-space density
−1
of axions [5]. Then, instead of the classical expression, t−1
R ∼ σρa ve ma , where σ is the
corresponding cross section and ve typical velocity in the gravitational well, one gets [5] for the
2 2 −2 −7
relaxation time t−1
R ∼ λa ρa ve ma . The relaxation time is smaller than the present age of the
Universe for miniclusters with Φ & 30 [1] which leads to a possibility of Bose-star formation
inside such miniclusters. Characteristic sizes and limiting masses of resulting objects can be
estimated as follows (if self coupling is negligible, otherwise see [6])
R≈

1
10−12 M
≈ 300
ma ve
MBS



10 µeV
ma

2

km.

(4)

The maximum possible mass of a stable Bose-star corresponds to ve ∼ 1 or Mmax (λ = 0) ≈
2
MPl
/ma . For non-interacting axions this would be in the range of ∼ 10−5 M .
However, regardless of its smallness, the axion self-coupling cannot be neglected in the
discussion of Bose-star stability as well [7]. The self-coupling of axions is negative and their
interaction is attractive. Consequently, instability develops when Mmax (λ < 0) = fa MPl /ma ∼
10−12 M (10 µeV/ma )2 . Overall, with time the mass of the Bose-condensed core, MBS , in the
minicluster grows, while its radius shrinks. When the mass of MBS approaches Mmax (λ < 0),
the core collapses. At this moment its radius is equal to [7]
Rmin ∼ MPl /fa ma ≈ 200 km,

(5)

regardless of ma . Note that the maximum mass for a stable axion Bose-star at ma = 10 µeV is
of the order of the typical mass of the axion minicluster.

2.2

Fast Radio Bursts and Axion Bose-stars

The existence of axion Bose-stars and their explosions into electromagnetic radiation may explain recently discovered phenomena of Fast radio bursts (FRB). Potentially, there are two
processes of explosive axion conversion into photons in astrophysical environment. The first
process is coherent (parametric resonance) conversion, a → 2γ, in a sufficiently dense axionic
medium [6]. Second is a → γ in a strong magnetic field of a neutron star (magnetar) [8, 7]. The
feasibility and relevance of both processes has to be studied yet in detail. Here we just stress
174
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S/N

the similarity of observed characteristics of FRBs to the explosions of axion Bose stars, if the
latter do occur.
FRBs exhibit a frequency-dependent time delay, which obeys a quadratic form so strictly,
that the only remaining explanation is signal dispersion in cosmic plasma during propagation,
for the review see Ref. [9]. The magnitude of this delay is so large that the cosmological
distances are inferred for the FRB sources, z ∼ 1.
Now, we can compare parameters of FRBs
and axion Bose-star explosions.
• Observed fluxes imply that the total
110220
energy radiated in the band of observation
was in the range 1038 − 1040 ergs, assuming isotropy and quoted redshifts. Now, the
121102
10
typical axion minicuster mass is 10−12 M =
110627
110703
2 × 1042 ergs, see Eq.(2). Therefore, the overall energy budget is appropriate and less then
1% conversion efficiency of a minicluster mass
into γ radiation is sufficient to explain FRBs.
120127
• Fast radio bursts occur on a very short
time
scale of millisecond. This implies that
1
the
size
of the emitting region is small, less
1000
2000
3000 4000
then
300
km. This should be compared to the
ν (MHz)
radius of axion Bose-star, Eqs (4) and (5).
• Bursts are frequent, they occur at a high
Figure 1: Fast Radio Burst (FRB) spectra
rate, ∼ 104 events/day for the whole sky.
shifted to their rest frame [7].
This can also be matched (though the issue
requires further study), given that the total
number of miniclusters in the Galaxy is large, N ∼ 1024 .
• If sources of FRBs are at Gpc distances, their brightness temperature would be TB ∼
1036 K, leading to the conclusion that the radiation from FRB sources should be coherent.
Now, both processes of axion to photon conversion mentioned above would lead to a coherent
radiation. Moreover, the spectrum will be strongly peaked at the (half) axion mass. This
should be compared to FRB spectra shifted to their rest frame, see Fig. 1, which is consistent
with spectra being peaked at one and the same frequency, taking into account uncertainties in
FRBs redshifts. Such spectra would be unusual for pure astrophysical phenomena.

3

Miniclusters, minihalos and direct DM searches

Axion miniclusters originate from specific density perturbations with Φ & 1 which are consequence of non-linear axion dynamics around QCD epoch. Most abundant are miniclusters with
Φ ≈ 1. There are 1024 of such miniclusters in the Galaxy and their density in the Solar neighborhood is 1010 pc−3 . Today minicluster with Φ ≈ 1 will have radius ∼ 107 km. Therefore,
during direct encounter of the laboratory with minicluster the local DM density increases by a
factor 108 for about a day. That would create terrific signal in the detectors. However direct
encounter with the Earth would occur less than once in 105 years [3].
In any axion model, as in any other cold dark matter model, structures form also on all scales,
from galaxies to scales which are much smaller then a dwarf satellite galaxy. This is one and the
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same mechanism which leads to a galaxy formation from primordial density perturbations, i.e.
corresponds to Φ  1. For WIMPs this process continues down to clumps with M ∼ 10−6 M ,
which corresponds to the cut-off scale due to free streaming in a typical WIMP model. For
axion DM such minihalos will form down to even smaller scales, down to M ∼ 10−12 M , which
is typical minicluster mass and it corresponds to the mass of all axions in the horizon volume
at the epoch when axion oscillations commence. This process has been numerically modeled
both for WIMPs and axions in Ref. [10] in the mass range 10−6 M . M . 10−4 M . For a
minihalo with M ∼ 10−6 M (which corresponds in our notations to Φ = 0.016) one concludes
that the density of such DM haloes in the Solar neighborhood is ∼ 500 pc−3 , direct encounter
with the Earth occurs once in 104 years, and during encounter DM density increases by a factor
of 100 for about 50 years. That would also create very interesting signal in the detectors, but
all those minihalos are tidally destroyed actually, producing an uninteresting density field. The
situation is different for axion miniclusters though.

4

Axion streams

4.1

Tidal disruption of miniclusters

P!Ρ"

The problem of tidal stripping of satellites has a long history. With time they are tidally
disrupted and form streams. A collection of these streams would resemble spaghetti of large
length L and cross-section radius comparable to the initial clump radius. Recently this process was modeled for minihalos with M ∼ 10−6 M , see e.g. Ref. [11]. It was found that
narrow long streams are formed out of them, with a length which increases in time. For example, in 5 Gyr the length of a stream will be 104 of the initial minihalo radius. Therefore,
we may conclude that such a stream con1
tributes 10−2 of the local DM density and
streams originating from tidal disruption of
0.8
minihalos are not interesting phenomenologically from the point of view of direct DM
0.6
detection. The situation may be different for
miniclusters with Φ & 1, let us consider it
0.4
now.
0.2

For a review of tidal disruption of dense
DM clumps in a vide variety of models see
0
-24
-23
-22
-21
-20
-19
Ref. [12]. The averaged survival probabillog Ρ, g cm"3
ity for clumps (with trajectories such that
they cross Solar neighborhood in the Galaxy)
Figure 2: Survival probability for a clump in as a function of a clump density is shown
the Galaxy as a function of its density, from in Fig. 2, see Ref. [13]. In our notations
Ref. [13].
ρ = 10−20 g/cm−3 corresponds to clumps
with Φ ≈ 0.1. We see that 5% of clumps
with such density is destroyed and their debris form tidal streams with potentially important
phenomenological implications since the initial density in minicluster is much larger comparing
to mini halo.
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4.2

Implications for direct DM searches

An object with relative velocity v ≈ 10−3 crosses a stream during a time interval τ = 2Rmc /v ≈
1/3
55 hr/Φ (1 + Φ) . This time interval corresponds to a period of high signal in the detector.
The mean time between stream crossings can be found in the following way. The probability for
a randomly chosen star to be found inside a stream is given by Pin = ρ̄/ρs , where ρ̄ and ρs are
the mean density and the typical density of DM inside a stream correspondingly. Therefore,
the time interval between successive stream crossings is T = τ /Pin . This would be correct,
however, if all miniclusters would be destroyed. If only a fraction of them is destroyed, T
should be multiplied by F ≡ (1 − Ps )−1 , where Ps the survival probability shown in Fig. 2.
Making the simplifying assumption that the resulting tidal stream
Φ ≈ 0.1
Φ≈1
increases in length with a rate equal
Linear increase in 5 Gyr 2 × 104
106
to the escape velocity from the
Local ρ/ρ̄DM
3
100
clump, and that its width does not
Signal duration τ
20 days
1 day
change significantly, we find the reRepeats in T
2 years 1 day × 100 × F
sulting density inside a stream as
well as other parameters relevant for Table 1: Parameters of tidal streams from miniclusters.
direct DM detection. These parameters are listed in Table 1. We see, that the local DM density increase which occurs when we
cross tidal streams from most abundant miniclusters with Φ from 0.1 to 1 might be interesting
for the direct DM searches. To specify the situation precisely, one needs to know F as a distribution (indeed, the fate of a minicluster depends on many parameters, so it is not a unique
function of Φ) and better knowledge of density evolution inside a stream is required. This study
is in progress [14].
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Light shining through a wall experiments can be used to make measurements of photonWISP couplings. The first stage of the CASCADE experiment at the Cockcroft Institute
of Accelerator Science and Technology is intended to be a proof-of-principle experiment
utilising standard microwave technologies to make a modular, cryogenic HSP detector to
take advantage of future high-power superconducting cavity tests. In these proceedings
we will be presenting the preliminary results of the CASCADE LSW experiment showing
a peak expected exclusion of 1.10 × 10−8 in the mass range from 1.96 µeV to 5.38 µeV,
exceeding current limits.

1

Introduction

CASCADE (CAvity Search for Coupling of A Dark sEctor) is an experiment which utilises
microwave cavities and amplifiers to search for energy transmission between the cavities beyond
that which would be expected through Standard Model processes. This approach is sensitive
to hidden sector photons (HSPs) through their kinetic mixing with the photon as described by
the Lagrangian,
1
1
1
1
(1)
L = − F µν Fµν − B µν Bµν − χF µν Bµν − m2γ 0 Bµ B µ ,
4
4
2
2
where χ is the coupling factor, F is the standard model electromagnetic field and B is the HSP
field.
The method being used is known as a light shining through a wall, LSW, experiment. In
this design a cavity is powered from an external RF source and a second cavity is shielded from
the powered cavity and used as a detector for transmission between the cavities. The cavities
are nominally identical and operate at the same resonant frequency. This enables us to look
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Figure 1: Left: A schematic of the CASCADE experiment. On the left hand side is the emitter
chain and on the right is the detector chain. Spatial positioning is representative of the final
set-up but not to scale. Right: A photograph of the final CASCADE set-up that was used to
make a measurement. The photograph is taken from the same perspective as the schematic for
easy comparison.
for an excess of power in the detector and if the corresponding frequency matches that of our
source, we can conclude that the excess may originate from photon-HSP oscillations. A more
detailed description of the technique is given in [1].

2

Measurement Set-up

The CASCADE experiment employs two cavities and uses amplifiers to maximise the observable
power. To minimise any transmission between the emitter and the detection system, care is
taken to separate the two systems. A schematic of the set-up is shown in Fig. 1.
The emitter system consists of a signal generator, a power amplifier and a copper cavity.
There are two layers of shielding within this chain, a copper box containing the cavity and
an aluminium box around the cavity and power amplifier. By having a shielding box around
the amplifier the RF power in the cables between the signal generator and the shielding box
is kept at -4 dBm rather than the 28 dBm that was provided to the emitter cavity. The signal
generator shares a common 10 MHz reference signal with the detector chain to ensure frequency
lock between the two systems.
The detector chain consists of an Agilent Technologies EXA Signal Analyser, two Miteq
ASF3 Cryogrenic Amplifiers and a copper cavity. There are two layers of shielding around
the cavity with a copper box around the cavity and a stainless steel vacuum box forming
a second box which also contains the amplifiers. It was found that if the amplifiers were
themselves unshielded anomalous signals would be produced by cross talk between the amplifiers
so individual copper boxes are used to shield them from one another.
The cavities were designed to operate in the first transverse magnetic mode (TM010) at
1.3 GHz. The quality(Q) factor was estimated to be up to 22000 at room temperature using
simulations in CST Microwave Studio, however, as the copper used is not oxygen free, the Q
factor is limited to approximately 10500.
The amplifiers were chosen for their low noise characteristics with a noise figure of 0.6 dB at
180
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Figure 2: The signal recorded during a CASCADE run. The dashed line indicates the mean
noise power and the solid orange line indicates 5 standard deviations. It can be seen that there
are no points in excess of this level which indicates a null observation.
room temperature and as low as 0.2 dB at cryogenic temperatures [2]. The frequency region of
interest is of the order of 100 MHz, limited by the cavity tuning, and the observation window
is only 80 Hz, required to achieve the desired frequency resolution. The change in amplification
with frequency for the amplifiers was found to be negligible over this range. Another important
feature is their gain of 38 dB, this was tested by recording the observed power as a function of
input power. A small increase in amplification was observed with reducing input power but,
as the exact cause of the increase was unknown, the minimum observed value of 38 dB per
amplifier was used in the calculating limits. By having two amplifiers in series we can amplify
the thermal noise floor which is estimated to be -230 dBm above the internal noise of the signal
analyser which is approximately -160 dBm.

3

Results

To make an exclusion we need to estimate the smallest signal we would be sensitive to. Since
we are using a light shining through a wall experiment the signal frequency is known to be
1.293539940 GHz meaning we can use the side bands in the measurement to estimate the noise
level in the signal region. The recorded data was over-sampled giving 524288 points each
sensitive to a bandwidth of 0.5 mHz. A 5 sigma confidence level was used as this gives a less
than 0.3% probability of having an excess within 1 Hz of the signal frequency assuming a flat
noise distribution. No excess of power was recorded as can be seen in Fig. 2 where the 5 sigma
power level is indicated by the solid orange line.
The cavities used in CASCADE are aligned coaxially. This enables us to take advantage
of the longitudinal polarisation mode of the HSP. For the longitudinal mode the sensitivity is
proportional to (mHSP /ω)2 , rather than (mHSP /ω)4 as for the transverse mode where mHSP
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Figure 3: The expected exclusion of the CASCADE experiment based on the far field approximation of cavities coupled through the longitudinal polarisation of the HSP. The CROWs
experiment has been highlighted for comparison as it employs the same experimental technique.
is the mass energy of the HSP and ω is the energy of the photons within the source [3]. This
enables the search to cover lower masses leading to the mass range where the new parameter
space is covered to increase from 1.1 µeV to 3.4 µeV. The preliminary exclusion based on the far
field approximation of HSP coupling is shown in Fig. 3 presenting a peak exclusion down to a
mixing factor, χ, of 1.10 × 10−8 and the strongest exclusion from 1.96 µeV to 5.38 µeV. However
the cavity separation was on the order of the cavity height which is closer than appropriate for
the far-field approximation so the final result will be based on a full near-field calculation.
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A leptophobic B-boson couples predominantly to quarks and arises from a new U (1)B
baryon number gauge symmetry. Its leading decay is B → π 0 γ for the mass range of
140–620 MeV [1]. This offers a great experimental opportunity to search for such weaklycoupled gauge bosons in the sub-GeV mass range through the doubly-radiative decay
η → Bγ → π 0 γγ. The Jlab Eta Factory (JEF) experiment has been recently developed
to search for B through this decay channel, with sensitivity to the baryonic fine structure
constant as low as 10−7 . This sensitivity indirectly constrains the existence of anomaly
cancelling fermions at the TeV-scale. The proposed search for B in the three-photon final
state (B → π 0 γ → 3γ) is complementary to a world-wide effort searching for a dark heavy
photon A0 at the high-intensity frontier.

1

Introduction

Dark Matter (DM) dominates the matter density in our universe, but very little is known about
its nature. The existence and stability of DM provide a strong hint that there may be a dark
sector consisting of rich symmetry structure with new forces and new particles that do not
interact with the known strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces, except gravity. Discovery of
any of these particles, new forces, and associated symmetries would redefine our worldview and
have a profound impact. Additional U (1)0 gauge symmetries and associated vector gauge bosons
are one of the best motivated extensions of the Standard Model (SM) [2]. A conserved charge
can explain the stability of dark matter [3]-[7]. In addition, the conserved vector currents are
uniquely positioned to avoid the violation of the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism
for suppression of Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) [8].
One model in the “Vector” portal from the SM sector into the dark sector that has been
widely considered is a new force mediated by an abelian U (1)0 gauge boson A0 (dark photon)
that couples very weakly to electrically charged particles through “kinetic mixing” with the
photon [9]. The mixing angle  controls the coupling of the DM sector to the SM sector.
Searching for a sub-GeV A0 has drawn world-wide attention in recent years and has inspired
broad experimental programs in different high-intensity frontier centers [10]. Most of experimental searches for the A0 are through its decays to e+ e− or µ+ µ− , which rely on the leptonic
coupling of this new force.
Another equally compelling model in the “Vector” portal not covered by the dark photon
searches is a new force mediated by a leptophobic gauge B-boson that couples predominantly
to quarks and arises from a new U (1)B baryon number gauge symmetry [1, 8]. The U (1)B
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symmetry was initially proposed by Lee and Yang back in 1955 [11] and subsequently discussed
extensively in the literature [1, 7, 8, 12, 13]. Since quarks experience all known interactions, it is
fitting to ask whether additional interactions of quarks exist [14]. A new U (1)B gauge symmetry
provides a natural framework for the Peccei-Quinn mechanism in the quark sector for solving
a long standing “strong CP problem” [12]. This model has also been motivated in part by the
similar cosmological abundances of dark matter and baryonic matter in the Universe, which
may point toward a unified baryogenesis mechanism for both types of matter [15]. Since U (1)B
is spontaneously broken by a new Higgs field, the B-boson is massive. In addition, new baryonic
fermions with electroweak quantum numbers are required to cancel the SU (2)2L × U (1)B and
U (1)2Y × U (1)B anomalies. The new fermions acquire masses (Λ) via a U (1)B -breaking Higgs
field, with mB /Λ ≥ gB /(4π) [16], where mB is the mass of B-boson and gB is the U (1)B gauge
coupling. As a result, a positive signal for sub-GeV B with a gauge coupling smaller than 10−3
will imply new fermions at the TeV-scale.
Experimental searches for leptophobic bosons at hadron colliders over the last few decades
have set upper limits on their couplings for masses in the 50 GeV to 3 TeV range [14, 17, 18].
Masses smaller than the pion mass also have very strong constraints from searches for longrange nuclear forces [19]. However, masses around the QCD scale have been nearly “untouched”
due to large SM backgrounds [14]. Nelson and Tetradis first proposed to search for a sub-GeV
B-boson through the η decay in 1989 [8]. However, they assumed that B → π + π − would
dominate for mB > 2mπ . In that case, the signal of B would be mostly hidden under the ρ
meson decay. Tulin demonstrated in his recent article [1] that B → π + π − is suppressed due to
G parity conservation and the leading decay channel is B → π 0 + γ for mπ ≤ mB ≤ 620 MeV.
This offers a great experimental opportunity to search for B in this mass range through the
doubly-radiative decay η → π 0 γγ. The new physics decay η → Bγ → π 0 γγ would produce a
resonance peak at mB in the π 0 γ invariant mass distribution, while the SM-allowed η → π 0 γγ
decay with a suppressed branching ratio of ∼ 2.7 × 10−4 [17] would be present as the irreducible
background in the signal window.

2

Jlab Eta Factory (JEF) Experiment

The Jlab Eta Factory (JEF) Experiment has been recently developed at Jefferson Lab (Jlab)
using the newly developed GlueX apparatus in Hall D to measure η decays with emphasis
on rare neutral modes [20]. One of the main physics goals for this experiment is to provide a
stringent constraint on a leptophobic gauge boson (B) in the mass region 0.14–0.54 GeV through
η → Bγ → π 0 γγ. A 9.0–11.7 GeV tagged photon beam will be used to produce η mesons at
small angles via the γ + p → η + p reaction. The majority of decay photons from the η’s will
be detected in an upgraded Forward Calorimeter (referred to as FCAL-II) in which the central
lead glass blocks of the existing calorimeter will be replaced with smaller size, higher resolution
PbWO4 crystals. For not-too-small η production angles, the low energy recoil protons will be
detected by the start counter and central drift chamber of the GlueX solenoid detector to help
suppress backgrounds.
The measurement of rare η decay to 4γ final states has historically been limited by the
background from η → 3π 0 → 6γ (BR = 32.6%) with missing or merged photons. This problem is addressed in the JEF experiment by the fact that η’s are significantly boosted so that
the detector thresholds are low relative to the photon energies to reduce missing photons, the
kinematics are over-determined (with recoil proton detection), and the decay photons are mea184
2
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sured in an upgraded forward calorimeter (FCAL-II) with a central region of high-granularity,
high-resolution lead tungstate crystals with flash ADC readout, to suppress merged photons.
The Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate that the backgrounds can be reduced by about two
orders of magnitude compared to the existing experiments and to experiments planned at other
facilities, while maintaining a healthy η production rate.

3

Experimental Reach for B-Boson

Figure 1: Current exclusion regions for a leptophobic gauge B-boson [1], with the projected
JEF search region for the baryonic fine structure constant versus mass plane. Shaded regions
are exclusion limits from hadronic Υ(1S) decay [18] and low energy n-Pb scattering [19]. The
pink and blue shaded regions are from A0 searches (KLOE [21] and WASA [22]). A0 limits
applied to B are model-dependent, constraining possible leptonic B couplings. Limits shown
here are for  = 0.1 × egB /(4π)2 . The black contours are current exclusion limits from radiative
light meson decays based on their total rate (assuming the QCD contribution is zero). The light
purple shaded region shows where the B has a macroscopic decay length cτ > 1 cm. The solid
blue curve shows the projected 2σ sensitivity and the dashed blue curve shows the projected
5σ sensitivity for the JEF experimental reach. Dashed gray contours denote the upper bound
on the mass scale Λ for new electroweak fermions needed for anomaly cancellation.
2
The experimental limits on the baryonic fine structure constant αB = gB
/(4π) and B-boson
mass mB are shown in Fig. 1 along with the projected JEF exclusion limits. As shown in the
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figure, the JEF experiment has the sensitivity to the baryonic fine structure constant αB as
low as 10−7 . The observation of a B-boson within the JEF limit would imply new fermions
with masses around the TeV-scale or below. Although such new fermions may have escaped
detection at colliders thus far, they are likely to be within the reach for discovery at the LHC
or future high energy colliders.

4

Summary

A search for a GeV-scale leptophobic gauge boson (B) coupled to baryon number is complementary to ongoing searches for a dark photon. The JEF experiment at Jlab will search for B
over the mass range of 0.14–0.54 GeV in the η → γ +B(→ γ +π 0 ) decay. This measurement will
improve the existing bounds by two orders of magnitude, indirectly constraining the existence
of anomaly cancelling fermions at the TeV-scale.
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Features in the globular cluster luminosity functions (LF) of the post-main sequence stellar
evolution can be used to investigate modifications of standard stellar models and to look for
new physics fingerprints, like axions or hidden photons. Here, we investigate the possible
effects of hidden photons during the red giant branch (RGB) phase. In a follow-up analysis,
these results will be applied to discuss signatures and observational effects in the globular
cluster LF.

1

Introduction

For decades stars have represented very efficient laboratories for testing new models of physics
beyond the standard model [1], providing bounds often superseding what achieved by terrestrial
experiments. Recent examples include axions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], anomalous neutrino magnetic
moment [7, 8, 9], extradimensions [10], and hidden photons [11, 12, 13, 14].
Here, we consider the case of the hidden photons and study their effects on the red giant
branch (RGB). Hidden photons (HP) are described by the Lagrangian [11]
1 2
1 2
χ
m2
L = − Fµν
− Vµν
− Fµν V µν + V Vµν V µν
(1)
4
4
2
2
where F and V represent, respectively, the standard photon and the HP fields, mV is the HP
mass and χ is the coupling constant.
With the exception of [14], which studied the effects of low mass HP from the sun, all
previous analyses of HP from stars have been performed on existent standard stellar models,
therefore ignoring the feedback from the HP emission on the stellar evolution, particularly for
RGB stars. In this case, the approach [12, 13] has been to consider a model of RGB near the
He-flash and constraint the HP emission rate (averaged over the stellar core) to be less than 10
erg/g·s [13]. This simple criteria, however, ignores the possibility that the HP emission could
modify the star evolution prior to the He-flash.
We present preliminary results of an attempt to study the full RGB evolution, including the
new physics cooling channel in the evolutionary code.
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2

Approach

In this first phase of the analysis, we plan to consider only HP masses from a few keV to a
few 10 keV. This mass region seems to be the one where stars can overcome other constraints,
particularly those derived from current dark matter experiments (see, e.g., [13]).
The HP emission rates (for transverse and longitudinal modes) can be found in [11, 12].
Here we consider only the longitudinal mode and use the emission rate in the resonant approximation [12]
q
2
2
2
χ2 m2V ωpl ωpl − mV
L '
4π ρ
eωpl /T − 1

(2)

where ωpl is the plasma frequency. The resonant approximation represents an enormous simplification of the HP rate and, according to our numerical tests, is an excellent approximation
of the longitudinal emission rate throughout the RGB evolution.

3

Preliminary Results

We have considered a model of a
0.82M mass star, with metallicHR diagrams for the different models
ity Z = 0.001, representative of a
reference model
typical globular cluster RGB star.
x=3x10
The model has been evolved from
x=8x10
3.5
pre-main sequence to the RGB tip
x=lx10
(the point of maximum luminosity
of the RGB phase, just before he3.4
lium flash) using the FUNS (FUll
Network Stellar evolution) stellar
3.3
evolution code [15, 16, 17], with the
additional cooling rate (2) for mV =
1 keV.
3.2
The HP emission plays no significant role during the main sequence
3.1�������������������������
3.588
3.586
3.582
3.580
3.578
3.574
3.584
3.576
evolution since, for the masses we
are interested in, the resonant production of either transverse or longitudinal modes is forbidden in this Figure 1: HR diagram for the RGB evolution for our
reference models.
early evolutionary stage.
However, assuming couplings
χ ∼ a few 10−15 , the additional emission provides an effective energy sink during the RGB
evolution, increasing the mass of the helium core and the RGB tip brightness. The results are
shown in the table below, where we report the χ value for each model, helium core mass MHeC ,
evolutionary time up to the tip, the effective surface temperature, the luminosity at the tip
(the maximum value of the luminosity) measured in I band magnitude, MI , the difference of
I magnitude between the tip and the bump (a small local luminosity minimum) ∆MI and the
differences of ∆MI with respect to the reference model without hidden photon. It is evident
-15

-15

-14
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χ
0
3 × 10−15
8 × 10−15
1 × 10−14

MHeC
0.5034
0.5072
0.5238
0.5303

tT IP (Gy)
13.21
13.19
13.10
13.07

log Tef f
3.581
3.579
3.576
3.575

RGB tip MI
-3.997
-4.075
-4.247
-4.255

∆MI
-3.294
-3.395
-3.734
-3.841

∆MI − [∆MI ]ref
0
-0.101
-0.440
-0.547

Table 1: Results from the simulation. The luminosity is measured in I band magnitude (MI )
that larger HP couplings produce brighter RGB tips.
The actual value of the RGB tip luminosity is a useful observable to test physics beyond
the standard model. This method has been used recently to constrain the neutrino magnetic
moment [3] and the axion electron coupling [8].
Comparing the results from our
table (Table 1) with the recent analysis in [3, 8], we see that a value of
reference model
χ ∼ 10−14 seems to be excluded, a
x=3x10-15
result somewhat stronger than the
-4
x=8x10-15
bound in [13].
x=lx10-14
One of the problem with this
-3
methodology, however, is the experimental identification of the
RGB tip luminosity which depends,
-2
among other parameters, on the
stellar distance. Noticeable, this
-1
was the source of the largest uncertainties in the recent studies [3, 8].
We therefore investigate another
o�������������������������
1.34
1.31
1.35
1.33
1.30
1.32
1.28
1.29
possible method: to measure the
lelo
time ( xlO Gy)
luminosity differences between the
tip and the bump of the RGB.
As shown in table 1 and Fig. 2, Figure 2: Luminosity (measured in I band magnitude) vs
this observable increases monotoni- time, for the three models. Note the increase of the differcally with the coupling and becomes ence between the tip (maximum luminosity on the RGB
more than 0.5 magnitudes in the I band) and the bump (local luminosity decrease) with the
coupling. See text for more explanation.
band for χ = 10−14 .
The exact threshold value for
∆MI − [∆MI ]ref to be confidently excluded has not been determined yet. Therefore, at this
stage of the analysis, we are not ready to provide a clear constraint on the HP coupling. A
complete study of this problem is currently in preparation.

4

Summary and conclusion

We reported on a preliminary study of the effects of HP emission on the evolution of RGB stars.
In order to assess this impact, we modified the stellar evolution code to add the possibility of HP
emission and studied the whole modified RGB evolution. At the moment, we have considered
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only an example, with HP mass 1 keV, and confined our analysis to the case of resonant emission
of the longitudinal mode.
Our results show that the HP can change the pre-He-flash evolution, as clear from the time
shifts of the tracks in Fig. 2, confirming the need to use the modified code throughout the whole
evolution.
Finally, we identified a possible observable, the luminosity difference (∆MI ) between the
tip and the bump in the RGB evolutionary tracks, which is less subject to systematics than
the absolute luminosity of the RGB tip. Comparing the predicted values of ∆MI with the
observations could provide a promising way to constrain HP and other new physics candidates
during the RGB evolution.
A full analysis, which will include a scan of masses between 1-10 keV and the off-resonant
(longitudinal) rate, is in preparation.
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The ALPS II experiment, Any Light Particle Search II at DESY in Hamburg, will look for
light (m < 10−4 eV) new fundamental bosons (e.g., axion-like particles, hidden photons
and other WISPs) in the next years by the mean of a light-shining-through-the-wall setup.
The ALPS II photosensor is a Transition-Edge Sensor (TES) optimized for λ = 1064 nm
photons. The detector is routinely operated at 80 mK, allowing single infrared photon
detections as well as non-dispersive spectroscopy with very low background rates. The
demonstrated quantum efficiency for such TES is up to 95% at λ = 1064 nm as shown in
[1]. For 1064 nm photons, the measured background rate is < 10−2 sec−1 and the intrinsic
dark count rate in a dark environment was found to be of 1.0 · 10−4 sec−1 [2]. Latest
characterization results are discussed.

1

Single photon detection for ALPS II

The ALPS II experiment will be looking for new fundamental bosons. Such a light-shiningthrough-the-wall experiment requires a high quantum efficiency low background single-photon
detector [3]. A Tungsten Transition-Edge Sensor, which is optimized for low-background high
quantum efficiency single photon detection, has been developed by NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology).

2
2.1

Detector setup
Tungsten Transition-Edge Sensor

TESs are superconductive microcalorimeters measuring the temperature difference ∆T induced
by the absorption of a photon. They are operated in a strong negative electro-thermal feedback
corresponding to a constant voltage bias.
When a 1064 nm photon is absorbed by the tungsten chip, the sensor temperature raises
by 0.1 mK. Heating up of the detector brings it from its superconductive stage to close to its
normal resistive stage with an increase of the resistance of ∆R ≈ 1Ω. This leads to a decrease
of the current with I ≈ 70 nA. TESs are inductively coupled to a SQUID (Superconducting
Quantum Interference Device) that converts this current variation in a voltage difference of
∆V ≈ −50 mV.
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The ALPS II detector module is constituted of two TESs coupled to a SQUID. Both detectors are 25 × 25 µm2 large and 20 nm thick. A ceramic standard mating sleeve towers above
each detector, allowing the coupling of a standard single-mode fiber.

2.2

Adiabatic Demagnetization

Transition-Edge Sensors are superconductive detectors. The detector needs to be placed in
a bath at Tbath = 80 mK ± 25 µK. In order to do so, the TES is placed in an Adiabatic
Demagnetization Refrigerator (ADR).
ADR cryostats can reach two low-temperature levels [4]. A temperature baseline of 2.5 K
at the colder stages of the cryostat is reached with the help of a compressor using helium and
a pulse-tube cooler. The duration of this cool-down procedure is only limited by maintenance
works and the necessary modifications of the setup. Within a cool-down, many phases at
80 mK can be reached in two hours through adiabatic demagnetization. Such a recharge lasts
approximately 24 hours.

3
3.1

TES Characterization
Pulse shape

Figure 1: Infrared single-photon pulse shape.
The average pulse shape for 1064 nm photons shows a Peak Height of PH ≈ −50 mV and a
Peak Integral of PI ≈ −100 nV (Fig. 1). A mask, corresponding to an average pulse, is fitted
to the pulses for different scaling factors a and shift values j towards the trigger point [2].

3.2

Linearity and energy resolution

The linearity of the ALPS II W-TESs was tested by analysing the detector response to different
photon energies. Four different lasers were used to that purpose (1064, 645, 532, 405 nm). In
Figure 2, the average PH is shown depending on the energy of the photons absorbed by the
detector. The sensors are linear in our region of interest (1.17 eV) [2]. The non-linearity at
higher energies matches expectations (saturation of the detector). The energy resolution of the
detectors for these different wavelengths was measured to be ∆E/E < 8% [2].
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3.3

Stability

Detection stability over time is essential for the ALPS II experiment where long-term measurements will be performed. Stability during a cool-down as well as between different cool-downs
has been checked successfully. The most essential characteristic of the detector is its stability during a recharge-cycle corresponding to the data-taking period. The TES bias current
(i.e. TES working point (Fig. 3)) has been measured to be reasonably stable with a maximum
gradient < 1.5 µA. This variation in the TES bias current corresponds to a variation in the
peak height of ∆PH < 3%. Finally, the results have been proven to be operator independent
(adjustment method) [2].

4

Summary

Transition-Edge Sensors seem to ideally meet the ALPS II detector challenges. The characterization of the sensors provided by NIST has demonstrated a good detector energy resolution as
well as a good stability of the pulse shape over long-term measurements. In addition to this,
both detectors have shown a good linearity in the ALPS II region of interest (1.17 eV).
In the near future, optimization of the detector quantum efficiency as well as reduction of
the background will be performed.
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Figure 2: Average pulse height in units of voltage output as a function of photon energy for
the TES. The dashed line is a fit to the first three points.

Figure 3: The TES working point current equivalent to R0 = 30% Rnormal as a function of time
after the beginning of a recharge.
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The CAPP/IBS aims to do an axion search by detecting the axion using a resonant cavity.
In this experiment, the axion signal should be amplified and down-converted because it is
very weak (10−24 W) and the frequency is very high for digitization (2 ∼ 8 GHz). In the
radio frequency (RF) signal processing at room temperature, the amplifier and mixer play
a crucial role. One of the amplifiers and the mixer is tested. Also the entire RF signal
processing system is tested with a very weak artificial signal (10−19 W).

1

Introduction

The CAPP/IBS is searching for the cosmic axion using a resonant cavity. In this experiment,
the extremely weak, axion signal is supposed to be generated in a resonant cavity inside a very
high magnetic field (> 8T ) and a very low temperature (∼ 100 mK). After the axion signal
exits from the cavity, it goes through the radio frequency (RF) signal processing system which
amplifies the signal and downconverts the frequency from GHz to MHz at room temperature.
The amplifier and the mixer have an important role in the RF signal processing system at
room temperature (RT). The RF signal processing chain has been designed. The measurement
results of the two components of the entire system are described in this paper. The entire RF
signal processing system has been tested with a very weak artificial signal (10−19 W).

2

Measurement

The amplifier HMC-C059 and the mixer HMC-C009 have been tested with 8 GHz, 5 GHz
signals respectively. These frequencies are chosen because they are at the middle of the available
frequency range of each component. The input power range varies from -140 dBm to 10 dBm.
For the mixer, the local oscillator (LO) frequency is set to 4.9 GHz and the intermediate
frequency (IF) is 100 MHz. The entire RF signal processing system, which is composed of
two amplifiers, a mixer, a band pass filter and a power splitter, has been tested with 2 signal
generators and a signal analyzer. The test signal amplitude is set to -160 dBm at 6 GHz.

2.1

Amplifier

The gain is the ratio between the input and output amplifier’s powers and can be defined as
Gain [dB] = 10log(Pout /Pin ).
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The gain can be obtained by subtracting the input power and output power since the signal
generator and signal analyzer shows the power in log scale. The basic set up for measuring the
gain of an amplifier is shown in Figure 1. The output as a function of the input of an amplifier
’HMC-C009’ is shown in Figure 2. The key parameters of an amplifier ‘HMC-C059’ are shown
in Table 1 [1].

2.2

Mixer

The mixer is used for converting the frequency of RF signal. The conversion loss is the ratio
between the input and output powers of a mixer. The conversion loss is defined as
Conversion loss [dB] = −10log(Pout /Pin ).

(2)

The basic set-up for measuring the conversion loss is shown in Figure 3. The left signal generator
next to the mixer is used as input signal. Meanwhile, the signal generator below the mixer works
as a local oscillator (LO). Finally, the signal analyzer is used for detecting the mixer’s output
signal. The quantitative relation between the RF, IF and LO frequency can be written as
fIF = fRF − fLO ,

(3)

where fRF and fIF are respectively the frequencies of the input and output signals and fLO is
the frequency of a local oscillator. The Figure 4 shows the output of a mixer HMC-C009 as a
function of the input. The key parameters of the mixer HMC-C009 are shown in Table 2 [2].

Figure 1: The set-up diagram for measuring the gain of an amplifier.

Model
Freq. range (GHz)
Gain (dB)
DC voltage

Figure 2: The input-output graph of an amplifier
HMC-C059. The input frequency is 8 GHz.

HMC-C059
1∼8 8∼12
16
14
V + /V − = +6/-5 V

Table 1: Specifications of the HMC-C059 amplifier.
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Model
RF frequency (GHz)
IF frequency (MHz)
LO power (dBm)
Conversion loss (dB)

HMC-C009
4∼8
100
15
7.5

Table 2: Specifications of the HMC-C009
amplifier.
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Figure 3: The diagram of set-up for
measuring the mixer conversion loss.

2.3

Figure 4: The input-output graph of an amplifier
HMC-C009. The input frequency is 5 GHz.

RF signal processing system

The RF signal processing system is shown in Figure 5. The minimum input power which the
signal generator can generate is - 160 dBm (10−19 W) with three 10 dB attenuators connected
at the signal generator. This signal power is still stronger than the real axion signal - 210 dBm
(10−24 W). This is reasonable to be tested because the axion signal would be amplified in the
cryostat (< 100 dB). Table 3 shows a summary of the gain/loss of this system. The screen shot
of -160 dBm measurement of the signal analyzer is shown in Figure 6. The total system noise
factor is 1.94 dB and the total system gain is 24. 3 dB. The performance of this electronics was
measured using a spectrum analyser and running a VSA 89600 application. Figure 4 shows one
of the results. The injected signal power is -160 dBm which is around 10−19 W. The expected
noise floor with a 30 mHz resolution bandwidth is -163 dBm and the measured one is -156 dBm.
The expected signal power is -135.7 dBm and the measured one is -129 dBm. The differences
between the expected and measured values are possibly due to LO leakage and/or EMI.

Figure 5: The diagram of the down conversion RF system. The model name and a short
description is shown.
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Model
Gain/Loss (dB)

VBFZ
5500-S+
-1.3

HMC
C059
+16

HMC
C009
-10.5→-7.5

ZFL
2500VH+
+20

ZMSCQ
2-50+
-3.5

Total
23.7

Table 3: The gain or loss of each component and the gain of the entire system. Those values
are described in detail in their data sheet.

Figure 6: The screen shot of the signal analyzer : the input power is - 160 dBm. The measured
output power is -129.087 dBm.

3

Conclusion

In the axion cavity experiment, the RF signal which is extreamly weak should be handled
at room temperature. The RF signal processing system has been designed. Each individual
component and the whole system have been tested. The gain or loss of each component matches
well with data sheets. The entire RF processing system has been tested with a very weak signal
(-160 dBm) and the gain of the whole system (25 dB) matches well with the expected value
(23.73 dB).
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A search for resonant absorption of solar axions by 169 Tm nuclei will be performed using
the Tm-containing bolometers installed inside a low-background setup at the LNGS. The
thulium crystals - NaTm(WO4 )2 and NaTm(MoO4 )2 have been grown and tested for
the first time as bolometric detectors. The expected sensitivity of 1 kg Tm-bolometer to
axion-photon gAγ and axion-electron gAe coupling constants for axions with mass in the
range 10 eV to 8 keV is stronger than the present astrophysical limits.

1

Introduction

As a pseudoscalar particle, the axion should be subject to resonant absorption and emission
in nuclear transitions of a magnetic type. In our experiments we chose the 169 Tm nucleus as
a target [1, 2]. The energy of the first nuclear level (3/2+ ) is equal to 8.41 keV. The resonant
absorption should lead to the excitation of low-lying nuclear energy level: A+169 Tm →169 Tm∗
→169 Tm +γ, e (8.41 keV). The level discharges through M 1-type transition with E2-transition
admixture value of δ 2 =0.11% and internal conversion ratio η = γ/e = 3.79 × 10−3 .
The cross-section of the resonant absorption for the axions with energy EA is given by
an expression similar to the one for γ-ray resonant absorption, but the ratio of the nuclear
transition probability with the emission of an axion (ωA ) to the probability of magnetic type
transition (ωγ ) has to be taken into account. The rate of solar axion absorption by 169 Tm
nucleus will be


dΦA
ωA
RA = πσ0γ Γ
(EA = 8.4)
,
(1)
dEA
ωγ
where σ0γ is a maximum cross-section of γ-ray absorption (σ0γ = 2.56 × 10−19 cm2 ), Γ is a
width of energy level (1.13 × 10−10 keV), and dΦA /dEA is the axion flux at the energy 8.41
keV.
The ωA /ωγ ratio was calculated in the long-wave approximation in [3, 4]. In case of the
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169

Tm nucleus the branching ratio can be rewritten as [1, 2],
ωA
0
3
= 1.03(gAN
+ gAN
)2 (pA /pγ )3 .
ωγ

(2)

0
3
Here, gAN
and gAN
are dimensionless isoscalar and isovector coupling constants and pγ and
pA are the photon and axion momenta. For 169 Tm nucleus, in contrast with 57 Fe (14.4 keV) [5]
and 83 Kr (9.4 keV) [6] nuclei, the uncertainty of the flavor-singlet axial-vector matrix element
S and light quark-mass ratio z = mu /md do not significantly change the value of (2).
Axions can be efficiently produced in the Sun by the Primakoff conversion of photons in the
2
electromagnetic field of plasma. The resulting axion flux, dΦA /dEA , depends on gAγ
and can
be detected by the inverse Primakoff conversion of axions to photons in the laboratory magnetic
fields [7]. The rate of Primakoff axion absorption by 169 Tm nucleus depends on gAγ and gAN
coupling constants [1],
2
0
3
RA = 104 × gAγ
(gAN
+ gAN
)2 (pA /pγ )3 s−1 ,

(3)

where gAγ is in GeV−1 units.
Additional axions can be emitted by Compton γ + e− → e− + A and bremsstrahlung
−
e + Z → e− + Z + A processes in the hot solar plasma. The cross sections of both reactions
2
depend on the axion-electron coupling constant gAe
. The rate of Compton and bremsstrahlung
axion absorption by 169 Tm nucleus can be written in a model-independent view [2],
2
0
3
RA = 1.55 × 105 gAe
(gAN
+ gAN
)2 (pA /pγ )3 s−1 .

(4)

The amount of observed γ-rays that follow the axion absorption depends on the number of
target nuclei NTm , measurement time T and detector efficiency , while the probability of 8.4
keV peak observation is determined by the background level B of the experimental setup.

2

Experimental setup

The Tm-containing crystals - NaTm(WO4 )2 and NaTm(MoO4 )2 have been grown in Novosibirsk State University. Their dimensions are about 5 × 5 × 5 mm3 and the thulium mass in one
crystal is about 200 mg. The crystals are of light green color. The transmission and absorption
spectra of such crystals were measured. Except for small portions of the spectrum at 360, 475
and 690 nm, the crystals are transparent in the range from 325 to 775 nm. At the moment,
growing of larger crystals has started in a new growth vessel.
The Tm-crystals were installed in the 3 He/4 He dilution refrigerator in the Hall C of the
underground laboratory of L.N.G.S. (≈ 3650 m w.e.) and operated at a temperature of few
mK. The crystals were housed in a highly pure copper structure, the same one described in [8].
The detectors were surrounded by a passive shield made of copper, lead and polyethylene.
A neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) germanium thermistor was coupled to each Tmbolometer. NTD acts as a thermometer recording the temperature rises produced by particle
interaction in the absorbers and producing voltage pulses proportional to the energy deposition.
These pulses are then amplified and fed into an 18-bit analog-to-digital converter. Software
triggers ensure that every thermistor pulse is recorded. Details on our electronics and on the
cryogenic set-up can be found elsewhere [9, 10].
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The amplitude and the shape of the pulses are then determined by the off-line analysis. To
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, the pulse amplitude is estimated by means of the Optimum
Filter (OF) technique [11, 12]. The heat channels were energy-calibrated by means of a X-ray
(55 Fe) source. The relation between pulse amplitude and energy was parameterized with a first
order polynomial fit.

3

Results

Counts/ 0.4 ch 5.6 d

The background spectra collected during 135.2 h are presented in Fig. 1. One can see that the
amplitude of the heat signal from NaTm(MoO4 )2 crystals is higher than from NaTm(WO4 )2
crystals.

NaTm(WO4)2

Counts/ 0.3 ch 5.6 d

NaTm(MoO4)2

0

20

40

60

80

100

Channel
Figure 1: Energy spectra of NaTm(WO4 )2 and NaTm(MoO4 )2 bolometers.
There are no visible peaks in the spectra. In assumption of zero background in 8.4 keV
region the upper limit on the excitation rate of 169 Tm by solar hadronic axions is defined as
Rexp = 2.44/NT m T , where NT m = 7.1 × 1020 is the number of Tm nuclei in 0.2 g of thulium
and T = 4.87 × 105 s is the measurement time. The relation RA ≤ Rexp limits the region of
0
3
possible values of the coupling constants gAγ , gAe , (gAN
+ gAN
) and axion mass mA .
Using relation (3) and (4) one can obtain the following constrains,
and
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0
3
|gAγ (gAN
+ gAN
)| ≤ 8.2 × 10−15 ,

(5)

0
3
|gAe (gAN
+ gAN
)| ≤ 2.1 × 10−16 .

(6)
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The limits (5), (6) are two orders of magnitude stronger than those obtained in our previous
works [1, 2]. Since the coefficient of electron conversion for 8.4 keV transition in the nucleus
169
Tm is very large (e/γ = 260), the sensitivity of the experiment have been increased by
260/ = 104 ( ≈ 0.02 - detection efficiency of 8.4 keV gamma rays by Si(Li) detector [1])
for the case of registration of all particles (conversion and Auger electrons and γ- and X-rays)
that follow this transition. For 1 kg detector with background level of 10 counts/day the
enhancement factor can be about 2.5 × 106 . The expected sensitivity of 1 kg Tm-bolometer to
gAγ and gAe coupling constants are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Possible interaction between unpolarized and polarized nuclei in long range may provide
a new source for P T -violation. Moody and Wilczek proposed that such force might be
mediated by the axion. A new idea of tabletop experiment searching for such interaction
has been proposed from ARIADNE collaboration including SQUID NMR with polarized
3
He nuclei using the metastability-exchange optical pumping (MEOP) method. In this
method, uniform magnetic field is required to produce the polarized 3 He gas with a laser
at 1083 nm. We describe the finite element method (FEM) as well as the semi-analytical
approach to generate uniform field to preserve polarization with a number of Helmholtz
Coils compared with each other.

1

Introduction

Axion is a pseudo-scalar boson that explains the strong CP problem [1] and may mediate a new
macroscopic force between nuclei [2]. Such interaction can be tested in laboratory experiments
by employing polarized and unpolarized masses [3]. The nuclear spin of 3 He gas can be polarized
with MEOP method and used to search for the spin-dependent interaction. In the experiment,
the unpolarized mass affects the polarized 3 He gas in the presence of the P T -odd monopoledipole interaction depending on the distance between them. The distance will be modulated
by controlling the position of unpolarized mass. The nuclear spin of the polarized 3 He will
precess off from the original polarization axis resonantly by the modulation. This signal can
be detected with SQUID. The schematic design of experimental setup (a), (b) and polarization
unit (c) for 3 He are shown in the Figure 1.
However, the polarized 3 He gas would be depolarized if they experience a magnetic field
gradient. Therefore, it is necessary to have a uniform guide field to preserve the polarization
while transporting the polarized 3 He gas from the polarization unit to the measurement cell as
in the Figure 1 (c). In this paper, we present the magnetic field distribution optimized with the
FEM software called the OPERA 3D [4]. The result was compared with analytically calculated
field distribution from the Biot-Savart law to design guiding coils.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: A conceptual design of the spin-dependent interaction experiment. The conceptual
configuration (a), entire setup (b), and the polarization unit inside the magnetic field (c).

2

Optimization of the Field Distribution

Large enough square-shaped conducting coils were employed to generate guiding field, which
allow better space utilization than circular-shaped or solenoid coils. It is necessary to optimize
those conductors to generate guiding field uniformly distributed over wide range.
The variables for the uniform field generation are size, width, thickness, position, number
of turns of the coil, and current. The size, width, and thickness of the coil were fixed at
1500 mm, 50 mm, and 1 mm respectively. The position and current density of conductor would
be remaining parameters for the optimization. Each pair of opposite coils from the center
should have the same parameters to generate symmetric field from the center.

2.1

Finite Element Method

The square-shaped conductor has 1500 mm length on
each side with 1 mm thickness. The width of each coil
was 50 mm. This geometry can be regarded as 50 turns
of 1 mm2 coil on the 1.5 m long square support.
The OPERA 3D [4] solver, TOSCA for a static
magnetic field simulation, expands coefficients of the
Legendre polynomial to calculate the variation level of
the induced magnetic field in the spherical region. In
this optimization, the radius was chosen 500 mm.
The conductors and induced field map are shown in
the Figure 2. By the symmetric condition, we need only
Figure 2: Simulation scheme for six
one octant instead of whole space to reduce calculation
conductors with OPERA 3D (TOSCA
time as in the Figure 2.
solver)
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2.2

Analytic Calculation

The Biot-Savart law allows us to evaluate the magnetic field by integration. The induced field
from square-shaped conductor is
Bz (z) =

4µI
d2
√
.
π (d2 + 4z 2 ) 2d2 + 4z 2

(1)

The optimized parameters from the OPERA 3D will be assigned to this formula. The fields
generated by the analytic calculation and finite element method will be compared with each
other.

3

Result and Discussion

The optimization result of the positions and current densities from the OPERA 3D is as below
Table 1:
Conductor
1st pair
2nd pair
3rd pair

Position (mm)
180
720
945

Current density (A/mm2 )
0.93
1.35
0.90

Table 1: The simulation output. The positions are distances from the center.
To produce uniform field along the central region, the second pair of coils plays a dominant
role. They have the highest current density among three pairs of coils as 1.35 A/mm2 at
720 mm distance from the center. The first pair makes the central part of the magnetic field
more uniform. The third pair revises the field around the edge of the optimized range, 500 mm
from the center. The superpositioned field distribution is shown in the Figure 3.

3.1

Field Distribution

(
a
)

(
b
)

Figure 3: Field distribution along the z-axis (a) and magnified one for optimized range (b).
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The difference between maximum and minimum values of uniform field distribution is order
of 0.01 %. Also, the results from two approaches agree with each other.

3.2

Uniformity

The uniformity of the field can be tested by a rate of field value change, which is defined by
the homogeneity
Bz (z) − Bavg.
H(z) =
.
(2)
Bavg.
The homogeneity is less than 0.1 % on the whole optimized range as in the Figure 4.

Figure 4: The homogeneity in the optimized range.

4

Summary

We designed and simulated the uniform guiding field of six square-shaped conductors to produce
polarized 3 He gas in our setup. They are very useful to design optical polarization system of
3
He over large volume. We plan to build a proto-type coil system and integrate it into the 3 He
gas optical pumping system.
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The axion is an excellent candidate for cold dark matter. In 1983, Sikivie [1] proposed the
scheme to detect axions using a resonant cavity inside a high magnetic field. In order to
detect axions in his scheme, we need to scan a range of resonant frequencies of the cavity
where the converted photon signal gets enhanced. This poster presents the ways to design
a frequency tuning system with conducting and dielectric materials inside the cavity. The
simulation software package COMSOL Multiphysics was used to evaluate the effects on
the Q-factor and the form factor with different configurations and materials.

1

Introduction

The axion to photon conversion signal is extremely
weak. To catch this signal, we need a ‘good’ cavity.
‘Good’ means with a broad frequency tuning range,
high quality factor and form factor. We could optimize
these conditions by real experiment but it would need a
lot of resources. Here we want to find the optimal conditions for our microwave cavity using the COMSOL
multiphysics simulation program.

2

Methods

The resonant frequency of the cavity could be changed
by putting a different material inside. For a cylindrical
cavity with TM010 mode, a conductor or dielectric rod Figure 1: Drawing of the cavity tuning
inside the cavity could be used to tune the resonant system. Drawn by Dr. Harry Therfrequency. The quality factor and form factor of the man(CAPP/IBS).
cavity are also changed according to the material and
the position of the tuning rod. The simulation was performed to explore the best combinations for the axion
search using the COMSOL Multiphysics program [2].
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Figure 1 shows the cavity with a tuning system and when it was installed in the dilution
refrigerator.

3
3.1

Results
Resonant frequency, quality factor and form factor

Figure 2 below shows the E-field distributions (cross sectional view) of TM010 mode with a
tuning rod inside the cavity. The conductor rod pushes E-field and the dielectric rod pulls
E-field. Based on these properties, we tune the resonant frequency of the cavity.

Figure 2: E field distribution in XY cross section for (a) two conductor rods (b) two dielectric
rods (c) one conductor and one dielectric rod.
Depending on the position of the rod, the resonant frequency, quality factor, and form
factor of the cavity are changed. In Fig. 3, the yellow horizontal line indicates an empty cavity.
Introducing a conductor rod makes the resonant frequency go up and a dielectric rod makes it
go down. The tuning range of the conductor rod is usually broader. Table 1 shows that the
tuning range is about 1.7 GHz with two conductor rods, and 0.9 GHz with two dielectric rods.
The quality factor and form factor vary with rod positions also.

Figure 3: Resonance frequency, quality factor, and form factor of the cavity with different rod
conditions.
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Conductor + Conductor
Conductor + Dielectric
Dielectric + Dielectric

Frequency range
5.8 GHz ∼ 7.5 GHz
4.2 GHz ∼ 5.3 GHz
3.5 GHz ∼ 4.4 GHz

Quality factor
2.2×104 ∼ 3.4×104
2.1×104 ∼ 3.4×104
1.8×104 ∼ 3.0×104

Form factor
0.59 ∼ 0.72
0.46 ∼ 0.61
0.61 ∼ 0.71

Table 1: Resonance frequency, quality factor, and form factor range of the cavity with different
rod conditions.

3.2

Gap problem in conducting rod case

When there is a gap between the rod and the cylinder, mode localization happens. Figure 4(a)
shows the normal TM010 mode, but figure 4(b) shows a strange mode generated when a gap
between the top or bottom of the cavity and the rod is introduced in the simulation model. In
figure 4(c) we can see the location where mode localization shows up. One possible solution to
solve this problem is changing the length of the cavity. The TM010 mode does not depend on
the length, however the other strange mode depends on it. Figure 4(d) shows a mode crossing
point according to the length of the cylinder. We can move the mode crossing points through
this property, but cannot solve the, completely.

Figure 4: (a),(b) E-field norm of Y-Z cross section of the cylindrical cavity with conducting
rod (a) without a gap, (b) with a gap. (c) Form factor graph with a cylindrical cavity which
has various gap sizes (0mm-7mm). (d) Form factor and quality factor graph according to the
length of the cylinder.

3.3

Cylindrical cavity with dielectric cap and high conductivity film

A high quality factor is required for higher axion conversion power. We change the conductivity
of the cavity and introduce some dielectric material in the simulation to evaluate the effect.
Figure 5 and Table 2 show results of many trials. If the conductivity of the cavity wall goes
up, the quality factor goes up too. A dielectric cap at the top and bottom is harmful for the
quality factor.
√
When the conductivity increase is N times larger, the Q factor is increase N times larger.
To achieve a high Q factor, we consider the inner surface coating with superconducting film.
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Figure 5: Heat map of surface loss for cylindrical cavity made with (a) copper only, (b) copper with high conductivity film on the wall side (the conductivity is 100 times higher than
copper),(c) copper with high conductivity film on the wall side and dielectric cap on the top
and bottom, (d) copper with high conductivity film on the whole cavity, (e) copper with high
conductivity film on the whole cavity and dielectric cap on the top and bottom

copper
copper
copper
copper
copper

+
+
+
+

high
high
high
high

conductivity
conductivity
conductivity
conductivity

coating
coating
coating
coating

(wall)
(wall) + dielectric cap
(whole)
(whole) + dielectric cap

Quality factor
21523.804
66697.146
54158.212
277928.43
247355.67

Table 2: Quality factor according to the various condition of the cavity.

4

Conclusion

The resonant frequency of the cylindrical cavity can be controlled by using the tuning rod. The
use of a conductor rod can achieve wider frequency tuning range but has a mode localization
problem. Employing one dielectric tuning rod seems a better option even with a bit narrower
tuning range. The superconducting film coating looks very promising option to increase the
quality factor of the cavity.
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In many approaches to describe physics beyond the standard model, light Nambu-Goldstone
bosons (named axion-like particles or ALPs) are predicted to exist. For ALPs with a mass
of neV, photon-ALPs oscillation takes place in extra-galactic magnetic fields during the
propagation of very high energy gamma-ray photons leading to excess radiation observed
for optically thick sources. In order to verify this effect,gamma-ray spectra from strong
galactic sources can be used. Here the photon-ALPs mixing would lead to an energy dependent suppression of the observed gamma-ray spectra. Here, we have used Fermi-LAT
(Fermi-Large Area Telescope) observations of a sample of gamma-ray pulsars located at
different line-of-sights to search for spectral signatures and compare the result with the
predictions using particular models for the galactic magnetic field.

1

Introduction

Fermi-LAT observations for gamma ray pulsars.- The Fermi-LAT is a pair conversion telescope
for gamma rays between 20 MeV to more than 300 GeV. 160 gamma ray pulsars have been
discovered by Fermi-LAT. It has a wide field-of-view of 2.4 sr, a peak effective area of ∼ 7000c2
at 1 GeV on axis, and a 68 containment radius of 0.6 deg at 1 GeV for events converting in
the front section of the LAT. The LAT is ∼ 30 times more sensitive than its predecessor, the
EGRET telescope.
Galactic magnetic field models.- The magnetic fields in galaxies are believed to be regenerated and maintained by dynamo actions in the interstellar medium. Here we have taken
into account two models of magnetic fields: Jansson-Farrar and Pshirkov. Pshirkov’s model of
galactic magnetic fields consists of two different components: a disk and a halo field. According to directional dependence of this this model, this is categorized in two types: 1) ASS or
axisymmetric model (the direction of the field in two different arms is the same) and 2) BSS or
bi-symmetric model (the direction of the field in two different arms is opposite). The magnetic
field along the line of sight of the pulsar J2021+3651 is shown in Fig. 1.
Axion-like particles.- Axions are considered to be an attractive dark matter candidate and
also a solution to the strong CP problem of quantum chromodynamics. The equation of the
Lagrangian of ALP-photon is,
1
£ = − gαγ Fµν F µν a = gαγ E · Ba,
4

(1)

where a is the axion-like field with mass ma , Fµν is the electromagnetic field-strength tensor,
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Figure 1: Magnetic field along the line of sight of the pulsar J2021+3651. Top panel for the
model of Jansson-Farrar, middle panel for the model of Pshirkov in BSS, down in ASS mode.

and gαγ is the ALP-photon coupling. Photons travelling through the external magnetic field
couple to ALPs. The probability of the conversion after a distance z is

Pγ→a

2
gαγ
=
8

Z

0

z

0

dz 0 e2πiz /l0 Bx (x, y, z 0 )

2

+

Z

0

z

0

dz 0 e2πiz /l0 By (x, y, z 0 )

2

!

(2)

Figure 2: The conversion probability of the photon to axion as a function of energy.
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Pulsar Name
J2021+3651
J2021+4026

χ2
139.845
185.86

Table 1: Minimum value of χ2 of pulsars as a power law of exponential decay

2

Fermi likelihood analysis

The detection, flux determination and spectral modeling of Fermi-LAT sources likelihood optimization technique is performed for the selected pulsar candidates. The spectrum of a pulsar
can be modelled by a power law of exponential decay with the general form:
dN
= K.
dE



E
E0

−τ

exp



−E
Ecut



(3)

We have also performed the same procedure for another pulsar source J2021+4026 as it is close
to PSR-J2021+3651. So we can compare the spectra.

Figure 3: Event map of the PSRJ2021+3651 with color coding of photon events.

3

Pulsar spectrum

Determination of spectrum from the pulsar candidates.- We have adopted the energy range for
the pulsar candidates from 100 MeV to 300 GeV and divided the entire range in 30 energy bins.
The spectrum is derived for the data sets of front region of the tracking detector. The pulsar
spectrum is determined for both sources PSR J2021+3651 and PSR J2021+4026 (Figure 4).
Best fit model of the pulsar - spectrum.-To investigate the signatures of the photon ALPs
oscillations, a combination of power law with exponential cut-off energy and the survival probability to be adapted to the data points. For the fitting of the spectral data points, a χ2 method
is applied with the adjustment of free parameters like gaγ and ma .
It can be said that the value of χ2 decreases in adapting to the data points, taking into
consideration larger distances.
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Figure 4: Model of the spectrum of PSR J2021+3651 (left) and PSR J2021+4026 (right) as a
power law of exponential decay in accordance with the spectral data points

Figure 5: Best fitting model to the data points of the PSR J2021+3651.
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Bfield-model
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Pshirkov(BSS)
Pshirkov(ASS)

χ2
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Weakly Interactive Slim Particles (WISPs), including the QCD axion, axion-like particles
(ALPs), and hidden photons, are considered to be strong candidates for the dark matter
carrier particle. The microwave cavity experiment WISPDMX is the first direct WISP
dark matter search experiment probing particle masses in the 0.8-2.0 µeV range. The first
stage of WISPDMX measurements has been completed at nominal resonant frequencies of
the cavity. The second stage of WISPDMX is presently being prepared, targeting hidden
photons and axions within 60% of the entire 0.8-2.0 µeV mass range.

1

Introduction

Weakly Interacting Slim (Sub-eV) Particles [1, 2, 3] are promising candidates for a dark matter
(DM) particle and together with WIMPs, axions, and hidden photons are an attractive field
for DM searches. The most favoured particle mass range for axion dark matter is between
10−7 and 10−3 eV which makes radio measurement at frequencies below 240 GHz a prime
experimental tool for axion detection. Searches for the WISPs DM are cataloged into three
types: purely laboratory experiments (Light-Shining Through Walls Experiments) using optical
photons, helioscopes observing WISPs emitted by the Sun, and haloscopes which are searching
for dark matter constituents.
The WISP Dark Matter eXperiment (WISPDMX) has been initiated at DESY and the
University of Hamburg [4], aiming at covering the 0.8-2 µeV mass range, probing into the DMfavored coupling strengths. WISPDMX has three phases. Phase I: hidden photon searches at
nominal resonances of the cavity; Phase II: cavity tuning for searches; and Phase III: Axion
Like Particles searches with the adaption of HERA magnet.
The experiment utilises a 208-MHz resonant cavity (Fig. 1) used at the DESY HERA
accelerator and plans to make use of the H1 solenoid magnet [5]. The cavity has a volume of
460 litres and a resonant amplification factor Q= 46,000 at the ground TM010 mode. The H1
magnet provides a field of 1.15 T in a volume of 7.2 m3 . The signal is amplified by a broadband 0.2-1GHz amplifier with a system temperature of 100 K. Broad-band digitisation and
FFT analysis of the signal are performed using a commercial 12-bit spectral analyser, enabling
simultaneous measurements at several resonant modes. The cavity tuning can be provided with
the use of a plunger assembly inserted into the cavity. The original plunger assembly used with
the HERA cavity for the accelerator needs to be modified for the tuning.
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Figure 1: WISPDMX utilises a 208-MHz resonant cavity used at the DESY HERA accelerator
and plans to make use of the H1 solenoid magnet. The cavity has a resonant amplification
factor Q = 46,000 at the ground TM010 mode. The figure shows a simple sketch of the 208MHz resonant cavity with possible conversion from HP to RF radiation (left) and the first
stage’s experiment setup of WISPDMX (right).

2
2.1

WISPDMX status.
Result from Phase I

In Phase I, we evaluated the broadband signal, by using a commercial ADC card (1.8 MSPS
and 12 bits), measurements at the nominal frequencies at the resonant modes setting up the
initial exclusion limits and obtaining the noise spectrum respectively shown in Fig. 2 and 3.

2.2
2.2.1

Phase II: Development and Preliminary Result.
Phase II, Experiment Setup.

In Phase II, we plan to perform simultaneous multiple mode measurements (with frequency
calibration and broadband signal recording) with the help of tuning plungers. We will enhance
the experiment with automatic tuning, continuous calibration and signal recording (Fig. 4).
The tuning plunger plays an important role in Phase II in searching for WISPs over a
broad mass-range. The plunger assembly should provide effective coverage up to 56% of the
200-500 MHz range. The first plunger has been designed and manufactured, the second one
is under construction. The tuning will be accomplished with a plunger assembly providing a
2 MHz tuning range of the ground mode and up to 30 MHz for the higher modes.
2.2.2

Phase II, Preliminary Result.

We study the reaction of the cavity to the temperature and atmospheric pressure changes by
measuring the resonant modes of the cavity, and studying their dependence on changes with
both of these quantities (see Fig. 5). This study has yielded a good calibration that can be
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Figure 2: Current exclusion limit set by Phase I of WISPDMX [6], evaluating the broadband
signal (600 MHz) under 40.3 dB amplification. The frecquency range is 180-600 MHz and the
resolution is ∆ν = 572 Hz. The turquoise colour lines are exclusion limit set by ADMX.

Figure 3: Broadband noise spectrum obtained from the Phase I of WISPDMX.

implemented into measurement with respect to the variability of temperature and atmospheric
pressure.
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Figure 4: The flowchart illustrating the measurement procedures designed for Phase II of the
WISPDMX. The tunning is made with a plunger driven by a stepper motor. The frequency
calibration is performed with the help of a network analyser. The signal is amplified, digitised and analysed with a commercial digitised control by Matlab/C++ software. The overall
experiment control is set within the Labview environment.

Figure 5: The shifting of 5 resonant modes due to the environment temperature. The frequency
shift with respect to the temperature is 3 KHz/K.
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Conclusion

The WISPDMX components and tools are 60% completed for the Phase II, with the second
plungers for the cavity to be manufactured before the end of 2015 and software development to
be ready for a preliminary run with one plunger. Further tests on the frequency calibration will
be made in order to ensure frequency fidelity and accuracy at the desired spectral sensitivity
in and out at the resonance.
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The ANAIS experiment aims at the confirmation of the DAMA/LIBRA signal using the
same target and technique at the Canfranc Underground Laboratory (LSC) in Spain.
ANAIS detectors consist of large NaI crystals coupled to two photomultipliers (PMTs).
In this work we present Single Electron Response (SER) data for several units of the
Hamamatsu R12669SEL2 PMT model extracted from normal operation data of ANAIS
underground prototypes and we compare them with PMT SER characterization previously
done at surface lab before coupling them to NaI crystal. Moreover, total light collection
for different ANAIS prototypes has been calculated, producing an excellent average result
of 15 phe/keV, which has a good impact in both energy resolution and threshold.

1

Introduction

The ANAIS (Annual Modulation with NaI(Tl) Scintillators) experiment [1, 2] is intended to
confirm the DAMA/LIBRA signal [3] using the same target and technique at the Canfranc
Underground Laboratory. The ANAIS-25 set-up consisted of two NaI(Tl) detectors of 12.5 kg
each manufactured by Alpha Spectra (named D0 and D1 in this work). It has been taking data
since December 2012 in order to measure the internal contamination of the NaI(Tl) crystals and
assess the performance of the detectors. A new Alpha Spectra detector (named D2 in this work)
with lower internal background [4] was received in March 2015, added to ANAIS-25 modules to
form the ANAIS-37 set-up. Every detector has been coupled to two Hamamatsu R12669SEL2
PMTs, the model selected for ANAIS [5]. In the following we will report on the PMT Single
Electron Response (SER) data extracted from both set-ups on underground site and along
normal operation. These results have also been compared with the SER characterization of
the PMTs previously performed at Zaragoza (Section 2). Finally, we will inform about the
estimates of the total light collection for all the available detectors (Sections 3 and 4).
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SER extraction

First, the PMTs SER was measured at the Zaragoza test bench using UV LED illumination
of very low intensity, and triggering in the excitation LED signal. This characterization was
done for each PMT unit before mounting ANAIS detectors, and allowed to validate the SER
determination onsite along normal operation of ANAIS detectors at the LSC. The SER has been
studied thanks to a peak identification algorithm which allows us to select individual peaks at
the end of the pulse of each PMT to avoid trigger bias and the pile-up of several photoelectrons
(phe). An example of a pulse fulfilling these conditions can be seen in Figure 1a and the mean
pulse of a selection of this kind of events is shown in Figure 1b. The phe area (proportional
to charge) is integrated in a fixed time window around the peak maximum in order to obtain
the single electron response charge distribution. The SER charge distribution extracted for the
same PMT by these two methods is compared in Figure 1c showing full agreement between
both.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Pulse with a low number of phe; peaks identified by the applied algorithm are shown
with red triangles (a), SER mean pulse (b) and SER charge distributions derived at PMT test
bench (red) and along normal operation (blue) (c).

3

ANAIS-25

The light collected by each of the PMTs coupled to the ANAIS-25 modules was calculated by
dividing the mean value of the charge distribution associated to a known energy deposition in
the NaI crystal and the mean value of the SER charge distribution derived as aforementioned.
The 22.6 keV line from a 109 Cd calibration source was used for this study. The result of the SER
charge spectrum and the 109 Cd line Gaussian fits can be seen in Table 1 (PMT ij corresponds
to PMT j of detector Di). These results and the global light collection of the two ANAIS-25
detectors are summarized in Table 2. The 109 Cd line resolution is also calculated and is shown
in Table 3. These results confirm the prototypes outstanding light collection and its impact
in resolution. The very good optical performance of the Alpha Spectra modules evidenced by
these figures is very promising in order to reduce the energy threshold below 2 keVee [6].
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PMT
00
01
10
11

SER mean
mV·ns
35.47 ± 0.35
29.42 ± 0.21
41.20 ± 0.25
44.52 ± 0.29

SER σ
mV·ns
21.73 ± 0.25
18.81 ± 0.24
28.30 ± 0.21
24.36 ± 0.24

22.6 keV mean
mV·ns
6122 ± 2
5057 ± 2
7139 ± 4
7570 ± 4

Table 1: ANAIS-25 values for SER charge distribution and

PMT
00
01
10
11

PMT
phe/keV
7.64 ± 0.08
7.61 ± 0.05
7.67 ± 0.05
7.52 ± 0.05

Detector
phe/keV

PMT

15.19 ± 0.07

Table 2: ANAIS-25 light collection.

4

00
01
10
11

15.24 ± 0.09

109

22.6 keV σ
mV·ns
669 ± 2
568 ± 2
809 ± 4
825 ± 3

Cd 22.6 keV line Gaussian fits.

PMT
σ/E (%)
10.93 ± 0.03
11.24 ± 0.04
11.33 ± 0.05
10.90 ± 0.05

Detector
σ/E (%)
8.51 ± 0.03
8.59 ± 0.04

Table 3: ANAIS-25 resolution at 22.6 keV.

ANAIS-37

The same procedure was repeated with ANAIS-37 setup data. In this setup the operating
voltages of the D0 and D1 detectors were increased in order to better study the low energy
region and for this reason the SER values are higher. The voltage of the new detector (D2)
was selected to have a 106 gain value in both PMTs to explore the high energy region [6]. The
results of the SER charge distribution and the 109 Cd 22.6 keV line Gaussian fits can be seen
in Table 4. The light collection for every PMT and detector can be observed in Table 5. The
newly extracted values for D0 and D1 are compatible with those obtained for ANAIS-25 (see
previous section). Good values for the new D2 (∼ 16 phe/keV) have also been measured having
again a good impact in terms of energy threshold and resolution, crucial for the sensitivity to
WIMPs annual modulation.
PMT
00
01
10
11
20
21

SER mean
mV·ns
61.47 ± 0.36
58.40 ± 0.71
83.24 ± 0.55
73.91 ± 0.74
42.70 ± 2.10
44.57 ± 2.10

SER σ
mV·ns
35.02 ± 0.32
43.06 ± 0.51
46.52 ± 0.51
42.04 ± 0.52
25.42 ± 1.79
26.67 ± 1.95

22.6 keV mean
mV·ns
10257 ± 5
10425 ± 5
12820 ± 5
12740 ± 5
7928 ± 5
8155 ± 6

Table 4: ANAIS-37 values from SER charge distribution and
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22.6 keV σ
mV·ns
1126 ± 4
1166 ± 4
1463 ± 4
1404 ± 4
909 ± 6
930 ± 6

Cd 22.6 keV line Gaussian fits.
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PMT
00
01
10
11
20
21

PMT
phe/keV
7.38 ± 0.04
7.88 ± 0.09
6.81 ± 0.05
7.62 ± 0.08
8.21 ± 0.40
8.09 ± 0.38

Detector
phe/keV
15.26 ± 0.10
14.44 ± 0.09
16.31 ± 0.56

Table 5: ANAIS-37 light collection.

5

PMT
00
01
10
11
20
21

PMT
σ/E (%)
10.97 ± 0.04
11.18 ± 0.04
11.40 ± 0.03
11.02 ± 0.03
11.46 ± 0.07
11.40 ± 0.08

Detector
σ/E (%)
8.73 ± 0.03
8.80 ± 0.03
8.99 ± 0.05

Table 6: ANAIS-37 resolution at 22.6 keV.

Conclusion

The PMTs single electron response was characterized along detectors normal operation and
compared with the previous PMTs measurements showing a full compatibility among them.
Using this extraction, an excellent light collection for the three ANAIS detectors, of the order
of ∼15 phe/keV, has been measured. Thanks to this, an energy threshold for the ANAIS
experiment at 1 keVee is at reach, depending now on improving the filtering protocols for PMT
origin coincident events, which would significantly improve the sensitivity of the ANAIS Project
in the search for the annual modulation effect in the WIMPs signal [6].
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Axions in the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) mechanism provide a promising solution to the strong
CP problem in the standard model of particle physics. Coherently generated PQ scalar
fields could dominate the energy density in the early Universe and decay into relativistic
axions, which would conflict with the current dark radiation constraints. We show that a
thermal inflation driven by a U (1) gauged Higgs field dilutes such axions. We discuss an
available baryogenesis mechanism for the U (1)B−L gauge symmetry.

1

Introduction

The standard model (SM) for elementary particles has been successful in describing high energy
phenomena at colliders. One shortcoming of the SM is the strong CP problem. A mechanism
introduced by Peccei and Quinn [1] with the corresponding global U (1) symmetry, Peccei-Quinn
(PQ) symmetry, elegantly solves this problem. Although the original model has been ruled out
by the experimental results, so-called invisible axion models [2, 3] are promising and viable
models. As a consequence of the global U (1) PQ symmetry breaking, the axion field, which is
its Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson and becomes a pseudo-NG boson due to the QCD anomaly,
appears.
Cosmology based on particle theory with the PQ symmetry would be interesting but not so
simple. One appealing feature is, as it is well-known, that the axion is a promising candidate
for dark matter in our Universe [4]. On the other hand, for example, one may imagine the
following nontrivial evolution of the early Universe. The PQ scalar field could be produced in a
coherent oscillation due to its scalar nature and temporally dominate the energy density of the
Universe if its decay rate is very small because of suppressed couplings. The radial direction
of the PQ scalar field1 would mostly decay into axions or SM particles through loop processes.
Those overproduced massless axions act as dark radiation which is nowadays stringently constrained [5].
Thermal inflation is a well-known mechanism to dilute unwanted relics [6] and is driven by
a scalar field ϕ, often called the flaton. We show the condition of successful thermal inflation
driven by a gauged U (1) Higgs field to dilute axions generated by the late decay of the dominated
PQ scalar [7]. If this flaton ϕ is a gauge singlet and has an (approximate) global U (1), then the
axions associated with the flaton could be produced again as shown in Ref. [8]. Thus, in order
to avoid this problem, we consider that a flaton field is charged under a local U (1) symmetry.
1 From

now on, we simply call it the PQ scalar.
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We also discuss the implication in the case that this local U (1) symmetry is identified with
gauged U (1)B−L [9].

2

Thermal inflation in an axion-dominated Universe

We consider the scalar potential of the flaton ϕ as
V (ϕ) = V0 − m2 |ϕ|2 +

|ϕ|2n
.
Λ2(n−2)

(1)

A flaton field ϕ is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium through interactions with particles in
the hot thermal bath and hence the thermal mass term,
δV =

gϕ 2 2
T |ϕ| ,
24

(2)

with T being the temperature of the thermal plasma, is added in the scalar potential. Here, gϕ
is parametrizing the coefficient, while sometimes we may use an effective coupling with another
√
particle h ≡ gϕ instead of gϕ in the rest of this paper.
The resultant number of e-fold in the axion-dominated Universe is estimated as
 2 
√
1
π
Λ
1
N2n = − ln 4 3 − ln
g∗ + ln
h
4
30
2 MP


n2
1
MP
1
+ (n − 2) ln
,
(3)
− ln
4 4(n − 1) 2
v
with MP being the reduced Planck mass. We list various physical quantities in Table 1.
Λ(GeV)
1016
1016
1016

h
8.27 × 10−3
8.27 × 10−2
8.27 × 10−1

v(GeV)
108
1010
1012

Ti (GeV)
2.79 × 103
2.79 × 106
2.87 × 109

Tf (GeV)
1.03 × 103
1.03 × 106
1.03 × 109

N
1.00
1.00
1.00

∆Nef f
0.05
0.05
0.05

TR (GeV)
5.9 × 103
5.9 × 106
5.9 × 109

Table 1: Quantities in thermal inflation by the potential (1).

3
3.1

Relic abundances
Axion dark radiation

As we have seen, if the PQ scalar field dominates the energy density of the Universe, its decay
produces many axions, and the Universe ends up with relativistic axion domination. When the
total energy density ρtotal from dominated axion ρa and subdominant radiation ρrad becomes
comparable with V (ϕ), t = ti , the thermal inflation begins. After the thermal inflation, ϕ
decays into SM particles and potentially non-SM particles again. The resultant axion dark
radiation contribution is estimated in terms of ∆Nef f as
∆Nef f =
Axion–WIMP
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7



43/4
g∗

1/3

×

ρa
ρrad

.

(4)

H=Γ
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3.2

Reheating temperature and possible baryogenesis scenarios

We adopt the reheating temperature after thermal inflation TR under the assumption of the
instantaneous reheating Γ = H(tf ), which gives the highest reheating temperature. Available
baryogenesis mechanisms depend on TR .
For TR & 109 GeV, thermal leptogenesis by the lightest heavy RH neutrino decay of those
with hierarchical masses is one of the simplest scenarios of baryogenesis [10, 11].
Nonthermal leptogenesis by RH neutrinos with hierarchical masses is available for a reheating temperature 109 GeV & TR & 106 GeV [12]. If this local U (1) is in fact the gauged U (1)B−L
symmetry, ϕ is identified with the Higgs field to break this symmetry with the B − L charge 2,
and the decay ϕ into two RH neutrinos NR is nothing but nonthermal production of NR .
For TR . 106 GeV, low-scale thermal leptogenesis requires an enhancement of CP violation.
Here, for information, we note two examples. One is the so-called resonant leptogenesis, where
two RH neutrino masses are strongly degenerated and CP violation is enlarged due to RH
neutrino self-energy [13]. Another way is an extension of the Higgs sector, e.g., neutrinophilic
Higgs model [14]. Another promising scenario would be electroweak baryogenesis [15].

3.3

Results

We summarize the viable parameter space and available baryogenesis mechanisms for some
benchmark points. In order to have large enough CP violation ε & 10−6 in the NR decay, we
suppose MNR ' 109 GeV [16, 17] and that the decay ϕ → NR NR is kinematically forbidden for
mϕ < 109 GeV. We consider two cases of the PQ scalar VEV, v = 1010 and 1012 GeV. We note
that, for baryogenesis, the conclusion is the same for v . 1010 GeV.
3.3.1

n = 3, v = 1012 GeV case

For most of the parameter space, we have TR > 109 GeV. Thermal leptogenesis could work.
3.3.2

n = 3, v = 1010 GeV case

TR > 106 GeV is realized, however, mϕ . 109 GeV. Nonthermal leptogenesis by the ϕ decay
does not work because the ϕ decay is kinematically forbidden. A low-scale thermal leptogenesis
with an enhanced CP violation or the electroweak baryogenesis with the extension of the Higgs
sector is needed.

4

Summary

We have investigated scenarios with successful thermal inflation by a gauged U (1) Higgs flaton
field to dilute axions generated by late decay of the dominated PQ scalar field. We find that
a promising viable baryogenesis is high- or low-scale thermal leptogenesis or the electroweak
baryogenesis if this U (1) symmetry is the gauged U (1)B−L .
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Figure 1: Contours of the resultant ∆Neff = 1, 0.4 (thick red), 0.1, and 0.01 with solid lines
from left to right, the mass of ϕ with dashed lines and the possible maximal reheating temperature after thermal inflation TR with long dashed lines. The shaded region corresponds to
∆Nef f > 0.4 which is disfavored by the Planck (2015) data.
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A thorough understanding of the background sources is mandatory in any experiment
searching for rare events. The ANAIS (Annual Modulation with NaI(Tl) Scintillators)
experiment aims at the confirmation of the DAMA/LIBRA signal at the Canfranc Underground Laboratory (LSC). Two NaI(Tl) crystals of 12.5 kg each produced by Alpha
Spectra have been taking data since December 2012. The complete background model of
these detectors and more precisely in the region of interest will be described. Preliminary
background analysis of a new 12.5 kg crystal received at Canfranc in March 2015 will be
presented too. Finally, the power of anticoincidence rejection in the region of interest has
been analyzed in a 4×5 12.5 kg detector matrix.

1

The ANAIS experiment and background sources

The ANAIS project is intended to search for dark matter annual modulation with ultrapure
NaI(Tl) scintillators at LSC in Spain, in order to provide a model-independent confirmation of
the signal reported by the DAMA/LIBRA collaboration [1] using the same target and technique.
Two prototypes of 12.5 kg mass each (referred as D0 and D1), made by Alpha Spectra, Inc.
Colorado with ultrapure NaI powder, were taking data at LSC since December 2012 (ANAIS-25
set-up) and a new 12.5 kg module (referred as D2) also built by Alpha Spectra using improved
protocols for detector production was added in March 2015 (ANAIS-37 set-up). The goal was
the assessment of background and general performance of these detectors. Further description
of the ANAIS experiment and these prototypes is given in [2].
The background model of the ANAIS-25 modules has been developed following the same
procedure reported in [3]. External background sources from PMTs, copper encapsulation,
quartz windows, silicone pads and archaeological lead have been quantified directly by HPGe
spectrometry at LSC; also contribution from radon of the inner air volume of the shielding
has been considered in the model. Internal contaminations in the NaI(Tl) crystals have been
∗ Present address: Department of Physics, Center for Experimental Nuclear Physics and Astrophysics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
† Present address: Università di Roma La Sapienza, Roma, Italy
‡ Present address: Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Aragón, Universidad de Zaragoza-CSIC, Zaragoza,
Spain
§ Corresponding author (pvillar@unizar.es)
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determined from ANAIS-25 and ANAIS-37 data [2] being 40 K (1.25 mBq/kg in all the modules)
and 210 Pb (3.15 mBq/kg in D0/D1 and 0.58 mBq/kg in D2) the most relevant contributions in
the region of interest. Also 129 I, as for DAMA/LIBRA crystals, has been included in the model.
Cosmogenic contributions in the NaI(Tl) crystals have been quantified specifically for ANAIS25 detectors in [4] and properly considered, being relevant in the long term that of 22 Na. The
contribution of these background sources has been assessed by Monte Carlo simulation using
the Geant4 code and results are presented in next sections.

2

ANAIS-25 detectors and the new ANAIS-37 module

A detailed description of the ANAIS-25 set-up including detectors, PMTs and shielding was
included in the simulation and spectra at different conditions have been obtained for the different
background components. Figure 1 compares the energy spectra summing all the simulated
contributions described above with the measured data for ANAIS-25 detectors, considering
anticoincidence data. A good agreement is obtained at high energy, but in the very low energy
region some contribution seems to be missing. It was found that the inclusion in the model
of an additional activity of ∼ 0.2 mBq/kg of 3 H in the NaI crystals significantly improves the
agreement with data at low energy (see figure 2, left). This value is about twice the upper limit
set for DAMA/LIBRA crystals, but lower than the saturation activity which can be deduced
from the production rate at sea level of 3 H in NaI [5]. Figure 2 (right) summarizes the different
contributions in the region from 1 to 10 keV according to the ANAIS-25 background model.

Figure 1: Comparison of the energy spectra summing all the simulated contributions (before and
after adding the cosmogenics) with the measured data for ANAIS-25 considering anticoincidence
data at low energy (left) and high energy (right).
Axion–WIMP
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Figure 2: Effect of the inclusion of 3 H contribution in the very low energy spectrum (left) and
different contributions in the region of 1–10 keV according to the ANAIS-25 background model
(right).

Figure 3: As figure 2, but for the new module D2 in ANAIS-37 set-up (considering ANAIS-25
activity). No event selection protocols (as those reported in [6]) have been applied to D2 data
yet.
The new Alpha Spectra module grown under improved conditions in order to prevent radon
contamination was mounted together with the previous ones forming the ANAIS-37 set-up. The
new module (D2) is placed in between the two ANAIS-25 modules (D0 and D1) to maximize the
coincidence efficiency for the potassium determination. Very preliminary results are presented
here according to the first 50 days of live-time. A total alpha rate of 0.58 ± 0.01 mBq/kg in
the new module D2, determined through pulse shape analysis, is a factor 5 lower than alpha
rate in ANAIS-25 modules (3.15 mBq/kg). Data above 5 keV are well reproduced by our
background model (see Figure 3 left) considering 210 Pb activity reduced with respect to D0-D1
in the same factor than alpha rate is reduced and considering the cosmogenic contribution in
D2 is still important in the region of interest. Except 22 Na and tritium, these contributions
should strongly decay in a few months.
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3

Towards ANAIS

A good description of the measured background data of ANAIS-25 and ANAIS-37 prototypes
has been achieved, being the main contributions in the region of interest the continua from 210 Pb
and 3 H and the peaks from 40 K and 22 Na, all coming from the NaI(Tl) crystals. The latter
(40 K and 22 Na) could be strongly reduced by profiting from anticoincidence. Anticoincidence
rejection power of different experimental configurations is under study. Just as an example,
figure 4 left illustrates the background reduction expected for the 40 K contribution in the region
of interest in a 4×5 detector configuration. A full simulation of the 3×3 matrix of 12.5 kg
NaI(Tl) scintillators to be used in the ANAIS experiment is underway, considering also the
effect of a liquid scintillator veto (see figure 4, right).

Figure 4: Distribution of background level below 10 keV (c/kg/d) in anticoincidence at each
crystal for 40 K (ANAIS-25 activity) in a 4×5 detector configuration (left) and Geant4 (3×3)
matrix of NaI(Tl) scintillators inside a liquid scintillator veto scheme (right).
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